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Abstract 
 

 
Value Claims: From Aristotle to Black Lives Matter 

 
Alena Wolflink 

 
 

This dissertation, “Value Claims: From Aristotle to Black Lives Matter,” 

explores claims to, of, and about value, the history of commercial activities from 

which they draw, and the imaginations of citizenship they underpin. I identify and 

mobilize a tension in value discourses between material and aspirational life, arguing 

that erasing this tension can entrench existing configurations of power and privilege, 

and that acknowledging the tension is a vital part of democratic practice. I use 

genealogical, conceptual-historical, and interpretive approaches, drawing from such 

diverse sources as Aristotle, Anna Julia Cooper, Michael Warner, and Jacques 

Rancière, to argue that the abstractions of value discourse in both economic theory 

and moral philosophy have been complicit in devaluing female, queer, and black life. 

I look at this history of value discourse as a means of contextualizing some of the 

ways that the language of value is used today to naturalize market processes and 

infuse them with particular moral meanings. I show, for instance, how value 

discourse can make “economic anxiety” appear to be a different problem from racial 

animosity. However, I further argue that value claims nonetheless hold democratic 

potential as a means of asserting and defining priorities—ones that center the role of 

political economy in citizenship. 
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Value claims, I argue, can play a role in not only delineating but also 

transgressing the boundaries of citizenship: in terms of both who and what are 

included in citizen activity. In other words, ideologies and social movements that 

mobilize the language of value and values define a citizenry with priorities, and with 

a particular view of the relationships between necessity, interdependence, and 

freedom. The practical stakes of my intervention are to shed critical light on the 

implicit claims and discursive work of those who claim the banner of value or 

values—from liberalism to Marxism, and from values voters to Black Lives Matter. 

For example, I contrast the Black Lives Matter movement’s use of the language of 

value with the queer rights movement’s use of the language of equality to show that 

value claims expose and establish priority. I offer value claims as an alternative 

mobilizing strategy for social movements that have historically focused on formal 

legal equality. In doing so, I contribute to a tradition of conceptual-historical analysis 

from Plato to Begriffsgeschichte and “keywords” scholarship, while foregrounding 

the role of racial narratives in political economic discourse. 
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Introduction: Recovering Our Political Values 
 

Chapter 1 
 

 
You open your mailbox and a “special offer for valued customers” peeks out 

at you. On some level, you know that the invitation’s suggestion that you are 

“valued” is deceitful. An inner cynic reminds you that to the company, you are a data 

point algorithmically flagged as an occasional consumer likely to develop brand 

loyalty in response to personalized solicitations. You know that the sender does not 

care about your prosperity, quality of life, hopes and dreams, or even whether you 

save the invitation or immediately cast it aside.  

Yet there remains something honest and frank about the lettering on the 

mailer—you have indeed been valued by this company. They have determined a price 

point for their goods, considered the likelihood of your continued consumption—both 

with and without an additional nudge—and deemed you worth the processing costs of 

targeted mailing. The company is seeking your money and nothing more. In this 

sense, you have literally been valued by this company, and likely estimated to be 

worth a loss of about $0.13 cents in printing materials. At the same time, this choice 

of word, valued, resonates on a deeper level. It implies something more personal than 

a monetary transaction. The connotations of ‘valued’ exceed the frank notification 

that you are being estimated for your profitability; they also convey messages like 

“you are important to us,” and even “we care about you.” 

Putting the mailer aside, you find yourself drawn to your television, and 

chyrons notify you that a police officer has killed yet another unarmed black man. 
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Above the text reporting the story, you see images of a crowd of protesters blocking 

traffic on the local interstate. Some of the activists carry a banner that reads “Black 

Lives Matter.” You know at once that the message is focused on that same feeling of 

care, concern, and importance that the advertisement had sought, however, this 

banner implies that black lives have not been considered as matters of importance or 

concern. Unlike the reassuring message in your mailbox, this banner seeks to affirm 

value that has been denied. 

The concept of value is pervasive in our language. It is the sine qua non of 

economic and normative theory alike. The word is used to describe everything from 

one’s convictions to the power of a currency. Economies and economic development 

are visualized in long chains of “value-adding” processes, and sales advertise “great 

value” at low prices. We often discuss value as something that is “added” for the 

consumer, but when we speak of “values” we say (or we hope) that “we share” the 

same ones. We then worry about “clashes of values,” and then proceed to mobilize in 

defense of Christian values, American values, and occasionally even democratic ones. 

In all of these ways, we use this concept to flag our principal concerns, and also to 

explain what motivates our actions. 

Yet the concept of value also exposes unstable boundaries between human 

needs and desires, and our entanglements with one another. Indeed, the Black Lives 

Matter movement’s central contention—that “black lives matter”—foregrounds 

tensions between different discourses of value. This dimension to the Black Lives 

Matter movement’s argument becomes apparent if one thinks about the distinctive 
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use of the language of ‘mattering’ in the phrase mobilizing this movement and the 

things this word contains. Whereas ‘matter’ invokes an image of something physical 

and material, ‘matters’ denote how we value said substances and our relationships 

with them.1 Perhaps for this reason, the Black Lives Matter movement has been 

understood as demonstrating the importance of a politics of care and concern.2 

However, as the example of the mailer shows us, distilling their message in this way 

actually dilutes its political content. This is because this movement’s message is 

focused not only on care and concern, but also on the deeper material processes that 

must accompany them. One can receive a bounty of care and concern but still feel 

that valuation is absent. Many purportedly benevolent hierarchies have precisely this 

quality—those with power provide a form of care and concern to those below them, 

but not the respect or reciprocity that would demonstrate both parties being equally 

valued. The warm and fuzzy connotations of “being valued” fail to appear when not 

underpinned with tangible structures of valuation.  

Part of what is at stake in Black Lives Matter activists’ message is thus an 

ambiguity at the heart of the concept of value. The term perplexingly partakes of both 

the realm of cultural norms, morality, and understandings of the “good,” and of 

 
1 Bonnie Washick, Elizabeth Wingrove, Kathy E. Ferguson, and Jane Bennett, 
“Politics that Matter: Thinking About Power and Justice with the New Materialists” 
Contemporary Political Theory 14, no. 1 (2015). 
2 For examples of this rhetoric, see Juliet Hooker, “Black Lives Matter and the 
Paradoxes of U.S. Black Politics: From Democratic Sacrifice to Democratic Repair,” 
Political Theory 44, no. 4 (2016); Utz Lars McKnight, “Where Is The Love That You 
Promised?” Theory & Event 17, no. 3 (2014); Melvin Rogers, “Introduction: 
Disposable Lives” Theory & Event 17, no. 3 (2014). 
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ostensibly neutral descriptions of the mechanisms of prices and transactions.3 As the 

mailer shows us, there is an opaque relationship between what exists already that 

people want and what is produced for the market. When we look at, for instance, a 

piece of real estate, it is unclear whether its value is intrinsic and evident, or 

something that must be verified through careful comparison of price points. On some 

level, we may feel that the value of a property is ultimately determined by individual 

utility calculations. But a shrewd buyer also knows that market incentivization can 

render individual preferences moot. Regardless of my personal aesthetics, I know that 

a brand-new condo in San Francisco is more valuable to the market than a fix-me-up 

in Fresno.  

We may erroneously believe that moral imperatives—that values—offer the 

way out of this mess.4 When we read daily stories about police killings and see 

counter-images of die-ins, we are reminded that we do not value black life as much as 

we should. But this is even as anti-racist values fail to transform the incentive 

structures sustaining the prison-industrial system, enabling predatory insurance 

schemes, and blocking access to suburban homes and well-funded school districts. A 

moral claim to the value of black life does not automatically carry with it the material 

investment necessary to transform perverse structures of valuation. Value’s economic 

 
3 W.J.T. Mitchell, “Value” in New Keywords: A Revised Vocabulary of Culture and 
Society, eds. Tony Bennett, Lawrence Grossberg, and Meaghan Morris (Malden MA: 
Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2005) 366-267. 
4 Claims about values have a way of denaturalizing both individualism and 
universalism. Whereas value is either individual (and measured in preferences or 
utility) or universal (the price), values inhabit an uneasy place between 
individualizing and universalizing discourses. 
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and moral dimensions can therefore work against each other. That black bodies are 

valuable to the mass-incarceration industry (forming a surplus population from whom 

resources can be drawn) directly denies the moral values of black life and livelihood.  

Two logics of value thus stand in peculiar tension with each other: presumed 

universal economic form (value) on the one hand, and moral or ethical pluralization 

(values) on the other. While advertisements sometimes treat value as something that 

one ought to maximize in pursuit of one’s economic self-interests, claiming to act on 

one’s values instead delinks rationality from material gain in favor of action on the 

basis of a higher purpose. Someone might, for example, purchase discounted 

sneakers, but later return them upon discovering they were made with sweatshop 

labor. Similarly, one might initially support a ballot measure to cut taxes, but renege 

after finding out those taxes support a local theatre program. Then again, one might 

also invest in a sustainable energy company that posts impressive returns, a case in 

which economic and moral values remain fully aligned. Indeed, the two logics are not 

always at odds, since the tension can be a productive, harmonious one. Extracting 

surplus value from enslaved people has historically involved a development of racist 

values. Our complex and oftentimes contradictory uses of the language of value is at 

least in part a problem of this concept’s slippery relationship with its own plural form.  

In the wake of the “Family Values” moment, value may appear to be an 

outmoded or venal mode of political analysis; however, its reappearance in the Black 

Lives Matter movement’s central claim indicates an urgent need for theorizing value 

today. While normative theories treat value as intrinsic and apparent, the claims of the 
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Black Lives Matter movement are a reminder that it is historically constituted. As this 

movement shows us, a dissonance between the different valences of value raises the 

questions of how we view what politics is, and of whether we have the language to do 

politics effectively. After all, we use the concept both to say that things are not 

political and that they are—we do not argue about the relative value of our currency, 

which we take to be a factual rather than normative consideration; however we 

readily disagree about values, or what we take to be good or just.  

In this dissertation, I argue that efforts to either separate or to collapse 

economic and moral framings of value have depoliticized discourse and devalued 

female, queer, and black life. I further argue that ignoring or collapsing this tension 

supports projects of political closure rather than democratic claim-making. If we want 

value to be a resource for democratic action—for prioritizing justice over economic 

gains and even life over death, then we need to found our analysis of the relationship 

between value and values upon an open acknowledgement of their tension. It is for 

this reason that I proceed from a perspective on value and valuation that conceives of 

this concept as neither economic nor moral, universal nor plural, but as primarily, and 

even paradigmatically, political.  

Even so, these divergent logics are frequently deployed in normative political 

theories of all stripes without this tension being explored, let alone acknowledged or 

perceived. Many variants of liberalism, for example, uphold a desultory separation 

between ‘value’ and ‘values’, even as neoliberals ignore this distinction. Some 

readers of Marx, by apparent contrast, attempts to collapse them into one, suggesting 
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that ‘values’ can only ever be an ideological penumbra generated by deeper material 

structures. Yet both the move to distinguish and the move to collapse these two logics 

of value obscures what is produced by their tension, including the diverse images of 

citizenship this tension makes possible. But rather than grapple with this dilemma, 

liberalism and certain strands of Marxism each uphold the assumption that economic 

value is impartial in the presumption that no sentiment is properly involved in what 

are ultimately economic decisions. Whereas liberalism attempts to sweep the 

productive force of economic value under the rug, structuralist Marxists meld value 

and values together at the expense of recognizing the ways in which they might work 

against one another, or be in dialectical relationship.  

Ideologies, Interests, and the Dilemmas of Value Politics 

Liberalism and certain strands of Marxism each have unique ways of escaping 

responsibility for the politics of value. For recent variants of liberalism, the 

presumption most often tends to be that individual values drive politics, with market 

value produced to support subjective preferences or priorities.5 There have been 

varied attempts at articulating this logic. John Rawls, for instance, bases his theories 

of justice and tolerance on a combination of utilitarian theory and social contract 

theory that allows values to be based “solely on the preferences and interests of 

individuals” while existing within a universal schema for weighing diverse values.6 

Jeremy Waldron revises Rawls’ notion of an abstract universality, but nevertheless 

 
5 Duncan Bell, “What Is Liberalism?” Political Theory 42, no. 6 (2014). 
6 John Rawls, “Justice as Fairness,” The Philosophical Review 67 no. 2 (1958), 186. 
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relies explicitly on the values of free speech and debate, and implicitly on an image of 

a free market of ideas.7 Libertarians like Robert Nozick, meanwhile, present value as 

a matter of individual choice and preference, but also as objectively determined and 

realized—a contradiction that can only be resolved by valuing market exchange 

above all else.8 The appeal of these images of autonomy is certainly clear. Picturing 

values as something we freely choose credits individuals with all but boundless 

agency. This is ultimately why liberals are keen to put values at the steering wheel—

doing so offers an inspirational vision of human potential.  

Yet this view of human agency has also been criticized as an ideology that 

myopically champions a particular set of values in its reification of capitalism.9 The 

response in critical theory has more often been to erase the letter ‘s’ in values and 

instead defer to value’s material expressions.10 For some interpreters of Marx there is 

no such thing as values on their own—they are merely the expressions of the material 

structures of power and privilege produced in market society through objective 

 
7Jeremy Waldron, “Mill and the Value of Moral Distress,” Political Studies 35 (1987) 
and Jeremy Waldron, “Particular Values and Critical Morality,” California Law 
Review 77, no. 3 (1989). 
8 For examples of this type of twisted logic, see: Andrew Altman, “Nozick’s Theory 
of Value and its Implications,” The Southern Journal of Philosophy 22 no. 2 (1984) 
and Aaron Ross Powell, “Robert Nozick and the Value of Liberty,” Cato Institute, 
June 21, 2011, https://www.cato.org/blog/robert-nozick-value-liberty.  
9 Ronald Beiner, What’s the Matter with Liberalism? (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 1995); Wendy Brown, States of Injury: Power and Freedom in Late 
Modernity (Princeton University Press, 1995); and Wendy Brown, Politics Out of 
History (Princeton University Press, 2001). 
10 Marx famously casts value as the creation of what we produce. Karl Marx, “The 
German Ideology” in The Marx-Engels Reader ed. Robert C. Tucker (New York NY: 
W.W. Norton & Company, Inc. 1978), 160. 
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productive relations. This reading of Marx is tantalizing in its simplicity, and there is 

certainly evidence to support it. As Marx himself wrote, any attempt to explain 

“material events” on the basis of an “idealistic superstructure” amounts to “theoretical 

bubble-blowing” and “nonsense.”11 The response to liberalism in critical theory has 

therefore most often been a cynical one: we construct values as a way of justifying for 

the political work we undertake to maintain or elevate our positions vis-à-vis those of 

others—claims about our values are our excuses for exploitation and hierarchy.12 

Although this skeptical orientation towards liberal ideals is present in much of 

critical theory, there have been numerous and diverse treatments of Marx’s complex 

understanding of value and its connection to ideology. These treatments of ideology 

have shown that even an isomorphic rendering of ‘values’ as an ideological 

expression of material value is more complicated than it appears. In fact, the concept 

of ideology can be traced to the Ancient Greek idein, meaning “patterns or forms that 

can be seen,” and it was first used by Enlightenment thinkers as a way of 

characterizing their efforts to trace ideas to empirical reality and sensation.13 

Ideology, in other words, was the literal science of ideas, and its scholars were split 

over the source of ideas—namely, whether they originate in the physical world or the 

 
11 Ibid., 164, 163, and 166. 
12 George Henderson, Value in Marx: The Persistence of Value in a More-Than-
Capitalist World (Minneapolis MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2013), xii. 
13 Lawrence Grossberg, “Ideology” in New Keywords: A Revised Vocabulary of 
Culture and Society, eds. Tony Bennett, Lawrence Grossberg, and Meaghan Morris 
(Malden MA: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2005), 175. 
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human mind.14 Nowadays, the concept of ideology is held in contempt, used 

primarily as a pejorative way of characterizing an airy belief system that is 

impervious to rigorous evaluation of evidence (“don’t be an ideologue!”). This 

critical usage perplexingly came from an unlikely combination of Napoleon 

Bonaparte on one hand, and a tradition of critical theory beginning with Marx and 

Engels on the other.15 However, all three of these later figures used the concept to 

characterize ideas that are opposed to fact, reason, and logic.16 

Earlier debates over the relationship between material conditions and the 

human imagination are enfolded into even the Marxist critique of ideological political 

practices, such that the nature of values, and their connection to value, remains 

ambiguous. Indeed, present even before the later incorporation of ideology into 

critical theory was an implicit mind-body dualism in the question of whether ideology 

originates in exterior material objects or within the human mind. This is perhaps why 

the term has contradictory uses even within Marxian thought. One strand of Marxism 

takes ideology to be “an upside-down version of reality,” a form of “false thought,” 

“illusion.” This is the infamous rendering of false consciousness—a view that 

assumes that ideology prevents people from realizing their objective interests.17 

 
14 Himani Bannerji, “Ideology,” in Keywords for Radicals: The Contested Vocabulary 
of Late Capitalist Struggle, eds. Kelly Fritsch, Clare O’Connor, and AK Thompson 
(Oakland CA: AK Press, 2016). 
15 Fred Eidlin, “Ideology” in The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Political Thought (2015) 
and Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1985), 154. 
16 Grossberg, “Ideology,” 177. 
17 Williams, Keywords,” 155-6. 
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However, in some of Marx’s later writing, the concept appears as “the set of ideas 

which arise from a given set of material interests” or even the “ideas appropriate to 

that class.”18 From this latter perspective, Lawrence Grossberg explains, “every social 

class has its own set of ideas that are a direct expression of its material conditions and 

interests.”19 In this way, values could either be understood as a form of false 

consciousness whereby what is of real value is not recognized, or as a set of 

principles that reflects the justified beliefs of a set of contingently constructed 

interests, but never the real value of species being.  

Meanwhile, George Henderson’s discussion of the role of the concept of value 

in Marx’s writing compellingly shows how even if value is determined by the labor 

exploitation and commodity chains (or more simply, the tendency of exchange to 

generate surplus) alternative values can still emerge from below. As he puts it, “value 

and capitalism are indeed not forever joined. There is, despite a long, entrenched 

tradition of reading Marx that states the opposite, a disunity between them.”20 By way 

of treating Marx’s discussions of Ancient Greek art, Henderson identifies a conflict 

between a way of understanding value as a deeper structure of necessary labor time 

identified in processes of production, wherein it is conflated with capital in certain 

terms, and understanding it as a problem of limitless possibility.21 He ultimately 

settles on an understanding of value, derived from his reading of Marx, as the way 

 
18 Ibid., 156-157. 
19 Grossberg, “Ideology,” 176. 
20 Henderson, “Value in Marx,” xiii. 
21 Ibid., xviii, xvii, and xxiv. 
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that human productive activities get divided up.22 While Marxist theories of valuation 

like Henderson’s are of obvious importance to my discussion of value-based politics, 

the main point of my argument will ultimately rest on the way that a dialectical 

relationship between value and values is co-productive of racialized, gendered, and 

sexualized prejudices and priorities claims about who and what constitutes the body 

politic. I therefore take Henderson’s point that value in a broadest sense is a 

conceptual tool for seeing how social activities are divided up, and look at the role of 

the language of value in actualizing these divisions, as well as the consequences for 

diverse, intersectional communities. 

Yet language also complicates a political analysis of value. Attempting to 

resolve the issues that these diverse approaches to value theory raise, democratic 

theorist Linda Zerilli, in an Arendtian move, frames the problem of values as one of 

judgment, and thereby reclaims the concept for political inquiry. 23 Rather than focus 

exclusively on value or values, she suggests, we should focus on the action of 

valuing. Zerilli is not the first to make this point about the connection between value 

and political judgment. As John Dewey remarked: 

The term “value” has two quite different meanings. On the one hand, it 
denotes the attitude of prizing a thing, finding it worthwhile, for its own sake, 
or intrinsically. This is a name for a full or complete experience. To value in 

 
 22Ibid., xii. 
23 The legitimacy of judgment—of who judges, what they ought to judge, and on 
what basis—has long been a problem for democratic theory. But Zerilli is adamant 
that this problem has something to do with values, because judgment must happen 
over something. Linda Zerilli, A Democratic Theory of Judgment (University of 
Chicago Press, 2016). 
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this sense is to appreciate. But to value also means a distinctively intellectual 
act—an operation of comparing and judging—to valuate.24 

 
What Zerilli adds is an implicit feminist perspective that troubles the dichotomy 

between facts and values.25 Her argument is that value and values are both reducible 

to judgment from a particular position. Though this is generally true, it does not treat 

the possibility that any person making a value claim might still experience cognitive 

dissonance as a result of having encountered points of tension between different 

valences of value.  

How, then, can we avoid the temptation to collapse moral and economic 

discourses of value into a singular uncomplicated narrative, instead keeping alive 

their potential for dissonance? Zerilli is certainly aware of the tendency to collapse 

discourses of value, as she concedes that sorting out “value judgments” and 

“evaluations” in the context of “real validity claims” is fraught with a tendency 

toward equivocation.26 Yet the answer, ironically present in Zerilli’s Wittgensteinian 

framework, is hiding in plain view—namely, in the language of ‘values’, ‘validity’, 

and ‘evaluation’. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, ‘value’ comes from 

 
24 John Dewey, Democracy and Education: An Introduction to the Philosophy of 
Education (New York NY: Macmillan Company, 1916), 248-249. 
25 She argues that attempts to provide an empirical basis for value and demonstrations 
of the inherent subjectivity of values both hold fast to an unhelpful fact/value 
distinction. Her alternative is to turn the concept of value over to democratic 
judgment, arguing that we do not even dispute “values” as much as simply express 
points of view from our own standpoints. Zerilli, “A Democratic Theory,” 16 and 
281. 
26 Ibid., 281. Part of the problem is also her ultimate adherence to an objective stance 
on subjectivity. Affect and attitude also factor into judgments, she claims, but then 
fails to mention that these things are also conditioned and shaped,  and how mutable 
they might be. Ibid., 16. 
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the Latin word for ‘power’ from the root valere, “to be strong.”27 The problem is that 

‘valid’ and ‘evaluation’ do so as well; and this is further evidence that Zerilli is 

correct in reducing moral and economic discourses of value to a singular political 

core of value as judgment. However, because the roots of a word can offer a clue 

about its uses this connection means we might also think about what images of power 

we enfold in present-day mobilizations of value discourse. I will return to this 

etymological puzzle in chapter three.28 For now, I merely wish to note that efforts to 

resolve tensions between moral and economic discourses of value, even under the 

rubric of judgment, collide not only with positionality, but of language itself. On this 

point I am in disagreement with Zerilli since I argue that what makes for a democratic 

relationship between value and values is not dissolving the tension. 

Though flying the flag of liberal “values” is often done to conceal selfish 

motivations, doing so still reminds us that there are foundations of decision-making 

that go beyond material power. When someone says, “that goes against my values,” 

they can do two contradictory things. They assert the importance of their own view of 

the world, but they can also choose to affirm or to deny a connection between their 

values and their self-interest. In the case of denial, they also express that their 

standpoint comes from a place beyond their individualized acquisition of utility—that 

 
27 Oxford English Dictionary and Barbara Cassin, Dictionary of Untranslatables: A 
Philosophical Lexicon (Princeton University Press, 2014). Entries also record 
meanings including “vigorous,” “in good health,” or “well.”  
28 However, I will not reduce the puzzle to its linguistic dimensions. For commentary 
on this tendency in critical theory, see Geoffrey Harpam, Language Alone: The 
Critical Fetish of Modernity (Abingdon UK: Routledge, 2002). 
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it comes from, perhaps, a norm, or another type of shared connection with others. 

However, thinking about this tension between economic rationality and moral 

principles requires looking more closely at the concept at the heart of modern 

political-economic frames for understanding value—namely, preferences. 

Finding Value in Interest Studies 

The tension that I have referenced between value and values might also be 

observed to have many of the qualities of a tension between interests and values. As 

the commonsense logic goes, if something is valuable, then obtaining it is in our 

interests. By contrast, the language of ‘values’ is used to explain behavior on the basis 

of concerns about justice, equality, virtue, and shared life with others—to suggest that 

we are motivated not by the kind of zero-sum conflict over resources connoted by the 

idea of self-interest, but rather by altruism and selflessness.29 We might use the 

language of values, for instance, when we advocate against policies that give us 

preferential treatment. 

At the same time, conceiving of values as the remedy for “baser” material 

interests is only a relatively recent phenomenon. As Albert Hirschman has shown, 

early arguments for capitalism actually did nearly the opposite—they framed 

economic interests as a rational motive for human enterprise, displacing the 

assumption that irrational “passions” such as greed, avarice, and lust otherwise drove 

 
29 For critiques of self-interest, see Stephen G. Engelmann, Imagining Interest in 
Political Thought: Origins of Economic Rationality. (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 2003) and Dean Mathiowetz, Appeals to Interest: Language, Contestation, and 
the Shaping of Political Agency (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 2011). 
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human behavior in the marketplace. Narrowly pursuing economic value, in other 

words, was perceived to be a judicious action, and action on behalf of sentiments 

deeply suspect.30 In the value-values dichotomy, this logic is flipped on its head. 

Instead of the pursuit of value being viewed as a higher form of rationality above 

acting on behalf of our “passions,” value-maximizing behavior is treated as 

synonymous with self-interested action, and oftentimes even selfishness. In sum: we 

inherit, via classical liberalism, the seventeenth and eighteenth-century assumption 

that economic behavior is an antidote to moral bankruptcy. However, we also inherit 

the ideal of a world of unbounded choice untethered by material processes of 

production, as articulated in the rhetoric of values voting. In other words, we think 

that bad values can be remedied through the pursuit of economic value. Yet we also 

think that good values remedy the evils of economic value narrowly construed.  

Meanwhile, classical political economists typically treated the actual concept 

of value as a way to cleanly conceptualize the complex relationships between needs 

and prices, with utility showing up as an occasional intermediary between the two. 

This relationship between the concept of value and the concept of needs will be 

explored in greater depth in the following chapter; however for now it is imperative to 

observe that it has in many ways been supplanted in present-day economic discourse 

by the conceptual entanglements at work in the concept of interests. Fortunately, 

 
30 The incentives embedded in economic behavior were assumed throughout the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to quell the insidious desires intrinsic to human 
nature. Albert O. Hirschman, The Passions and the Interests: Political Arguments for 
Capitalism Before Its Triumph (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977).  
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Dean Mathiowetz offers a useful way of navigating these sorts of dilemmas. By way 

of a response to Hirschman, he offers a genealogical view of the concept of interest, 

and it is one that can help re-politicize value by focusing on the primacy of neither 

value’s moral nor its economic expressions, but instead on its connection to identity 

and action. Tracing the early modern shift of the concept of interest into 

contemporary renderings of “self-interest,” Mathiowetz denaturalizes the contingent 

construction of the image of the rational economic man,31 and interprets the language 

of interest as “a means of shaping and reshaping agents” and as “fundamental to the 

constitution of political identity and agency.”32 Though the saturation of this concept 

within normative theorizing and behavioral sciences, he argues, rests upon the 

“conceit” that identities are given in advance, “the occasion and effect” of appeals to 

interest is actually a plurality of options for identity formation.33  

Attending to the linguistic side of interest, Mathiowetz shows, is essential for 

theorizing agency because it shows that any appeal to interest also involves an 

invocation of “a norm, an application of a norm, and a decision (including a ‘who 

decides’).”34 Mathiowetz therefore characterizes interest as an actionable means of 

constructing identity, writing that an appeal to interest is always a statement of “here, 

and not there, is where we should be going,” where, he writes “the ‘we’ that appears 

as prior to the claim is, in truth, the called-for effect.”35 This is why Mathiowetz 

 
31 Dean Mathiowetz, “Appeals to Interest,” 152. 
32 Ibid., 9. 
33 Ibid., 206. 
34 Ibid., 8. 
35 Ibid., 5. 
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writes that the use of this word is always a form of “constitutional claim making” that 

actually “opens up,” rather than “finalizes,” identity.36 Appeals to interest, he shows, 

are unavoidably plural, because arguments from interest are also “claims about ‘who’ 

somebody is, and provocations to act in such a way that this ‘who’ is realized.”37 

From this perspective, Mathiowetz recasts debates over the roots of the behavior of 

white rural voters as a matter of different pulls on, or appeals to, identity. The extent 

to which one believes Kansas voters are driven by rational decisions, he shows, 

depends upon what one imagines their interests to be.  

Taking these insights about interests back into an analysis of the language of 

values leads to similar conclusions. One might argue, for instance, that “values 

voters” claim this banner (their values) in order to obscure their defense of white 

privilege as class privilege (their value, or else, their interests); however 

Mathiowetz’s point is that the content of these “interests” is not self-apparent. One 

could, for instance, also argue that these voters are voting against their real class 

interests, in so far as they are not voting as members of global working class. The 

same holds true for the language and logic of valuation. Indeed, the values of the 

“values voters” are opaque—their appeals are to an identity that is explicitly 

Christian, and only implicitly white. Perhaps this is why the Democrats are largely 

picking up this example. Nancy Pelosi’s insistence that Trump’s border wall is 

 
36 Ibid., 207-208. 
37 Ibid., 9 
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“immoral” and not “wasteful” or something that “won’t work,” for instance, also 

exemplifies this form of value-based claim-making.38 

However, appeals to value are further complicated by the tension between 

value and values. This complication is evident in the transformation of interest 

discourse into value discourse in the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election. Pundits and 

newscasters were bewildered by the 2016 election results, and much of the debate in 

the months that followed echoed the old “What’s the Matter with Kansas?” debate, 

but from within a slightly different frame—namely the extent to which moral 

commitments or economic hardship had guided Trump to victory.39 The question that 

 
38 Michael Martin, “The Moral Question of Trump’s Border Wall,” National Public 
Radio, January 27, 2019, https://www.npr.org/2019/01/27/689191255/the-morality-
question-of-trump-s-border-wall. 
39 See, for instance: Tobita Chow, “Thomas Frank on How Democrats Went From 
Being the ‘Party of the People’ to the Party of Rich Elites,” In these Times, April 26, 
2016. http://inthesetimes.com/features/listen-liberal-thomas-frank-democratic-party-
elites-inequality.html and Seth Masket, “What’s the Matter With Kansas? aptly 
describes the 2016 election — but was written in 2004,” Vox December 1, 2016. 
https://www.vox.com/mischiefs-of-faction/2016/12/1/13807382/thomas-frank-
kansas-2016-election. I am drawing here from Ella Myers’s discussion of Du Bois’s 
“psychological wage” thesis alongside her reading of his Darkwater. Ella Myers, 
“Beyond the Wages of Whiteness: Du Bois on the Irrationality of Anti-Black 
Racism” Social Science Research Council, Reading Racial Conflict Series, 2017 and 
Ella Myers, “Beyond the Psychological Wage: Du Bois on White Dominion” 
Political Theory 47, no. 1 (2019). Here I am especially intrigued by Ella Myers’s 
connection between Du Bois’s concept of the psychological wage of whiteness and 
the racial politics of the 2016 election. As she writes, “the claims embedded in this 
thesis—that whiteness provides meaningful “compensation” (Du Bois’s term) for 
citizens otherwise exploited by the organization of capitalism; that the value of 
whiteness depends on the devaluation of black existence; and that the benefits 
enjoyed by whites are not strictly monetary—shaped subsequent efforts to theorize 
white identity and to grasp the (non)formation of political coalitions in the United 
States. The lasting impact of Du Bois’s thinking was evident most recently in debates 
surrounding the 2016 presidential election, in which the category of the “white 
working class” featured prominently. Commentators wrestled with whether the 
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was most often posed by pundits was whether Rust Belt voters had fallen in line with 

the evangelical right and acted on their purported ethical principles—their values—or 

whether their vote had instead sought to bring economic value to depressed 

communities. Though appeals to identity were certainly at play, parsing them—and 

especially identifying their precise connection to Trump’s racist rhetoric—was nearly 

impossible, and that was because of a disagreement about which logic of value took 

precedence in this moment, and for which communities.  

My argument as explored in what follows is that unresolved conceptual 

tensions like these can conceal prejudice. However, I also argue that they can be 

useful for democratic practice. To think about why tensions like these can be a 

democratic resource requires returning to the relationship between economic anxiety 

and racial animosity, and continuing to look at the dizzying ways that it appears in the 

language of “interests” and “values.” To take another example of a dizzying 

appearance: white people who use their privilege to abrogate white privilege 

frequently claim to do so in support of an antiracist set of values. Yet these examples 

could still be interpreted as being in the “interests” of the subjects involved. 

Eliminating racial hierarchies could unlock the undervalued wealth of human 

creativity and talent of those currently oppressed by these hierarchies. Yet, 

Mathiowetz’s point about the language of interests and identity is a reminder not to 

rule out other possible ways of construing these interests and values. Indeed, a very 

 
actions of this demographic could be best explained by feelings of economic 
insecurity, racial animus, or, in a more Du Boisean vein, some potent alchemy 
between the two.” Myers, “Beyond the Wages.” 
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real possibility exists that white privilege is not in anyone’s interests. Here, what is 

really being prioritized is not the ingrained interests of a group of people, but an 

expression of who “the people” really are, what concerns them, who counts as a 

person, and what counts as a citizen activity. Indeed, with the proper frame of 

reference, many “selfless” actions can readily be demonstrated to be in one’s selfish 

interest, or else as a means of maximizing personal or shareholder value. This is why 

I argue that neither the liberal nor the structural Marxist position on value fully 

captures the politics at work. Instead, I argue from the perspective of radical 

democratic theory, that such moments of identity reformulation assist the construction 

of boundaries placed upon citizenship. 

Value Claims as Citizenship Claims 

The concept of citizenship at first glance appears to be an odd pair with the 

kinds of value discourse mobilized by movements like Black Lives Matter. 

Citizenship is typically defined as membership in a political community (most often a 

state), and thought of in terms of the accompanying rights, privileges, and duties that 

go along with having a status as a member. The word ‘citizenship’ is often too used to 

highlight the forms of exclusion and disenfranchisement that even legal citizens 

experience. It is used to show that someone might formally be a member of a polity, 

yet nevertheless unable to participate in certain activities without significant risk—

some as simple as driving on a highway, holding hands with one’s partner, or using a 

public restroom. But when I invoke the concept of citizenship, I do not mean where 

your passport is from or what sorts of rights you enjoy. I am taking my lead from 
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widespread uses of the concept of citizenship in cultural studies and thinking not 

about the role of the state in establishing citizenship (although this certainly is 

important), but instead about other forms of belonging as mediated by the numerous 

ways that people participate in the creation of political community.40 Sometimes this 

participation even means disrupting a political community for the sake of greater 

diversity.41  

 
40 See, for instance, Camilla Hawthorne’s definition of citizenship as a means of 
claiming belonging in a polity with racialized exclusions. Camilla Hawthorne, 
“Making Italy: Afro-Italian Entrepreneurs and the Racial Boundaries of Citizenship” 
Social & Cultural Geography (2019). 
41 Defining citizenship in this way, I am drawing from an expansive literature on the 
distinction between understandings of citizenship as membership and as activity. 
Take, for instance, the debates between liberal and republican citizenship. See: 
Richard Dagger, . “Republican Citizenship” In Handbook of Citizenship Studies 
Engin Isin and Bryan Turner eds. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 2003); 
Peter Schuck, “Liberal Citizenship.” In Handbook of Citizenship Studies Engin Isin 
and Bryan Turner eds. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 2003). For some 
examples of general debates about these problems in political theory, see: J.G.A. 
Pocock, “The Ideal of Citizenship Since Classical Times” Queen’s Quarterly 99, no. 
1 (1992); Iris Marion Young, “Polity and Group Difference: A Critique of the Ideal of 
Universal Citizenship” Ethics 99, no. 2 (1989). This same set of concerns has arisen 
most recently in conversations about borders, boundaries, and mobility: Seyla 
Benhabib, “Borders, Boundaries, and Citizenship,” PS: Political Science and Politics 
38, no. 4 (2005); Seyla Benhabib, Democracy and Difference: Contesting the 
Boundaries of the Political (Princeton University Press, 2005); Linda Bosniak, The 
Citizen and the Alien: Dilemmas of Contemporary Citizenship (Princeton University 
Press, 2008); Sheldon Wolin, “Fugitive Democracy” Constellations 1, no. 1 (1994). 
This problem has also driven recent debates over the possibility of “global 
citizenship”: Paul Barry Clarke, Deep Citizenship (London, UK: Pluto Press, 1996), 
April Carter, The Political Theory of Global Citizenship (New York NY: Routledge, 
2001); Peter Mandaville, “Toward a Different Cosmopolitanism---Or, the ‘I’ 
Dislocated” Global Society, 17, no. 2 (2003); Bhikhu Parekh, “Cosmopolitanism and 
Global Citizenship” Review of International Studies 29, no. 1 (2003). For examples 
that focus especially on racial exclusions, see: Danielle Allen, Talking to Strangers: 
Anxieties of Citizenship since Brown v. Board of Education (University of Chicago 
Press, 2004); Charles W. Mills, The Racial Contract (Ithaca NY: Cornell University 
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I have claimed so far that concepts like value and values smuggle into 

political discourse particular images of what sorts of matters are pertinent to political 

life. I have also argued that construing value as either economic or moral has 

obstructed our ability to think democratically about both material and aspirational 

politics. I have suggested that an examination of the term itself can help move beyond 

those accounts. I will now attempt to lay out the requirements of such a 

reinvestigation and the stakes for diverse normative political theories. In the 

following sections, I will detail the efforts I make over the course of this dissertation 

to take up each of the various political dimensions of value. 

As I have shown, in the views of liberalism and certain strands of Marxism, 

economic value is conflated with the also-contested concept of interest, which 

attaches a certain naturalism to otherwise contingent constructions of value.42 

However, as I will argue, we should not want to resolve this tension between value 

and values—it betrays an ambiguous relationship between material and aspirational 

life. Dilemmas like these, I will argue, are opportunities, rather than problems for 

 
Press, 1997); Judith Shklar, American Citizenship: The Quest for Inclusion 
(Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1998). 
42 Hence, liberalism and Marxism can both have a tendency to get caught up in 
apolitical treatments of value and values. The significant distinction between these 
two approaches is in the flow of events—for liberals, our values lead us to pursue or 
create value, whereas in structural Marxism, the production of exchange value 
involves exploitation and conflict, and creates a divided “we” that justifies certain 
values—whether they be the dominant values imposed by a capitalist class from 
above or the alternative values generated from below. On the point about naturalism, 
see Judith Shklar, Political Theory and Ideology (New York NY: The Macmillan 
Company, 1966).  
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democratic politics. If the relationship between material and aspirational life is not 

clear-cut, then this means that how to delineate this boundary remains open for us to 

decide. Here I am following Mathiowetz in thinking that we can arrive at a better 

resolution to the problem posed by concepts like interests and values by looking at the 

discursive work that the terms do. I argue that claims about value and values draw 

boundaries around who is included in citizenship, and in this way operate as a form of 

agonist democratic politics.43 Much political language has this elusive quality—even 

the supposedly democratic claim “all power to the people,” still begs the question: 

“which people?” But my argument is that value claims propose diverse answers to 

this question, and in this way they are not only ambiguous, but also productive.  

My argument is not simply that value claims do productive work; rather, it is 

that the concept of value at its root contains a form of contestation over the very 

boundaries of politics. Because of this dimension of the concept, I further argue, 

value claims both delineate what it means to be a member of a body politic and 

arbitrate the boundaries of human interdependence and material interconnectedness.44 

Specifically, I will argue that our uses of value discourse implicate particular visions 

of citizenship, in terms of both which people and which activities are prioritized. All 

 
43 I have in mind here a definition of democratic politics (as Mathiowetz puts it in a 
later article) as “encountering conflict and staying with contestation as we partake in 
conjoined action to address shared problems and meet shared aspirations.” Dean 
Mathiowetz, “‘Meditation is Good for Nothing’: Leisure as a Democratic Practice,” 
New Political Science 38, no. 2 (2016), 7. 
44 This dissertation therefore looks at social movements that use the language of value 
and values and seeks to make sense of the diverse kinds of recognition they pursue. It 
especially explores the dangers of populist movements that claim value but deny 
material interdependence. 
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claims to value definitionally create exclusions. But the exclusive nature of value 

claims is precisely why I argue they have democratic potential—they highlight the 

problems of defining and constituting a democratic populace without eliminating 

diversity. When we value things, we define who we are. This means that it will never 

be possible to make a choice that benefits all, because by describing our values, we 

implicitly define who the “all” is in one particular way. The “we” that does the 

valuing is, in other words, limited by the “what” that is valued. Indeed, this 

dissertation’s central argument is that several things occur when the language of 

value(s) is used: a provocation to evaluate someone or something is made, and 

oftentimes a shift inspired in how the subject being evaluated is perceived, a 

reconsideration of the role of value in the world is urged, and a public imagined. I 

will examine many examples of how various uses of the language of value 

simultaneously produce these three narratives in the coming chapters. For now, 

however, it is simply worth noting that when I invoke the concept of citizenship 

throughout this dissertation what I have in mind is a way of defining a body politic 

with and through a certain set of capacities. 

Finally, a brief note on why I refer to the various uses of the concept of value 

that I explore as “claims” is in order. I do this for three reasons: to highlight the 

linguistic dimensions of value discourse, to reinforce my broader point about what 

happens when economic imagery infects political vocabulary, and to put the 
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contestation over the language of value and values front and center.45 We use the 

word ‘claim’ to make an as of yet unadjudicated statement of affairs, thereby setting 

contestation in motion; yet we also use this word to talk about property. When we 

assert something that we believe to be a truth but know that others might doubt, we 

make a claim and are understood to be making something more substantial than an 

assertion, but less grounded than an argument. However, when we go to claim our 

baggage after a flight, it is to collect property that is unquestionably ours. Value too 

has a deep connection to questions about truth and propriety—since we talk about it 

as if it is evident, but also as something that we construct and produce.  

Value does not require language to exist. The presence of a politics of value 

can be seen in expansive suburban lawns, well-funded school districts, and campaign 

spending, and its absence felt in boarded-up blocks, school shootings, prison 

recidivism, and avoidable epidemics. Because claims to and about value also play a 

vital role in constructing political communities, I will look at linguistic appeals to 

value as a way into evaluating some of the commonsense assumptions that reify these 

broader structures. Though my argument treats explicative claims about value as a 

productive mode of contestation, the rhetorical power of value does not diminish the 

force of the material relationships of value—but rather the language of value is 

 
45 On the linguistic dimensions of contestation and the ways that rights claims enact 
both intended and unintended effects, see Karen Zivi, Making Rights Claims: A 
Practice of Democratic Citizenship (Oxford University Press, 2011). Drawing from 
performative theories of language, Zivi argues that “rights claiming is a practice that 
allows us to question and reconstitute the very meaning of what is common or 
sensible and what is not” and to “shape as well as reflect our identity, our 
communities, and our understanding of politics.” Ibid 7; 1. 
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another among the material relationships of value. Yet looking to the illocutionary 

force of value claims can importantly reveal some of the moments in which 

aspirations for distinction collide with connections to communities—when our values 

and value collide, it is an indication to us that our personal priorities may have a tense 

relationship with the broader political and economic systems that structure our lives. 

Value and value claims therefore enable the exercising—both in building capacity for 

and the execution of—of a kind of paradoxical democratic agency, wherein the 

process of drawing boundaries intrinsically undermines them.  

Diversity, Neoliberalism, and Justice 

Thinking about value in this way immediately raises certain stakes. First, my 

focus on who is being valued in any value claim (as an integral part of understanding 

what is being valued) instantiates a revisiting of the roles of race, gender, and sexual 

politics in political economic discourse. Looking at how classical political economists 

on the one hand, and black, female, and queer theorists and activists on the other 

mobilize the language of value, I will show that value discourse, deployed 

uncritically, hides sources of political injury or injustice, but when deployed with 

purpose and attention to nuance, can reveal the necessarily exclusive dimensions of 

various images of human interdependence. This is because, I show, uses of the 

concept of value draw boundaries around the people and activities that constitute the 

public. My effort, then, will firstly be to unsettle exclusions in discourses that 

conceive of value as an abstract and objective property by arguing that what we value 

is also an indication of who we value.  
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When we say, for instance, that we want to increase diversity in higher 

education, but need to do so without draining university resources, we create a 

dichotomy between the values of diversity and the value of university resources. 

Treating the issue as a tradeoff between moral value (that we disperse resources in 

support of a more inclusive university and society) and economic value (framed as a 

pragmatic problem of affordability), is a sign of conflict over the question of what we 

truly value. Framing the choice in this way, we deny the alternative possibility: that 

prioritizing diversification would enhance the university’s value, rather than diminish 

or deplete its services. So, the question at hand is not really a question of what we 

value (whether diversity or revenue), but of who we value—a disempowered student 

body, or bondholders who profit from keeping a growing number of of-color and 

first-generation students at the margins.46 In such arguments, a public is also 

 
46 The neoliberal logic is that bondholders have both the capital and meritocratic 
expertise to keep the university afloat. Treating bondholders as the true generators 
and directors of value cedes control of the university to those who make the “best” 
decisions—which we understand as best only because they are already wealthy. Thus, 
resources are invested in the construction of new dorms and student centers, rather 
than in reducing tuition and class size. Meanwhile, profits that flow to bondholders 
accelerate the ability of bondholders to impose supposedly “optimal” conditions on 
more universities, faster. Although the commonsense rationale is that the bondholders 
are best placed to make impartial decisions in behalf of the college or university, 
tracing the profit streams actually shows that in many cases bondholders rely upon 
attracting women of color and entrapping them into loan schemes with failed classes. 
On this last point see Tressie McMillan Cottom, Lower Ed: The Troubling Rise of 
For-Profit Colleges in the New Economy (New York NY: The New Press, 2018). To 
continue to value the perspectives of bondholders in the face of contradictory 
evidence indicates that our true value ultimately is in the identity of the bondholders 
themselves. By contrast, when we value the students, we are both valuing the 
perspectives of the students, as well as diversity-in-itself.  In this case, we believe that 
students, sufficiently supported and resources, actually make better decisions about 
what is best for their welfare. Similarly, we accept that students’ demands for the 
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expressed—whether that be a public with values that are divided between inclusion 

and quality, or a public that sees inclusion and equality as inextricably connected. 

Secondly, at stake in my engagement with value discourses is the efficacy of 

critically engaging neoliberalism without discarding the concept of value as 

irredeemably tainted by recent capitalist transformations. The concept of 

“neoliberalism” has become synonymous with a growing number of social ills.47 The 

term has been used interchangeably to refer to an intensification of global capitalism 

and uneven development, rising inequality and the emergence of a transnational elite 

class, globalization, transformations in forms of state regulation, and a general form 

of governmentality linked with a new form of subjectivity.48 Yet one common set of 

criteria for understanding this phenomena has prevailed—the encroachment of market 

rule and intrusion of commodification processes into all aspects of social life.49 In this 

sense, neoliberalism appears to be an intensification of earlier forms of capitalism, not 

 
types of support they need are accurate. Thus, when we start by valuing the identity 
of a diverse student-body, we inevitably arrive at valuing their decisions, and one 
which (albeit less robustly studied) appears to have a better track record than the 
neoliberal version. 
47 Peter Evans and William H. Sewell, Jr., “The Neoliberal Era: Ideology, Policy, and 
Social Effects” In Social Resilience in the Neoliberal Era, Peter Hall and Michele 
Lamont (eds.) (Cambridge UK: Cambridge University Press, 2013). 
48 Neil Brenner, Jamie Peck, and Nik Theodore, “Variegated Neoliberalization: 
Geographies, Modalities, Pathways,” Global Networks (2010). 
49 Wendy Brown, Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution 
(Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 2014); Jodi Dean, Democracy and Other Neoliberal 
Fantasies: Communicative Capitalism and Left Politics (Durham NC: Duke 
University Press, 2007); J. K. Gibson-Graham, The End of Capitalism (As We Knew 
It): A Feminist Critique of Political Economy (Minneapolis MN: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1996). As Brown shows, caring,” for instance, has become a 
“market niche” as firms adopt green, fair trade, and charitable practices. 
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a departure. Critics of neoliberalism interpret this proliferation of markets as a signal 

that economic structure now receives prior consideration to political structures.50 For 

instance, neoliberalism is said to work as a commonsense political rationality that 

prioritizes the individual above the community.51 It thus intensifies the hold of market 

logic in everyday life and language, most notably by constructing an image of 

“human capital,” through which the body itself becomes understood as a source of 

risk and investment in the effort of profit-maximization.52 

Seen through this lens, critical interventions into value discourse have much to 

say about the cultures of early twenty-first century capitalism. One could, for 

instance, find value and values converge quite nicely in the ways neoliberalism 

produces and captures value, and in the conjoined valorization of particular lives 

through market competition. The tension between value and values might in this case 

be said to only pertain to those values not enshrined by neoliberal market logic. Value 

and values would not be at odds for those who value prestige and a bourgeois 

lifestyle. As I will show, the historical constitution of neoliberal values through 

market mechanisms also achieves what appears as an isomorphic relation between 

value and values, when in fact, their disaggregation might offer alternatives.  

 
50 Michel Foucault, The Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the College de France, 1978-
1979 (New York NY: Palgrave, 2008); David Graeber, Debt: The First 5,000 Years 
(Brooklyn NY: Melville House, 2012). 
51 David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (Oxford UK: Oxford University 
Press, 2007); Jamie Peck, Constructions of Neoliberal Reason (Oxford UK: Oxford 
University Press, 2010). 
52 Foucault, “The Birth of Biopolitics.” 
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Throughout this dissertation, I therefore engage the tension in value discourse 

and consider the various ways that it has hidden particular constructions of 

citizenship. Tracing value discourses genealogically, and thus uncovering their 

biopolitical dimensions, I look at the shifting senses of this concept in ancient and 

early modern debates from which we inherit this refraction of commercial activities in 

moral language. The subjects of these debates pertained to needs, monopolies, 

marriage, and food reserves, as portrayed in Aristotelian political thought and 

medieval ‘just price’ discourses in the English context at the turn of the seventeenth 

century. In exploring this history, I argue that our abstraction of the concept of 

value(s) from these contexts in which the biopolitical stakes were evident comes with 

the consequence that conflicts over the uses of power and its rightful wielders that are 

deeply ingrained in the history of the concept are repressed in modern uses of the 

term. I show that an erasure of these origins presents value as intrinsic and apparent, 

rather than a means of impressing upon others particular political commitments and 

visions of citizenship.  

 I ultimately argue that value and values, markets and sentiments are neither 

independent of one another nor indistinct but are rather in a productive tension. I also 

claim that the tension between moral and economic discourses of value is fruitful for 

recognizing how different images of human interdependence are at play in present-

day mobilizations of this concept. This dissertation therefore illuminates the potential 

that claims to value hold as a source for democratic action as they reveal choices to be 

made about the limits of both our attachments to the material world and of our 
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political communities—ones that we ignore at the expense of avoiding or even 

discouraging political contestation. Drawing from examples of value discourse used 

by black feminists, queer theorists, and early twenty-first century social movements, I 

furthermore suggest that the concept can be used for democratic claims, but ones that 

are distinctly not about equality, or even necessarily about justice. I suggest that value 

claims are best understood as claims about importance and priority, and thus play a 

critical role in disputes about the bounds and boundaries of our needs, and our 

communal self-understandings.   

The most compelling role for value discourse as an agonist means of suturing 

political agency with reidentification, is therefore in how it offers a tool for talking 

about diverse modes of subjection and the means of overcoming them in a 

combined—but no less fractured—political voice. At stake in uses of value discourse 

is a means of putting identity politics at the center of our analyses, in ways that 

neither collapses categories like black, indigenous, Latinx, female, or queer into a 

liberal mode of individual identity expression, nor talks about them at the exclusion 

or implicit de-prioritization of systems of economic stratification. In short, value 

discourse enables us to call attention to various modes of intersectional disadvantage 

while keeping their entanglements with capitalism front and center. Claiming value 

thus shows how unique forms of dispossession can find shared expression in a way 

that keeps their internal logics of distinction at the fore, rather than papers them over 

in order to articulate a fictional unity that incidentally reproduces the homogenizing 

discourses it seeks to overcome. 
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Outline of Chapters 

The first part of this dissertation is historical, to the extent that it treats 

episodes in the conceptual history of the concept of value. In the second chapter I 

begin conducting a conceptual-historical investigation of value claims. I commence 

by looking at how the concept of value came to replace an overtly political discourse 

about needs in the transference of ideas between Aristotelian political thought and the 

rise of the Roman Empire. The second chapter therefore destabilizes modern value 

discourse by highlighting an important disjuncture in the history of the concept. 

Revisiting the supposed origins of value discourse in Ancient Greek thought, I look at 

Aristotle’s concepts of use and exchange value. I argue that the frequent attribution of 

the concept of ‘value’ to his writing is based on a misreading. Aristotle, I show, was 

writing about needs, not moral or economic value. Moreover, he wrote about needs in 

order to make a critical claim about democratic citizenship. Reading Aristotle’s 

discussion of needs, we can recover a critical discourse about justice and distribution 

that is lost in modern value discourse.  

In the third chapter, I look at an origin of value discourse in Ancient Rome 

and argue that it is at its core biopolitical—that it produces and implicates bodies and 

people. Yet, I argue, we can use value claims to do the important democratic work of 

identifying and embracing political tensions, so long as we recognize this biopolitical 

dimension. Tracing the term ‘value’ etymologically, I examine its role in Ancient 

Roman legal terminology, and in broader political vocabulary, as a way to represent 

the power of individuals to take sovereign actions. I then look to the term’s use in 
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medieval debates about just prices, which reflected concerns about problems of 

fairness in exchange. On this basis, I highlight an unacknowledged feature of the just 

price debates, provoked by their Latin inheritance of sovereign control over currency. 

Embedded in the ideological foundations of economic liberalism, I show, is a highly 

authoritarian form of power. I then look to the moment when the term exploded into 

modern discourse, examining the shifting senses of the concept of ‘value’ as it 

evolved over the course of early modern British debates about individual worth. 

Looking at the ways that value was imagined in relation to earlier vulnerable 

populations, I show, reveals a logic of valuation that is deeply invested in 

measurements of the worth of bodies. I argue that the ways in which bodies were put 

at the center of political economic discourses reveals a logic of valuation hidden 

within the writings of classical political economy that is deeply personal and 

biopolitical.  

A narrative shift thus takes place in chapter four, when I discuss Anna Julia 

Cooper’s appropriations of value discourse to expose its role in the devaluation of 

black life. In this chapter, I pick up the problems posed by the biopolitical elements of 

value discourse, and use them to begin to think about race in the United States. I 

begin by exploring the supposed tension between economics and sentiments in order 

to look at the contingent devaluation of black life in the immediate aftermath of 

slavery. The final two chapters follow from this perspective and look at present-day 

social movements and their diverse uses of value discourse. I take Cooper’s work and 

its resonance with the actions of present-day Black Lives Matter activists as an 
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inspiration to hand off the insights of these historical investigations to present-day 

efforts to revalue the lives and livelihoods of marginalized communities. I especially 

take Cooper’s points about the unacknowledged dominance of particular discourses 

of value in standard historical narratives as an indication that present-day treatments 

of value must be conducted through a critical lens. Drawing insight from this 

perspective alongside the conceptual historical work of chapters two and three, I 

therefore turn in the final two chapters to an exploration of the political uses of value 

discourse by social movements including not only Black Lives Matter, but also 

evangelical voters, advocates for sanctuary cities, and women and queer activists.  

In the fifth chapter, I argue that a tension between discourses of moral value 

on the one hand, and economic value on the other, enables different representations of 

citizenship and political economy. I explore this dimension of value discourse in a 

discussion of the language of values voting alongside Michael Warner’s writing on 

late twentieth century New York City queer culture in “The Trouble with Normal: 

Sex, Politics, and the Ethics of Queer Life” [1999]. In this text, Warner argues that 

the LGBTQIA+ community should refocus activism from gay marriage to claiming 

and transforming public space and promoting cultures of sex positivity. I show that 

his argument relies on an imagination of citizenship as based both in contestation 

over economic resources and in a practice of aspirational world-building. Drawing 

from this example, I argue that a tension between value and its pluralization in 

‘values’ is fruitful for recognizing how different images of human interdependence 

are at play in present-day mobilizations of this concept. 
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In the final chapter, I explore the role of value discourse in the “Black Lives 

Matter” versus “All Lives Matter” debate, to cast value claims as an agonist means of 

asserting priority. 

In particular, I look at Jacques Rancière’s distinctive concepts of equality and politics 

and draw out how his framework can help us appreciate the political dimensions of 

value that are foreclosed when we attempt to ignore or eradicate tensions between 

value and values. In particular, I explore a distinction between claims about value and 

claims about equality in a discussion of Jacques Rancière’s concepts of subjectivation 

and equality. Drawing from Rancière’s concept of subjectivation and his paradoxical 

treatment of equality as something that is verified by unequal subjects, I argue for the 

analogous political role of value claims. Value claims, such as those made by the 

Black Lives Matter movement, I demonstrate, embrace political contestation in a way 

that claims to equality do not. Value claims can therefore be mobilized as democratic 

claims that do not cover their tracks behind an equalizing discourse. Weaving queer 

politics and theory into my discussion, I argue that the tension between value and 

values enables not only a choice between two imaginations of our relationship to the 

material world, but also a choice of two means of self-representation in struggles for 

inclusion. Having established a critical role for value discourse in articulating 

democratic priorities, I conclude by discussing some present-day movements that use 

the language of value or could stand to incorporate it. In particular, I suggest that 

social movements such as the LGBTQIA+ rights movement that rely on the banner of 
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equality discourse might be well served to follow the alternative strategy that the 

Black Lives Matter movement lays out.  
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Revaluing Need: Aristotle, Commercial Exchange, and Necessity 

Chapter 2 

 
Introduction 

To understand how the concept of value has shaped and been shaped by 

modern discourse, one must look not only to its roots and origins, but also to the 

discourse that it replaced. In this chapter I look to the Ancient Greek tradition of 

political theorizing, to which the origins of the concept of value are typically 

attributed.1 I turn specifically to the work of Aristotle, who is considered to be the 

quintessential value theorist because of his conjoined reflections on ethics and 

economics—he is frequently hailed as the originator of the concepts of use and 

exchange value.2 As a reading of Aristotle shows, to really understand the politics of 

value, we must have a solid understanding of needs and their relationship to 

democratic action. Attention to the role of needs in Aristotle’s thinking moreover 

enables a reading of Aristotle that avoids slippage into liberal economic 

categorizations of material life. 

Looking to this historical moment, I follow Michel Foucault’s call to look at 

concepts without fixating on “founding moments” or reducing complex histories to a 

single narrative.3 Doing so, I show that modern value discourse, whose emergence I 

 
1 William Frankena, “Value,” in The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, P. Edwards ed., 
(New York: Macmillan, 1967) and W.J.T. Mitchell, “Value” in New Keywords: A 
Revised Vocabulary of Culture and Society, eds. Tony Bennett, Lawrence Grossberg, 
and Meaghan Morris (Malden MA: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2005). 
2 Ibid. 
3 Michel Foucault, “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History” in Language, Counter-Memory, 
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explore in the following chapter, represents a significant departure from an earlier 

form of needs discourse that kept politics front and center.4 Though the field of 

political economy claims to derive its categories of use and exchange value from 

these discussions in Aristotle, reading the concept of value into his writing is 

anachronistic.. Needless to say, Aristotle did not in fact use the word ‘value’ in his 

writing—no word for ‘value’ or cognate even existed in Ancient Greek.5 This 

prolepsis, I will argue, has consequently meant that modern political economy 

 
Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews, Donald F. Bouchard, ed., Donald F. 
Bouchard and Sherry Simon, trans. (Ithaca NY: Cornell University Press, 1977), 140. 
I am also drawing my inspiration from Angélica Bernal’s destabilization of foundings 
in favor of embracing political contestation. See Angélica Maria Bernal, Beyond 
Origins: Rethinking Founding in a Time of Constitutional Democracy (Oxford 
University Press, 2017). 
4 Taking insights from Foucault, I also draw from hermeneutic efforts to understand 
value discourse from within a series of traditions. In particular, I pose Friedrich 
Nietzsche’s question “what really was that which just struck?” when value discourse 
emerged on the world stage through an understanding of the circumstances and 
conditions in which value discourse emerged. Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Genealogy 
of Morals and Ecce Homo. (New York NY: Vintage, 1967). Such an effort is 
necessarily hermeneutic, as its intended pursuit is to take “the way we experience one 
another, the way we experience historical traditions” as subjects of study rather than 
founding assumptions. Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method (New York and 
London: Continuum, 1989). xx and xxiii. However, I ignore Foucault’s proposal to 
break from linearity in my narrative, instead drawing upon genealogical tracings of 
concepts that do follow a historical chronology, so that we can pinpoint precisely 
what changed as needs discourse came to be eclipsed by value discourse Foucault, 
“Nietzsche, Genealogy, History,” 137. For two genealogical tracings of the concept 
of ‘interest’ that proceed historically, see: Steven Engelmann, Imagining Interest in 
Political Thought: Origins of Economic Rationality. (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 2003) and Dean Mathiowetz, Appeals to Interest: Language, Contestation, and 
the Shaping of Political Agency (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 2011). 
5 I am drawing from the Oxford English Dictionary’s etymological tracing of the 
word value. I am also drawing from translations of Aristotle’s writing in which the 
word “value” seems to be inserted by editors for clarity, where it does not exist in the 
Greek version. 
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conceptualizes the categories of use and exchange value as having a much more 

harmonious relationship with one another than Aristotle might have. 

Though I will remain agnostic on the question of whether Aristotle had much 

to say about value writ large or more broadly construed (insofar as it is connected to 

truth and goodness), I will argue that the specific senses of value that we inherit today 

do not come from Aristotle. As I will show in the following chapter, value discourse 

as we use it in economic and moral thought today was actually a Roman invention 

during the classical period. Attributing modern value discourse to Aristotle is 

therefore misplaced, because the concept as we understand it today involves a 

specific set of legal practices that were produced by Roman law. Moreover, reading 

Aristotle as a theorist of value rather than of needs actually distracts from some of the 

ways in which political economic thought has been predicated on exclusions from 

citizenship. Attention to Aristotle’s formulation of needs, by contrast, helps 

illuminate what is distinctive about the later emergence of value discourse. This 

reading of Aristotle therefore helps draw out something crucial about what 

Roman/modern value discourse displaced. 

Reading Aristotle as a theorist of needs sheds insight on an important 

disjuncture in the development of value discourse. As I will demonstrate, Aristotle 

shows “bad” needs to be those that are endless and cannot be satisfied, as exemplified 

in the ailment of pleonexia. “Good” needs, by contrast, cannot be universally defined, 

but still can be bounded. However, because they cannot be universally defined, we 

also have something of a “need” for deliberation or political contestation as the means 
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for determining needs’ natural ends. Through deliberation, we can realize the ends of 

our needs. Drawing out this critical point in a reading of the first book of Aristotle’s 

Politics, I show that reading Aristotle as a theorist of needs rather than as one of value 

allows one to see how value discourse works as a depoliticizing abstraction, one that 

avoids the messy work of thinking politically about needs. 

My reading of Aristotle thus builds on others’ accounts of his political 

economic thinking. However, it grounds his arguments on necessity and exchange 

more firmly in his concern with democratic citizenship (democratic to the extent that 

he is concerned with practices of republican citizenship like coming together, sharing 

responsibility, and communal self-actualization), by showing how he brings together 

abstract debates about justice and concrete concerns about distribution. Indeed, what 

has been taken as Aristotle’s characterization of use values is actually his concept of 

“necessary needs.” But this concept is more complicated than typical treatments of 

his economic thought suggest, because Aristotle imagines needs as available for 

contestation and political struggle, rather than as a prerequisite to deliberation.6 

Aristotle therefore required that citizens have a certain threshold of material resources 

 
6 On the argument that Aristotle’s thinking centers contestation, see Susan Bickford’s 
reading, which conceives of Aristotelian deliberation as centered on a politics of 
attention, rather than friendship. Susan Bickford, “Beyond Friendship: Aristotle on 
Conflict, Deliberation, and Attention,” The Journal of Politics 58 no. 2 (1986). See 
also Adriel M. Trott, “Rancière and Aristotle: Parapolitics, Party Politics, and the 
Institution of Perpetual Politics,” The Journal of Speculative Philosophy 26, no. 4 
(2012). 
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to enable their participation in politics, and that that threshold be determined by 

nothing other than deliberative politics.7  

Examining the relationship between needs and citizenship from the 

perspective of democratic theory rather than political economy, I argue, reveals 

contestation about the boundaries of need to be the stuff of politics. Moreover, I argue 

that readings of Aristotelian economics that ignore the connection between his claims 

about household economics and acquisition and his necessarily open-ended picture of 

deliberation reduce the complexity of his conceptions of freedom and slavery. They 

relegate his economic thinking to one sphere and his political thinking to another, 

discursively replicating an artificial division between the public and private spheres—

a division that value discourse upholds, maintains, and even occasionally buttresses. 

By contrast, through a closer scrutiny of Aristotle’s writings about the use and 

exchange of commodities, I demonstrate that needs are messy because they are 

diverse and unavoidably plural, but also because they are never private. How I define 

my needs, I argue, following Aristotle, has consequences for you. This is a dimension 

of political economic discourse of value that we must acknowledge, if we are to avoid 

uncritically reproducing the exclusions made possible by its departure from needs 

discourse.  

 
7 Though ‘need’ signifies an imperative—that which is compulsory, unavoidable, or 
required—political economists have predominantly mediated their analyses through 
the enigmatic terrain of value discourse. Needs, whether imagined as material or 
psychological, historical or universal, are always treated as concrete, and a boundary 
drawn between what constitutes a need and what does not. Value is, by contrast, more 
abstract, operating instead as a way of conceptualizing how importance is determined, 
and thus how that line is drawn. 
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Faulty Origins 

Economic historians frequently trace the concept of value back to Ancient 

Greece in the fifth century B.C.E., if not earlier. These historians locate early versions 

of modern value theory in Aristotelian thought, describing him as everything from a 

proto-Marxist to an early theorist of utility theory. As Barry Gordon writes: 

The nature of Aristotle's contribution to value theory is a topic that has given 
rise to considerable controversy. Commentators, both old and new, are quite 
divided on the question of the philosopher's true position on the matter. 
Passages from his works have been cited in support of widely conflicting 
approaches to value determination, and some writers have gone so far as to 
suggest that on this issue he has nothing to offer by way of meaningful 
analysis.8 

 
However despite conflicting interpretations of the quality of his ideas about value, 

very few dispute the claim that Aristotle was an early thinker of economic categories 

of value. Karl Marx and Joseph Schumpeter both famously attributed the concepts of 

use and exchange value to Aristotle, and Schumpeter even took them as evidence that 

Aristotle held a metalist view of money.9 As Stephen Worland argues, Schumpeter 

read a laissez-faire attitude into Aristotle’s understandings of exchange value.10 On 

the basis of this attribution, at any rate, Aristotle’s supposed concepts of use and 

exchange have been taken up by readers to support very different ideological 

leanings. M. I. Finley for instance follows Schumpeter’s interpretation of the role of 

 
8 Gordon, “Economic Analysis,” 53.  
9 On metalist theories of value in Aristotle, see: Barry Gordon, “Aristotle, 
Schumpeter, and the Metalist Tradition” The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 75, no. 
4 (1961). 
10 Stephen Worland, “Aristotle and the Neoclassical Tradition: The Shifting Ground 
of Complementarity” History of Political Economy 16, no. 1 (1984). 
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use and exchange value in Aristotle’s writing, whereas Scott Meikle takes issue 

Finley’s reading of Aristotle as permissive of unequal exchange, and instead argues 

that the origins of the transformation of C-M-C into M-C-M are theorized very 

clearly in Aristotle.11 Ironically, Marx and Schumpeter themselves were in agreement 

that Aristotle’s concepts of use and exchange value were vastly undertheorized. As 

M. I. Finley shows, Marx wrote of these concepts in Aristotle’s writing that “what 

begins with the pro ends up with a mere statement of the accounting function of 

money,” while Schumpeter described the very same discussion of money in Aristotle 

as “decorous, pedestrian, slightly mediocre, and slightly pompous common sense.”12 

Meanwhile, attributions of value theory to Aristotle do not stop with trade and 

utility. Philosopher William Frankena and “keywords” contributor W.J.T. Mitchell 

both date the concept of value back to Aristotle, connecting it not only to the 

economic concept concerning the “worth of the thing,” but also to questions of truth, 

beauty, and goodness.13 Mitchell even draws from Raymond Williams to note that the 

concept is at the heart of a variety of Ancient Greek debates, including those about 

“justice, morality, virtue, pleasure, utility, and happiness.”14 Yet there is something 

misplaced about these arguments—which is that the word ‘value’ was not a part of 

 
11 M. I. Finley, “Aristotle and Economic Analysis” Past & Present 47 (1970) and 
Scott Meikle, “Aristotle and the Political Economy of the Polis” The Journal of 
Hellenic Studies 99, no. (1979). 
12 Finley, “Aristotle and Economic Analysis,” 5 and 11. 
13 Frankena, “Value,” and Mitchell, “Value.” 
14 Mitchell, “Value,” 365. 
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the Ancient Greek lexicon. Indeed, in nearly every Aristotelian passage cited by 

readers enthused about his value theory, the concept that recurs is ‘need’. 

Aristotle’s understandings of needs and necessity, as they are articulated in the 

very first book of his Politics, have presented a variety of problems for those who 

attempt to draw together his discussions of economics and politics into an 

uncomplicated picture of political freedom.15 Frequently, Aristotle’s discussions of 

public deliberation are championed while his discussions of acquisition are 

excluded.16 Alternatively, his economic thought is treated as a crude precursor to the 

more refined understanding of use and exchange value developed in early modern 

Europe alongside the emergence of a capitalist economy.17 The former approaches 

ignore the role of material need in Aristotelian thought, while the latter reduce 

 
15 See, for instance, William Mathie, “Political and Distributive Justice in the Political 
Science of Aristotle,” The Review of Politics 49, no. 1 (1987) for a discussion of the 
tension between needs and freedom, and Jill Frank, “Democracy and Distinction: 
Aristotle on Just Desert,” Political Theory 26, no. 6 (1998) for a resolution in which 
questions about needs and distribution are internal to the practice of citizenship. 
16 See: Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (The University of Chicago Press, 
1958); Richard Mulgan, “Aristotle and the Value of Political Participation,” Political 
Theory 18, no. 2 (1990); and Mary P. Nichols, Citizens and Statesmen: A Study of 
Aristotle’s Politics (Lanham MD: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 1992.  
17 See, for instance Barry Gordon, Economic Analysis Before Adam Smith: Hesiod to 
Lessius (London: The MacMillan Press Ltd., 1975) and Odd Langholm, Price and 
Value in the Aristotelian Tradition: A Study in Scholastic Economic Sources (Oslo, 
Norway: The Norwegian Research Council for Science and the Humanities, 1979). 
Indeed, his legacy is often claimed by readers of quite different political bends, since 
his influence on thinkers as diverse as Adam Smith and Karl Marx is considerable. 
The parallels are certainly uncanny, and it is clear that Aristotle had tremendous 
influence on these later perspectives—as can be seen, for instance, in Adam Smith’s 
condemnation of mercantilism seems to resemble Aristotle’s own fears about the 
dangers of trade beyond the polis. Gordon, “Economic Analysis Before Adam 
Smith,” 21.  
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citizenship to statistical analysis. By contrast, exploring the democratic entanglements 

of Aristotelian thought on household economics allows a reopening of the political 

life of needs discourse, and a way of reading his political economic work as critical to 

his understanding of citizenship and deliberation. 

First a note on my methods of reading Aristotle: I ultimately rely on both 

exegetical and creative interpretations of his Politics. This is at least in part because 

of the fraught nature of being truly exegetical with Aristotle.18 My efforts to recover 

the framework for understanding political economic discourse that Aristotle was 

working with instead relies on the widespread use of language of needs and necessity 

 
18 Most of Aristotle’s works that were written for publication, including his dialogues 
and poems, were lost, and his surviving works consist of  manuscripts organized 
around topics by later editors. The Politics, which I draw from most extensively in 
this chapter, was originally a set of distinct and unconnected essays and lecture notes, 
which have been arranged and rearranged by a number of editors as the texts were 
preserved first by students and contemporaries of Aristotle, most notably Andronicus, 
and then by several generations of Arabic scholars. In fact, many scholars of Aristotle 
contend that his surviving works actually consist of a series of rough and unfinished 
lecture notes, at least in part supplemented by students and contemporaries who 
quoted him. These works were then copies and translated into Arabic, then into Latin 
when they were seized in the Crusades, and finally into languages like English. Each 
of these acts of translation also involved extensive commentary and oftentimes 
confusion about the true authors of the marginalia, as well as many of the politicized 
interpretations that accompany translation. David Ross, Aristotle (New York NY: 
Routledge, 2005), 7-8, 14-15. All of this means that reading Aristotle’s writings on 
politics necessitates reading the amalgamated writing of a diverse community of 
political scholars and translators, rather than the writings of a single figure. This 
peculiar quality to the text makes any effort at capturing Aristotle’s true meanings 
and intentions nearly impossible. The political nature of this process also parallels 
other trajectories of textual preservation and translation. Husain Haddawy, for 
instance, in his introduction to The Arabian Nights, or instance, prefaces his own 
translation with the note that what had previously been taken to be the most 
authoritative English translation actually has many of the trappings of the ideological 
colonialism caked into it. Husain Haddaway, The Arabian Nights (New York NY: 
W.W. Norton & Company, 2008). 
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in his writing, and the absence of a cognate in Ancient Greek for ‘value’, as a result 

of value’s origins in Latin—but they can only approximate an estimation of what 

Aristotle the figure might have thought about political economy. However, I also 

proceed with the assumption that while returning to the persistence of this language 

of needs in Aristotelian writing resists the presentism that reading him as a value 

theorist engages in, reading him politically today also requires thinking about the 

applications of his thinking to our circumstances, and sometimes requires creative re-

appropriations of this writing. Here, I follow Stephen Salkever’s point that reading 

Aristotle can be useful for thinking in new ways beyond our dead ends.19 This is why 

I often reflect on Aristotle’s writing on necessity in the context of present-day debates 

about democracy, and freedom, even if my use of these words is ultimately 

anachronistic.20 However, this also means that my reading of Aristotle is likely better 

characterized as hermeneutic than as genuinely exegetical, and that this is at least in 

part because of my effort to draw out tensions in the text by looking at some of the 

elements in Aristotle’s writing that do not fit with standard readings, and that even 

 
19 Stephen Salkever, Finding the Mean: Theory and Practice in Aristotelian Political 
Philosophy (Princeton University Press, 1990), 5. 
20 I am supported by the fact that many modern and contemporary readers of 
Aristotle, including Marx, use similar language. Josiah Ober, for instance, frequently 
discusses freedom as a key concept in Aristotelian thought, and also draws 
convincing connections between some Ancient Greek concepts and modern 
renderings of freedom. See: Josiah Ober, Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens: 
Rhetoric, Ideology, and the Power of the People (Princeton University Press, 1991). 
Hannah Arendt’s essay “What is Freedom?” moreover distinguishes between modern 
liberal understandings of freedom as individual expression and ancient renderings of 
freedom as grounded in political participation. Hannah Arendt, Between Past and 
Future (London UK: Random House, 2006). 
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trouble standard readings. My reading of Aristotle therefore have at their core the aim 

of denaturalizing political economy’s understanding of its categories of use and 

exchange value as Aristotelian. 

My ultimate goal, then, is to show how Aristotle’s writing reveals needs to be 

both a problem and resource for action, and to show that we must think about material 

constraints alongside democratic politics. Doing so, I show, his writing brings us to a 

central paradox of needs: we need other people to meet our needs, but we also have 

needs to begin with because of other people. As I argue, this paradox stymies 

pinpointing a precise boundary around needs because it shows us that political life 

causes our needs to expand and change.21 However, looking to the dynamic 

relationship between Aristotle’s theory of needs and his theory of participatory 

citizenship can foreground the contingency of present patterns of material 

interdependence. Moreover, he invites us to pay attention to the relationship between 

diverse definitions of needs and delineations of citizenship.  

Locating Needs in the Polis 

Looking to this synthesis of political and economic thought in Aristotle’s 

writing requires beginning with Politics I, which deals with the relationship between 

material needs and the composition of the city. Indeed, though Aristotle’s philosophy 

is arranged to pave a road to the ultimate end of happiness, he builds that road in the 

 
21 A project further complicated by the fact that the concepts of needs, necessity, and 
the necessary are contradictory, because they are deployed as a means of considering 
both what is inevitable, and what is required. Hanna Fenichel Pitkin, The Attack of the 
Blob: Hannah Arendt’s Concept of the Social (University of Chicago Press, 1998), 
190. 
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city, beginning his text on Politics with an account of the people and animals that 

inhabit the city, and their diverse relationships with one another. In this book, 

Aristotle argues that the city exists to guarantee that people’s needs are met, and 

subsequently tackles how people who differ by occupation, status, or gender each 

approach the various activities involved in needs-meeting. Approaching politics in 

this way, he details the activities of acquisition that are required to realize 

contemplation, the good life, and ultimately, happiness. The activities of needs-

meeting function as the prerequisites for all of these higher values, and it is therefore 

against this backdrop that he begins his discussions of the politics of need.  

Aristotle starts out by setting household production and maintenance on one 

hand, and commerce on the other, as two types of acquisitive activities. Household 

management, Aristotle explains, is concerned with the acquisition of useful goods and 

meets a definite limit: 

it would seem to be these things that make up genuine wealth. For sufficiency 
in possessions of this sort with a view to a good life is not limitless, as Solon 
asserts it to be in his poem: “of wealth no boundary lies revealed to men.”22  
 

Here, Aristotle argues, counter to Solon, that genuine wealth is made up of 

possessions aimed at the good life, of which we only need so many. However, this is 

not the only type of acquisitive activity that Aristotle discusses. A second one 

involves wealth acquisition, which he argues has no limit and leads to the malaise of 

 
22 Aristotle, Politics, trans. Carnes Lord (Chicago, IL: Chicago University Press, 
2013), 1256b.31-34. 
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pleonexia, or unbounded desire.23 He therefore bifurcates the realm of necessity itself 

into the essential (things that are useful), and the treacherous extension of the action 

of needs-meeting in “the art of getting goods.” Noting a dramatic difference between 

meeting needs and exceeding them, he argues that the latter type of activity has a 

tendency to take priority over civic virtue.24 In this distinction between “household 

management” and “commerce,” he is quite critical of those who, he argues, take the 

action of needs-meeting too far in the practice of “money-making,” or “the 

unnecessary sort of getting goods.”25 That “it is impossible to live without 

sustenance” does not, for him, justify the limitless accumulation that he describes as 

the inevitable result of exchange, and even exchange that begins merely as part of 

household management.26 

For Aristotle, those who engage in non-necessary acquisition orient all 

activities toward moneymaking, losing sight of their needs along with the ultimate 

priority of deliberation.27 He writes that those whose desire is “without limit” and 

who pursue money and acquisition are “serious about living, but not about living 

 
23 Ibid., 1256b.41-1257a.1. For a discussion of the way that Aristotle divides 
economic activity between needs and exchanges that exceed those needs, see Patricia 
Springborg, “Aristotle and the Problem of Needs” History of Political Thought 5, no. 
3 (1984). For descriptions of later understandings of these categories as denoting a 
difference between use and exchange value, see: Barry Gordon, Economic Analysis 
Before Adam Smith: Hesiod to Lessius (London: The MacMillan Press Ltd., 1975) 
and Langholm, “Price and Value.” 
24 Louis Baeck, The Mediterranean Tradition in Economic Thought (London: 
Routledge, 1994), 78, 82. 
25 Aristotle, “Politics,” 1256a.11-14 and 1257b.31-35. Emphasis added. 
26 Ibid., 1256a.21. 
27 Ibid., 1258a.7-14. 
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well.”28 Living well, for him, consists of political participation through deliberation 

about justice (what he describes alternatively as “ruling and being ruled” and 

“partaking in decision and office”) and practicing schole (leisure)—things for which 

profit-seekers simply do not have time. He underscores this point in his connection of 

citizen activity with “self-generated work” to supply “sustenance.”29 For those who 

take this route, he writes, time is spent “in the manner that need [together with 

pleasure] compels them to,” and thereby deems the meeting of needs without 

succumbing to chrematistike (excess accumulation of goods and money) both 

gratifying and virtuous.30 Aristotle thus cordons off a space for one particular sort of 

good, which is anagkaion (non-negotiable needs), arguing that these needs in 

particular must be met to facilitate citizen engagement in deliberation.31  

In either case, for Aristotle, the critical distinction to be made is not one 

between use and exchange values, as economic historians would have it, but between 

needs and excess. Unfortunately, political theorists who wish to rinse their hands of 

all types of acquisitive activity in order to elevate the important work of citizenship 

 
28 Aristotle, “Politics,” 1257b.41-42. 
29 Ibid., 1256a.8. Aristotle uses the Greek word trophé, which Carnes Lord translates 
as “sustenance” but is generally translated more directly as “nourishment” or “food.” 
And as Thornton Lockwood shows, it is quite possible that he had public messes in 
mind. Thornton Lockwood, “Politics II: Political Critique, Political Theorizing, 
Political Innovation,” in eds. Thornton Lockwood and Thanassis Samaras Aristotle’s 
Politics: A Critical Guide (Cambridge University Press, 2015). 
30 Ibid., 1256b.2-8. 
31 Ibid. This is not, however, to say that he conceptualizes these two activities as 
distinct spheres in the way that Hannah Arendt seems to. See Arlene Saxonhouse, 
“Family, Polity & Unity: Aristotle on Socrates’ Community of Wives.” Polity 15, no. 
2 (1982). 
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introduce a similarly troubling interpretive binary. Aristotle’s descriptions of 

acquisitive activities are understood by these readers as requiring that private needs 

be kept distinct from public freedom, and as segmenting the polis into public and 

private spheres.32 As I will show, this binary framework of needs as private and 

citizenship as public relies upon a substantial misreading of Aristotle as well. 

Fortunately, some of the issues with this binary reading of Aristotle can be reconciled 

by looking to Hanna Pitkin’s characterization of a similar oversight in Hannah 

Arendt’s reading of Aristotle. 

Needs Against Private Freedom 

Turning to Pitkin’s writing on the concept of needs in Aristotle helps sort out 

the relationship between needs and deliberation in Aristotle’s writing on acquisition. 

Pitkin develops a unique perspective on the relationship between material constraints 

and judgment, membership, and action across her work, and this perspective is 

critical to her engagement with the Aristotelian thinking on needs. Pitkin shows that 

Aristotelian discussions of needs haunt modern discourse about the public and private 

spheres by way of criticizing Hannah Arendt’s interpretations of Aristotle. Pitkin’s 

visions of deliberative judgement and needs can be seen most acutely in her challenge 

to Arendt’s urging that private needs be kept separate from public deliberation. “The 

private sphere,” Pitkin explains, “was [according to Arendt] governed by necessity—

not just the domination of the master over the family and slaves, but the necessities of 

 
32 Judith Swanson, The Public and the Private in Aristotle’s Political Philosophy 
(Cornell University Press, 1992). 
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life that would rule even the master if he did not have others to provide for him.”33 

For both Arendt and Aristotle, Pitkin explains, the activities of acquisition were tied 

to the affairs of the oikia (household), to which the etymological origins of the 

concept of economics can be traced. For Arendt, Pitkin explains, the household, as a 

consequence of being consumed by material operations, can be taken to be the space 

of “private” life. 

Noting that ‘necessity’ for Aristotle and Arendt implies not only needs, but 

that which is inescapable more broadly, Pitkin suggests that Arendt’s 

conceptualization of what is remarkable about the public sphere, by contrast, is its 

distance from the everyday requirements of resource acquisition and management. As 

she shows, Arendt’s public sphere allows for “self-revelation and the quest for glory,” 

uniqueness and personal expression, distinction, and self-disclosure, whereas the 

threat of private needs “imposes uniformities.”34 Arendt, in following Pitkin’s 

interpretation, seems to think that public deliberation allows a sort of self-

actualization that is denied in the process of meeting basic needs. Pitkin implicitly 

characterizes Arendt’s argument as follows: economics, or that which serves the 

needs of the body, must be excluded from deliberation, as deliberation is concerned 

with that which serves the needs of the mind in our quest for recognition.35 

 
33 Ibid. 
34 Hanna Fenichel Pitkin, “Justice: On Relating Private and Public,” Political Theory 
9, no. 3 (1981), 332; 336; and 333. 
35 Arendt invites the latter interpretation in her comment that “public life, by contrast, 
is the quest for secular immortality, the hope of being remembered after one’s death 
so that one’s name and fame live on.” Ibid., 337. 
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Yet despite an alignment in their shared concerns about shared political life 

and communal self-determination, Pitkin departs sharply from Arendt in her 

imagination of the content of public discussions and takes Aristotle with her in an 

effort to blur the boundaries between the private and public. Pitkin identifies shadows 

of Aristotle’s own anxiety about needs in Arendt’s argument. Pitkin explains Arendt’s 

reasoning as follows: “if justice were permitted into—let alone made central to—

public, political life, she feared it would bring with it the dangerous economic and 

social concerns, the hungry and passionate poor who would destroy what was to be 

saved.” For these reasons, Pitkin reasons, “to protect [the public], she felt constrained 

to sever it...from the economic and social conditions structuring citizens’ lives, in 

which they have something at stake. The public must be valued for itself, not 

degraded into a mere means to some lesser end.” In order to preserve space for public 

life, Arendt clearly sought to remove all of the furnishings of private life from this 

sphere, so that deliberation might serve purposes beyond resource distribution. 

Pitkin’s own modification to Arendt’s argument, as she herself characterizes it, is in 

determining the “real value” of the public sphere, which she locates in its potential for 

prioritizing discussions of material needs. For Pitkin, the unintended consequences of 

writing about these spheres as distinct in these ways is to reify their boundaries.36 

Pitkin consequently argues that Arendt’s effort to remove needs from political 

life to clear space for democratic self-actualization in fact underestimates the critical 

role of material interdependence in democratic discourse. As Pitkin shows, Arendt’s 

 
36 Ibid., 340. 
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argument about the importance of “the exclusion of everything merely necessary or 

useful” from political life lends itself to “the exclusion of the exploited by their 

exploiters, who can afford not to discuss economics, and to devote themselves to 

‘higher things’, because they live off the work of others.”37 As Pitkin argues, Arendt 

ends up with an amalgamated theory of rational individualism and a social contract to 

accompany it that is far afield from her original intentions.38 Though Arendt’s writing 

is in many ways critical of liberalism, Pitkin shows that her exclusion of the poor 

from politics results from a liberal imagination of autonomy. Even more damning, 

Pitkin draws attention to Arendt’s discussions of the “terror” of the poor multitudes in 

the French Revolution and critically characterizes Arendt’s position as excluding 

people living in poverty from politics. Pitkin argues that Arendt saw the poor bursting 

onto the political scene, driven by their needs and bodies, as detrimental to the cause 

of unique self-expression.39 

Evaluating Arendt’s interpretation of Aristotle, Pitkin shows that while 

theorists conceive of public deliberation as about contestation, freedom, and action, 

Aristotle importantly describes deliberation as about justice.40 Deliberations over 

justice, Pitkin argues, must include deliberations over needs. It is my contention that 

claims to or about justice are not abstract musings about the best form of society, but 

arguments about what we need and consequently also about who we are, and thus that 

 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid., 337. 
39 Ibid., 333-335. 
40 Ibid., 338-339. 
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Pitkin is on to something here. As Pitkin writes, “although politics and justice are 

about right and wrong, morality and virtue, they are also about economic privilege 

and social power.”41 She also argues that “wealth is not the point or purpose of 

politics, but is certainly a continuing issue in political life, and justice cannot help but 

take economic considerations into account.”42 Pitkin’s claim that deliberation is not 

only about our highest values, ideals, or aspirations, but also about economic 

inequalities is critical to rooting citizenship in systems of material interdependence, 

rather than making it available only to the privileged.43  

But this inseparability of needs from politics that I draw from Pitkin’s writing 

betrays Aristotle’s distinction between useful items and the activities of exchange as a 

hazardous position. This is because the boundaries between these two types of 

acquisitive activities are slippery—what one might consider a necessary need, another 

might consider a luxury. Political thought that draws from Aristotelian categories to 

distinguish between private accumulation and public deliberation must therefore rely 

on particular biases about what household consumption should involve. Fortunately, 

Aristotle’s own thought on this issue was more complicated. In fact, a closer look at 

 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Applying this logic today, one might even discover needs to be present in much of 
what we deliberate, even if contemporary claims about our needs are often couched in 
the presumed neutrality of rights discourse. Current debates about gun control, for 
instance, can in many ways be boiled down to the competing claims of “we need 
liberty (understood as our guns) in order to live” and “we need our lives in order to 
have liberty!” We thus naturalize particular needs in our claims about them, even as 
we contest, alter, and expand these needs. 
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Aristotle’s discussions of necessity reveals that the private and public distinction is 

not congruous with his vision of economics and politics.  

Needs and Slavery 

The important distinction for Aristotle is not between economic and political 

activity, but between the activities of slavery and of freedom. Herein lies a dilemma 

in Aristotle’s writing—he saw acquisitive activities as placing constraints on our 

capacities to participate in public life, even as he reserved household acquisition as a 

vitally necessary activity. Needs, Aristotle shows us, are both important and 

treacherous. This is why he treats the realm of necessity in household acquisition as 

the necessary precondition for politics, and also as that which must be severed from 

politics so as to protect the activity of citizenship against excess. His solution is to 

separate slaves from citizens to ensure that basic needs are met, to serve as a buffer 

between the threat of pleonexia and the practices of citizenship by relieving citizens 

of instrumental activity.44  

Indeed, Aristotle spends much of the remainder of Politics I detailing the 

diverse relationships that members of the household have with acquisitive activities. 

First and foremost among these relationships is that between masters and slaves. For 

knowledge about how to relate to the essential types of acquisition, he writes, we 

must “speak first about master and slave, so that we may see at the same time what 

relates to necessary needs.”45 That slaves and masters relate to necessary needs is 

 
44 Swanson, “The Public and the Private.” 
45 Aristotle, “Politics,” 1253b.15-16. 
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only natural, he explains, because “the parts of household management correspond to 

the parts out of which the household itself is constituted.”46 Slaves are a vital part of 

the household and exist in order to make sure that the household itself is self-

sustaining. Households must meet their needs and since “without the necessary things 

it is impossible either to live or to live well,” his argument goes, so they also need to 

possess slaves.47 Aristotle thus includes slaves in the property of the household—as 

he puts, it “the slave too turned out to be a part of one’s possessions.”48 Because the 

household is constituted out of needs, he reasons, “the complete household is made 

up of slaves and free persons.”49 Slaves, in other words, are built into the very 

constitution of the household as a means of meeting non-negotiable needs 

(anagkaion).  

It is therefore unsurprising that the act of acquiring slaves resembles the acts 

of meeting other needs—since slaves serve an instrumental need. We would not need 

slaves, he concedes, if the instruments of the household could work on their own: 

as they assert those of Daedalus did, or the tripods of Hephaestus (which the 
poet says “of their own accord came to the gods’ gathering”), so that shuttles 
would weave themselves and picks play the lyre, master craftsmen would no 
longer have a need for subordinates, or masters for slaves.”50 
 

 
46 Ibid., 1253b.3-4. 
47 Ibid., 1253b.23-25. 
48 Ibid., 1256a.2-3. 
49 Ibid., 1253b.4-5. 
50 Ibid., 1253b.34-1254a.1. 
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Unfortunately, because existing household instruments do not work so well as those 

fantastical tools of mythology, he regretfully implies, we require human intervention 

to keep the processes of needs-meeting in motion.  

This raises an obvious political problem. As Aristotle argues, “the slave is not 

only slave to the master but belongs wholly to him.”51 Household management, he 

also writes, is “monarchy.”52 In Aristotle’s account, the slave’s role is depicted as 

much like that of an animal, in that “bodily assistance in the necessary things is 

forthcoming from both, from slaves and from tame animals alike.”53 Slaves, he tells 

us, exist to meet needs. They are suited to this task down to their very souls:  

Nature indeed wishes to make the bodies of free persons and slaves different 
as well as their souls—those of the latter strong with a view to necessary 
needs, those of the former straight and useless for such tasks, but useful with a 
view to a political way of life.54 

 
While citizens possess the capacities to rule, deliberate, and share in responsibility, 

the bodies and minds of slaves are appropriate only for the work of necessary 

activities like farming, cooking, and maintenance.  

Naturally, Aristotle’s image of participatory citizenship sits uneasily (for 

modern readers) with its reliance on slaves.55 However, Aristotelian slavery is neither 

 
51 Ibid., 1254a.12-13. 
52 Ibid., 1255b.18. 
53 Ibid., 1254b.25-26. 
54 Ibid., 1254b.27-31. 
55 Thomas Lindsay, “Was Aristotle Racist, Sexist, and Anti-Democratic? A Review 
Essay,” The Review of Politics 56, no. 1 (1994) and Eckart Schütrumpf, “Little to Do 
with Justice: Aristotle on Distributing Political Power,” in eds. Thornton Lockwood 
and Thanassis Samaras Aristotle’s Politics: A Critical Guide (Cambridge University 
Press, 2015). 
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an unambiguous need nor an unmitigated good.56 Aristotle even admits that among 

the many tasks of slaves, “certain works are more honored or more necessary than 

others.”57 That he sees slavery as morally ambiguous is perhaps why he goes to great 

lengths to dismiss the legal and institutional foundations of slavery in Athens and to 

reground it in activity and virtue.58 As Jill Frank argues, Aristotle is firm that 

eligibility is determined by citizen activity rather than nature, implying that people 

are only justly slaves (and their disposition for slavery thus revealed) through the 

activities of citizenship.59  

While even sympathetic readers argue that though Aristotle may have 

intended to criticize the existing institutions of slavery, they nonetheless show that his 

very description of citizenship ultimately depends upon the institution. These 

perspectives treat Aristotle’s requirement that “daily recurrent needs” be met as one 

that renders citizenship an exclusive privilege because of the labor that must be 

committed to guaranteeing that these needs are met.60 The claim here is that the 

mandate that citizenship be carried out in leisure requires the existence of a working 

class to underpin the leisure of a citizen class, thereby confining certain people to 

 
56 Wayne Ambler, “Aristotle on Nature and Politics: The Case of Slavery,” Political 
Theory 15, no. 3 (1987) and Jill Frank, “Citizens, Slaves, and Foreigners: Aristotle on 
Human Nature,” American Political Science Review 98, no. 1 (2004). 
57 Aristotle, “Politics,” 1255b.28-29. 
58 Lindsay, “Was Aristotle Racist.” 
59 As Frank shows in Frank, Citizens, Slaves, and Foreigners,” the question of who in 
Aristotle’s Politics is a slave is fastened to the question of which sorts of activities 
constitute good citizenship, and which sorts do not. 
60 Ellen Meiksins Wood, Class Ideology and Ancient Political Theory: Socrates, 
Plato, and Aristotle in Social Context (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), 
227 and 236. 
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subservient roles in the household.61 We need to meet our needs, Aristotle argues, but 

we also need to contain our needs, lest they expand. Thus we also need slaves, he 

argues. Of course, such an argument depends upon an implicit expansion of our needs 

to include entitlement to the time and products of other people.  

Material needs thus pose a difficult problem for the Aristotelian tradition of 

citizenship theory. His republican citizenship offers an enticing vision of deliberative 

community action. However, unlike liberalism, republican theory does not seek to 

base a conception of citizenship on a fraught imagination of all-inclusive citizenship 

as membership; instead, it grounds its image of citizenship in ongoing struggles over 

boundaries and resources.62 These struggles include ones over needs, which Aristotle 

finds to be, paradoxically, both dangerous and vital.63 A certain degree of economic 

activity facilitates collective sovereignty, but Aristotelian citizens also need leisure 

time, and thus some way to externalize the problem of securing material goods in 

 
61 Marguerite Deslauriers, “Political Rule Over Women in Politics I,” in eds. 
Thornton Lockwood and Thanassis Samaras Aristotle’s Politics: A Critical Guide 
(Cambridge University Press, 2015) and Thanassis Samaras, “Aristotle and the 
Question of Citizenship,” in eds. Thornton Lockwood and Thanassis Samaras 
Aristotle’s Politics: A Critical Guide (Cambridge University Press, 2015), 130-132 
62 On liberalism see: Peter Schuck, “Liberal Citizenship.” In Handbook of Citizenship 
Studies Engin Isin and Bryan Turner eds. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 
2003). For a critique of its claim to inclusion see: Judith Shklar, American 
Citizenship: The Quest for Inclusion (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 
1998). For republican citizenship, see: Richard Dagger. “Republican Citizenship.” In 
Handbook of Citizenship Studies Engin Isin and Bryan Turner eds. (Thousand Oaks, 
CA: Sage Publications, 2003). 
63 On the point that only a certain amount of household acquisition is necessary for a 
good life, see Lockwood, “Politics II: Political Critique.” 
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order to create it.64 Moreover, because participating in the acquisitive arts at all can 

lead one down a treacherous road, citizens must be shielded from doing household 

work altogether. Because we must contain necessity even as it remains, paradoxically, 

necessary to our survival and well-being, he indicates that only the institution of 

slavery can provide the supply of material goods required to enable the leisure time 

underpinning citizenship.65 Untangling this dilemma requires understanding where 

Aristotle draws the line between necessary sorts of household activities and money-

making activities, and thus between citizenship and slavery. On this definitional 

problem, Aristotle is reticent. As I will show, he briefly mentions food and perhaps 

wine as needs, but not much more. 

The Needs Paradox: Aristotle and the Necessity of Politics 

There is no denying the tension between the importance of needs and the fear 

of pleonexia in Aristotle’s account of politics. Even as Aristotle attempts to distance 

needs from citizenship, he nevertheless argues that certain needs simply must be 

priorities, staking his whole argument on the possibility that there are specific things 

that humans need. Herein lies the trouble. Aristotle tries to hold space for addressing 

needs, even as he finds their definition to be impossible to pin down. Yet by focusing 

on the perils of commerce and leaving needs themselves obscure, Aristotle does not 

stake a claim about the limitations of citizenship—about, for instance, what sorts of 

 
64 Stephen Salkever, “Whose Prayer? The Best Regime of Book 7 and the Lessons of 
Aristotle’s Politics,” Political Theory 35, no. 1 (2007). 
65 Dean Mathiowetz, “‘Meditation is Good for Nothing’: Leisure as a Democratic 
Practice,” New Political Science 38, no. 2 (2016), 8. 
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skills slaves would be obligated to have or how many slaves might be committed to 

help meet needs. However, this connection between the definition of needs and the 

activities of slavery is critical—as I will now show, Aristotle’s writing indicates that 

needs are never private, and that how we conceive of our needs has consequences for 

other people. 

This perspective emerges in the ways that Aristotle avoids providing a precise 

definition of necessary needs. For instance, Aristotle sometimes defines needs as 

“sustenance.” However, he tells us, sustenance is defined differently from species to 

species and even within human communities: 

There are indeed many kinds of sustenance, and therefore many ways of life 
both of animals and of human beings. For it is impossible to live without 
sustenance, so that the differences in sustenance have made the ways of life of 
animals differ. The same is the case for human beings as well; for there are 
great differences in their ways of life. 66 

 
Here, the general need for sustenance collides with the problem of specificity.67 As he 

details the ways that beasts in herds differ, he shows that bodily and cultural diversity 

 
66 Aristotle, “Politics,” 1256a 19-31. 
67 Here we also arrive at the problem of specificity, wherein needs are abstract, but 
the means to meeting the needs are particular. See Christopher J. Berry, The Idea of 
Luxury: A Conceptual and Historical Investigation (Cambridge University Press, 
1994). The result is a sort of “vanishing point” that enables an odd splitting of needs 
into physical and psychological. Dean Mathiowetz, “Feeling Luxury” Theory and 
Event 13, no. 4 (2011). Further specificity troubles any claim about needs, once we 
realize that the social and environmental costs of cultivating a filet mignon supply for 
the population far exceed the cost of wheat production, and entail different choices 
about what sorts of trade-offs we are willing to make to achieve a certain threshold of 
human survival. Choosing the rice and opting for an economy of food by caloric 
intake over luxury does not resolve this problem. In an economy based on a minimum 
threshold of caloric intake from mass wheat production, those with celiac disease 
would starve, whereas those with slow metabolisms would perhaps be awash in 
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render needs infinitely plural. Observing that carnivores, herbivores, and omnivores 

need different sustenance, he writes that “the same is the case for human beings as 

well; for there are great differences in their ways of life.”68 Just as animals are 

differentiated by the diverse nature of their needs, so are humans.  

Yet these different “ways of life” are not all equal —they might require 

different types of slavery. Indeed, the political dimensions of these “different ways of 

life” start to leak in to Aristotle’s discussion as he shifts his focus from animals to 

humans. Aristotle elaborates about these different “ways of life” as follows: 

The idlest are nomads: they derive sustenance from tame animals…others live 
from hunting, and different sorts from different sorts of hunting. Some, for 
example, live from brigandage; others from fishing…but the type of human 
being that is most numerous lives from the land and from cultivated crops.69 

 
Here, Aristotle argues that people derive sustenance from a wide variety of sources 

and activities, even if they are most commonly engaged in organized agriculture. In 

this passage, Aristotle appears not to have any obvious preference for one lifestyle.70 

 
surplus. Berry, “The Idea of Luxury” and Agnes Heller, The Theory of Need in Marx 
(London: Allison & Bushby Limited, 1974). 
68 Ibid. 
69 Aristotle, “Politics,” 1256a.31-40. 
70 Aristotle’s inclusion of brigandage, and his neutrality about different ways of life, 
is worth pausing on. Presumably, given that all of these figures coexist in the world, 
the brigand robs and plunders the resources of the nomads, hunters, fishers, and 
farmers. So while Aristotle describes the nomad as able to tame animals “without 
labor and amid leisure,” one can easily assume that the nomad is forced into more 
work once he encounters the brigand, since he is now preparing dinner for two. To 
defend against brigandage, the nomads, hunters, fishers, and farmers would need to 
spend time and resources on other things, like building walls, weapons, or hiding 
places to avoid being victimized.  
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Aristotle’s remarks on these different ways of acquiring sustenance are a 

reminder that the historicity of human needs and their constant expansion is 

inextricably tied to living in political communities. Because we share life with others, 

we frequently find ourselves in need of additional things like safety, security, and 

intergenerational sustainability—living in political communities can cause us to need 

specialist medical care, transportation to cover widening work commutes, and the 

ability to maintain multiple forms of diction and codes of speaking in order to 

communicate across different social contexts without being misconstrued. 

Vulnerability to police brutality means an increased need for everything from taillight 

repairs to psychological support. Of course, these needs are rarely distributed 

evenly.71 That material interdependence renders needs both diverse and changeable 

certainly complicates any attempt to identify precisely what our needs are.72  

Classical liberalism has deployed this image in another way. Updating the 

brigand into the early modern highway thief, John Locke imagines a solitary state of 

 
71 This is why the Black Lives Matter movement argues that for black people, police 
body cameras are at a minimum critical for survival. 
72 To Aristotle’s problem of necessity Pitkin therefore adds a contemporary analogue, 
which is the problem of disassociation—of why we feel like our democratic choices 
are externalized, such that political problems appear outside of our control, rather 
than as a product of our collective activity. This dilemma, as Pitkin elegantly 
summarizes it, is that of “the gap between our enormous, still-increasing powers and 
our apparent helplessness to avert the various disasters—national, regional, and 
global—looming on our horizon.” She goes on to juxtapose the extent of 
technological progress, medical innovation, and social and political advance against 
the apparently irresolvable threats of nuclear war, climate change, global health and 
financial crises, and racial and interethnic violence only to conclude that despite all of 
the supposed progress we have made as a species, “we are ruining our world and 
seem unable to stop.” Pitkin, “The Attack of the Blob.” 
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nature in which individuals are occasionally beset by the excesses of others—a 

condition that he also imagines as existing prior to society.73 But Aristotle’s 

complicated depiction of the relationship between necessity and political life, and his 

introduction of politics as happening first and foremost in the city both flag a different 

perspective. His brigand and farmer are not isolated pieces in a game of chess who 

occasionally collide, but two people (or really, types of community) who are 

inextricably bound to one another, even if their relationship has much room for 

change and growth. This perspective on interdependence is critical, because it follows 

Aristotle’s reminder that other people do not only cause us to have needs, but also 

help us meet them. Writing that “there must of necessity be a conjoining of persons 

who cannot exist without one another,” the city, he tells us, is “by nature prior to the 

household and to each of us” and is thus necessary for human flourishing.74 Thus 

nomads, hunters, fishers, farmers, and even brigands are already part of 

communities—even as he describes the farmer as typical of most people, he imagines 

him not as a yeoman but as a citizen whose life is already deeply intertwined with the 

lives of others in his community.  

That Aristotle opens his discussion of household acquisition with the 

argument that men and women, masters and slaves, are conjoined “of necessity” is 

therefore revealing.75 This perspective, at the very least, seems to comport with his 

 
73 Hanna Pitkin, “Obligation and Consent,” The American Political Science Review 
59, no. 4 (1965). 
74 Aristotle, “Politics,” 1253a.20. Also see Ibid., 1252a 1-8. 
75 Ibid., 1252a.26. 
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comment about the man without a polis, as he writes that he “who is in need of 

nothing through being self-sufficient is no part of a city, and so is either a beast or a 

god.”76 As he writes: 

The city is thus prior by nature to the household and to each of us. For the 
whole must of necessity be prior to the part; for if the whole body is destroyed 
there will not be a foot or a hand, unless in the sense that the term is similar 
(as when one speaks of a hand made of stone), but the thing itself will be 
defective.77 

 
The city is, in other words, more fundamental to our flourishing than anything we 

acquire in the household. Necessity itself arises not from the part, but from the whole. 

Indeed, Aristotle immediately complicates any a priori assignment of needs 

one might reasonably offer. This complication appears later in the text, in a curious 

discussion about situations in which those with enormous purchasing power do not 

have their needs met: 

Money seems to be something nonsensical and to exist altogether by 
convention, and in no way by nature, because when changed by its users it is 
worth nothing and is not useful with a view to any of the necessary things; and 
it will often happen that one who is wealthy in money will go in want of 
necessary sustenance.78  

 
Money, he tells us, is not intrinsically useful. Those who have it, one might assume, 

can still use it to acquire necessary things. But this is not always so. Lest one think 

that this passage simply indicates that the rich do not spend their money wisely, he 

continues: 

 
76 Ibid., 1253a.27-29. 
77 Ibid., 1253a.20-23. 
78 Ibid., 1257b.10-14. 
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It would be absurd if wealth were something one could have in abundance and 
die of starvation—like the Midas of the fable, when everything set before him 
turned into gold on account of the greediness of his prayer.79 

 
Obviously, the rich do manage to feed themselves, he explains. They are not 

characters in a fable, but real people with physical urges that compel them to acquire 

food. However, his argument that they nevertheless “often” do not have the capacity 

to acquire “necessary sustenance” indicates that they might be starved of something 

else.80 The oikos, he states, is “the community constituted by nature for the needs of 

daily life.”81 This he contrasts with the “complete community” where we engage in 

politics, implying that the needs met in the household do not constitute all of our 

needs, but only those of “daily life.” To meet all of our needs, we must instead turn to 

citizenship—after all, it is not necessarily only out of economic necessity that people 

join together.  

Reading his vague references to ‘sustenance’ and ‘necessary needs’ as 

indicating the primacy of physical needs is also a product of modern prejudices about 

human relationships with the material world. Modern attempts to define human 

imperatives frequently center on a set of base physical needs—food, water, shelter, 

sleep. These are often juxtaposed against desires and other secondary concerns, 

understood as “comforts.” Our sense of needs is therefore both urgent and deeply 

physical even as it is contestable. The consequence of this mind-body split is that our 

 
79 Ibid. 
80 In The Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle even argues that we also need friendship, 
writing that it is “most necessary with a view to living.” Aristotle, The Nicomachean 
Ethics, trans. David Ross (Oxford University Press, 2009), 1115a. 
81 Aristotle, “Politics,” 1252b.12-13. 
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democratic impulses and their emotional entailments and entanglements, in the 

tendency to seek out companionship, intimacy, familiarity, community, and senses of 

purpose and direction are deemed second-order needs. Yet survival is nevertheless 

conditional on a physical need for life with others, visible in the debilitating effects of 

solitary confinement. This centricity of citizen activity to the problem of needs 

moreover indicates that a metaphysical reading of Aristotle’s discussions of needs can 

address some of the problems raised by a reading that attempts to think only in terms 

of needs or sustenance as a category and never as an activity.82 

Democratizing Need 

It is useful here to read Aristotle with a view to the present, and to thinking 

about how modern understandings of needs and freedom map out very differently. 

Aristotle’s argument strikes at the very core of modern liberal imaginations of 

freedom. Whereas market fundamentalism imagines a straightforward relationship 

between acquiring money and satisfying need, Aristotle shows the connection to be 

opaque. This opacity is also the critical point from which the deliberative roots of 

needs emerge. One particular way of defining needs, or even sustenance, cannot be an 

unequivocal human requirement because for Aristotle, things are defined as 

“necessary” not by nature, but by politics.  

 
82 This is the method of reading Aristotle’s categorizations against his focus on 
activity used in Mary Dietz, “Between Polis and Empire: Aristotle’s Politics” 
American Political Science Review 106, no. 2 (2012). For a general account of the 
centricity of action to Arisotle’s thinking, see: Salkever, “Finding the Mean.” 
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Indeed, Aristotle’s concept of the “necessary” was not developed in relation to 

an ideal baseline requirement of sustenance. Whenever he invokes the concept of 

anagkaion, or “necessary needs,” Karl Polanyi shows, it is not a vague deployment of 

the concept of need, but a reference to the “rations” or “the commonly stored staples” 

of the polis—to what, in other words, had already been decided through public 

deliberation was necessary for survival.83 Moreover, according to Jill Frank, Aristotle 

conceives of the ‘necessary’ as accidental, or that which only “happened to happen,” 

and thus historically contingent. His understanding of needs is therefore not universal, 

but historical.84 His references to necessary needs thus reflect past decisions by 

citizens about what is required, rather than intrinsic characteristics of the world. 

Aristotle is therefore concerned both with a certain threshold of material needs and 

with a political basis for their determination, as if saying, “it is up to the citizens to 

decide the bounds of our needs. And here is what they have decided.” 

Whereas readers of his economic thought treat “use values” as a private 

determination and “exchange values” as either a public good or problem, Aristotle 

sees the problem of use as itself political—as a problem of justice. This is why the 

question of what constitutes necessity is ultimately one that Aristotle refuses to settle 

on his own. From here it might follow that for Aristotle, any claim about need at all is 

unsettled and must be determined through public deliberation. One can even read his 

 
83 Karl Polanyi, “Aristotle Discovers the Economy” in Trade and Market in the Early 
Empires: Economies in History and Theory (New York: The Free Press, 1957). 
84 Jill Frank, A Democracy of Distinction: Aristotle and the Work of Politics 
(Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2005), 39. 
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own references to the need for sustenance as a form of participation in this kind of 

debate, in favor of a particular view of justice. References to sustenance and rations 

insist on the value of speech from a particular position (in his case, speaking rather 

prosaically as a consumer of food), rather than a search for a neutral one.85 Still, that 

needs are always political is for Aristotle not a sign of conceptual weakness, but of 

democratic potential. After all, he believes engagement in political life is a virtuous 

action, and surely the only actual route towards happiness and a good life.  

Indeed, multiple examples appear across the text of Aristotle juxtaposing the 

ill-advised rule of the one with the judgments of citizens. Even when an excellent, 

wise and virtuous man dictates over a city, Aristotle writes, the city suffers because 

“more are deprived of prerogatives.”86 No one ruler can possibly realize the potential 

that citizens can achieve together: 

Should the one best person rule, or all? As it is, [citizens] come together to 
adjudicate and deliberate and judge, and the judgments themselves all concern 
particulars. Any one of them taken singly is perhaps inferior in comparison [to 
the best man]; but the city is made up of many persons, just as a feast to which 
many contribute is finer than a single and simple one, and on this account a 
crowd also judges many matters better than any single person.87 
 

 
85 Even a need so prosaic as one for sustenance implicates a particular vision of 
identity. Aristotle was well aware that Socrates had articulated a need to philosophize, 
without which he would cease to exist as Socrates—thus rendering martyrdom more 
necessary than food. Our contemporary analogue might be the hunger strike as a 
political protest. Raymond Geuss, Reality and Its Dreams (Harvard University Press, 
2016), 129-130. 
86 Aristotle, “Politics,” 1281a.34. 
87 Ibid., 1286a.25-31. 
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Citizens, Aristotle argues, are best served when they deliberate together.88 While any 

one citizen’s judgment may be no match for the individual judgment of the best of 

men, the diverse views of all of the citizens together nevertheless offer better 

judgment than even the very best judgment of one. 

Use Values, Exchange Values, & Democratic Values  

This view of the ambiguities in the concept of needs also helps clarify the 

perspective behind some of Aristotle’s otherwise opaque discussions about the 

relationship between political judgment and the boundaries of necessity. “Self-

sufficiency,” Aristotle tells us, “is having everything available and being in need of 

nothing.” However, it is impossible to know it when we see it. It is complicated, he 

writes, “to give an account of [acquiring] property and what is involved in being well 

off in terms of possessing it—how and in what manner this should relate to the use of 

it.” He continues: 

For there are many disputes in connection with this investigation on account 
of those who invite us toward either sort of excess in our way of life—the 
ones toward penury, the others toward luxury.89 
 

 
88 As Daniela Cammack shows, this analogy of a “potluck dinner” specifically 
indicates that citizens’ individual capacities, when aggregated, yield the best results. 
This logic, as she shows, is distinct from a straightforward preference for the many 
over the one. Daniela Cammack, “Aristotle on the Virtue of the Multitude,” Political 
Theory 41, no. 2 (2013). To say that diverse citizen perspectives are preferable to 
individualism is not to say that Aristotle sees aggregations of citizen perspectives as 
easy. On the argument that Aristotle’s thinking also centers contestation, see Susan 
Bickford’s reading, which casts Aristotelian deliberation as centered on a politics of 
attention, rather than friendship. Bickford, “Beyond Friendship.” See also Frank, “A 
Democracy of Distinction,” and Adriel M. Trott, “Rancière and Aristotle: 
Parapolitics, Part-y Politics, and the Institution of Perpetual Politics,” The Journal of 
Speculative Philosophy 26, no. 4 (2012). 
89 Aristotle, “Politics,” 1326b.35-39. 
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Determining whether someone is “well off” in terms of property, he explains, requires 

thinking not only about how that property is acquired—whether through labor or 

exchange—but also about how that property is used. This is because contestation over 

what constitutes necessary acquisition and what constitutes “excess” is inevitable, as 

we do not all share the same view on these matters. Observing use helps identify 

whether an item in question is needed; however, use is also contextual. These 

ambiguities of needs are ultimately why, Aristotle explains, some “invite us” to live 

in poverty, while others “invite us” to live in luxury. Though it is clear that neither 

invitation is one that Aristotle is fond of, he does not go so far as to delineate a 

boundary between necessity and excess on his own. Instead, he merely identifies the 

possibility of competing perspectives on this issue. 

Aristotle makes a similar point about the ways that citizens delineate necessity 

together. Elaborating on the concept of acquisition, he argues that:  

This [activity] is the one that is concerned with the arts without which a city 
cannot be inhabited (though of these arts only some must exist of necessity, 
while others are directed toward luxury or living finely).90   
 

Though some arts exist of necessity, he tells us, others exist for luxury or living 

finely. Though one tendency might be to set luxury and fine living against necessity, 

because luxury and living finely are conjoined by an “or,” Aristotle also urges readers 

to wonder whether these two are necessarily synonymous. Perhaps, he implies, it is 

possible to live finely but without luxury, or with luxury, but without a fine life. 

Moreover, his indication that all three of these aims—necessity, luxury, and living 

 
90 Ibid., 1291a.2-4. 
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finely—are arts without which cities cannot exist indicates that delineating the very 

boundaries of necessity, luxury, and living finely are the critical activity in which 

citizens must participate.  

What is useful about this ambiguity pertaining to the definitional problems of 

‘necessity’, ‘luxury’, and “living finely” in Aristotle’s writing is that it opens up 

space for political discussion about needs. It raises, for instance, the possibility that 

there are a variety of ways that needs can be disputed. You can say that your needs 

take priority over mine, and I can claim that mine take priority over yours. But you 

can also say that I have misunderstood my needs—that at least some of what I think 

of as my needs are not really my needs. Yet Aristotle’s gesture to the paradoxical 

necessity of luxury and/or living finely also attempts to preserve some ground for 

priorities beyond needs. We could then also say in our disputes about our needs that 

needs ought not to take precedence over moral imperatives, opening up space for the 

discussion of concerns that extend beyond our needs, or perhaps even for values that 

we hold despite their incompatibility with what we take to be our needs.91 Ultimately, 

Aristotle refuses to settle these debates. He is unwilling to defend a specific claim 

about basic needs (other than that they exist), or to articulate a picture of the good life 

 
91 Susan Bickford identifies a similar tendency in Aristotle’s writing in about 
deliberation in the Nicomachean Ethics, when she writes that we do not deliberate 
about matters of fact, such as whether a loaf of bread has been properly baked. 
Instead, we only deliberate about uncertain things. As she shows, this also means that 
we often deliberate about whether matters at hand are indeed factual matters, since 
different tastes and judgments could differ wildly in their estimations of the 
preparation of this bread. Bickford, “Beyond Friendship,” 400. 
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on his own, simply because he does not think it is possible to imagine any life on 

one’s own.  

Instead, he argues, our needs and desires are adjusted, and sometimes even 

produced by our deliberation.92 As he puts it, “when we have reached a judgment as a 

result of deliberation, we desire in accordance with our deliberation.” Of course, it is 

not truly the categories of needs that we debate in deliberation, but the activities of 

needs-production and needs-meeting. This is because, as he claims, deliberation only 

concerns that which “can be brought about by our own efforts” or “things that are in 

our power and can be done.”93 As he explains, we can deliberate about money-

making, but “no Spartan deliberates about the best constitution for the Scythians.”94 

But the line between what we can and cannot do is ultimately one that is drawn in 

deliberation too.  

Here another possibility for reading his discussions of household management 

emerges, and it is one that undoes the purported private-public division in this text. 

According to this alternative reading, household goods are not really acquired for 

private need at all, but rather have use first and foremost for the political community. 

As he puts it: 

One kind of acquisitive art, then, is by nature a part of expertise in household 
management, and must either be available or be supplied by the latter so as to 
be available—the art of acquiring those goods, a store of which is both 
necessary for life and useful for the community of a city or household. At any 
rate, it would seem to be these things that make up genuine wealth.95 

 
92 Aristotle, “Nicomachean Ethics,” 1113a. 
93 Ibid., 1112a. 
94 Ibid., 1112a-b. 
95 Aristotle, “Politics,” 1256b.27-31. 
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This acquisitive art, he tells us, requires that certain items be supplied to the 

household or else created therein. These items, he tells us, are “necessary” and 

“useful,” and thus constitute genuine wealth. Yet he is very specific about who they 

are necessary to—they are useful not merely, and perhaps not even primarily, to the 

members of the private household, but first and foremost for “life” and “for the 

community of a city.” Needs, in addition to being public to the extent that they are a 

topic for deliberation, are also public because they are definitionally shared, and thus 

never truly private. Indeed, this reading indicates that we may have a need for 

citizenship and its deliberative activities that supersedes even our need for sustenance, 

and denies the possibility of a division between private needs and public concern. 

Value vs. Needs 

Efforts to delineate the bounds of human necessity collide with the multifold 

problems of imaginations of agency in a world of both excess and deprivation. We 

often have an instrumental understanding of needs, wherein a person can simply have 

a need for a pencil. But when we think of what a “need” entails, we tend to picture 

something much more fundamental. We imagine, for instance, that needs are 

universal and deeply physical. When we think of someone “in need,” the picture that 

comes to mind is typically one of starvation, malnourishment, or at least extreme 

poverty. Despite this visceral imagination of needs, we are nevertheless hesitant to 

delineate their ends. Who wants to tell someone giving birth they do not strictly need 

an epidural—that their need is simply a desire?  
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Yet even though these complications exist, we retain a sense that if needs are 

not met, then justice is not served. We know that needs have a tendency to multiply 

and shift, but also that the means to their satisfaction is a matter of politics, not of 

resources. Nature, we know, does not bring famine—governance and politics do. In 

political economic discourse, ‘political’ is therefore the key modifier of ‘economic’, 

and the lens through which we must examine needs, with the hope that our political 

systems might one day meet them all and perhaps even fulfill higher expectations. 

After all, we do not want to merely settle for tolerable circumstances, but to live in a 

comfortable, bountiful, perhaps even lavish world of our own making. The conceptual 

opacity of needs does not lessen their political urgency. 

In many ways, value discourse offers an escape from the problems of needs 

discourse. As conflicts within the field of political economy remind us, our 

imaginations of needs tend to reflect certain values, a problem that is compounded by 

the fact that democratic values have long had an uneasy relationship with market 

values. That value is somehow simultaneously objective and subjective, economic 

and moral, useful and exchangeable, and supportive of the lifestyles of both thrift and 

luxury poses a variety of problems for any political analysis of needs.96 These 

ambiguities have prompted a late-modern tendency to surrender the task of defining 

the bounds of human need to economic analysis and moral philosophy, a split that 

 
96 For a discussion of the ways that luxury erodes our sense of public virtue, see John 
Sekora, Luxury: The Concept in Western Thought, Eden to Smollett (Baltimore MD: 
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977). 
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even laissez-faire icon Adam Smith did not believe could be made.97 While the 

market doctrinaire sees no contradiction in believing that the neutral market 

conveniently produces both economic and moral value, Karl Marx reminds us that 

value is itself historical and social, but also fractured and infinitely plural.98 This is 

why exchange value and complex utility calculations of inputs and outputs, labor, and 

scarcity that market doctrinaires presume resolve questions of objectivity in practice, 

often clash with problems of distribution and justice. 

Clearly, the logic of utility calculation fails to resolve political problems. 

Indeed, as Raymond Geuss shows, philosophy’s subjective-objective split causes us 

to think of needs as objective and external, and as brought upon us by physicality, 

morality, or society, whereas subjective wants or desires comes from within us. Of 

course, as he shows, this binary starts to dissolve under closer scrutiny—addiction, 

for instance, entails both an immediate physical need for a substance, and a longer-

term need to be released from the clutches of said substance.99 Looking at the ways 

these distinctions break down in practice, one can begin to see the ways that value 

discourse is entangled in the problems of needs discourse, since any delineation of the 

 
97 This is why he devoted many years to the continual revision of Theory of Moral 
Sentiments. 
98 Karl Marx, “Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844” in The Marx-Engels 
Reader 2nd Edition edited by Robert C Tucker (W.W. Norton & Company, Inc. 1978). 
Marx saw the elusiveness of value as a central feature of all societies. See: Heller, 
“The Theory of Need” and George Henderson, Value in Marx: The Persistence of 
Value in a More-Than-Capitalist World (Minneapolis MN: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2013). Or see Nancy’s comment that for Marx, “value is an infinite.” Jean-Luc 
Nancy, The Truth of Democracy (New York: Fordham University Press, 20. 
99 Geuss, “Reality and Its Dreams” 118-119; 121. 
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need in this scenario also entails a choice about what we value—in this case, the 

value of immediate physical comfort is in opposition to the value in long-term 

health—but most importantly, a consideration of who values what. The addict might, 

for instance, value different things from their family. This entanglement between 

value and needs discourse demonstrates the interrelatedness of the question of what 

needs consist of and the question of whose needs are considered, and requires that we 

recast the problem of conceptual opacity as a concern for citizenship and contestation. 

Part of the distinction between needs and value can be seen in the different 

senses of the words themselves. Whereas the concept of value, as I will show, 

invokes a choice to be made among diverse pictures of our relationship to the material 

world, and an implicit (if hidden) judgment about who is involved in this choice, 

‘need’ by contrast invokes something immutable, if abstract. Ancient Romans, as I 

will show, understood valorem as power, but speakers of Old English and Proto-

Germanic dialects understood ‘need’ as indicating a trouble, danger, or 

compulsion.100 A ‘need’ implicitly signals both a lack or deficiency of something, and 

an urgent requirement that the situation be remedied. Whereas ‘values’ indicate a 

choice or judgment between different possibilities, needs demand action. This sense 

of need as requirement continues to resonate in our present-day senses of need as 

well, and its combination of urgency and definitional ambiguity are evident in the 

difficulties of assessing, determining, and meeting actual needs. Pursuing an account 

 
100 I am drawing from the definitions outline in the Oxford English Dictionary and the 
Middle English Dictionary. 
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of needs from outside of modern value discourse, I place this definitional problem in 

historical perspective and expose the extent to which modern sensibilities might be 

rescued from these quagmires. Turning to Aristotle, whose work in Politics hinges on 

a paradox of human needs that modern value discourse does not resolve, I take his 

insistence on the importance of needs as an invitation to read his political economic 

thinking into his discussions of deliberative citizenship. However, as I have shown, 

such an effort is hampered by anachronistic readings of Aristotelian needs theory. 

Conclusion 

Aristotle, I show, embeds his discussions of human activities of use and 

exchange in several paradoxes of human needs. As he reminds us, other people cause 

our needs to multiply and expand, yet we need other people to meet our needs. We 

must therefore organize political life to meet our needs, even as we can never fully 

know what our needs are. This argument for the important role of needs in political 

discourse is at the heart of Aristotle’s image of civic life in his Politics. As he places 

needs in an ambiguous position between acquisitive activities and political freedom, 

he draws out a critically important feature of needs discourse—its paradoxical 

quality. While it is also present in value discourse, modern political-economic 

discourses of value typically abandon or ignore this complication. Moreover, 

Aristotle reminds us that democratic contestation is the key feature of needs 

discourse. The centricity of needs in his account of use and exchange activities thus 

highlights the ways in which needs for items like police body cameras are evidence of 

uneven expansions of needs, and a critical site of democratic claims.   
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Furthermore, in arguing that needs are up to citizens to define, Aristotle 

centers the practices of democratic citizenship, and particularly their emphasis on 

sharing in power and responsibility, as critical to the definition of need. Drawing 

from Aristotle’s ambiguous characterizations of the concept of need, I argue that 

today we often think of needs as physical and material, succumbing to a faulty mind-

body split borne of modern conceptualizations of physicality and materiality. Doing 

so, we can be reluctant to claim community, companionship, and politics as primary 

needs, with the result that modern needs discourse is liable to a politics of placation—

if people’s needs are met, modern needs discourse suggests, then there is no reason to 

include them in decision-making. Though the splitting of value discourse into ‘value’ 

and ‘values’ seeks to resolve this problem, Aristotle’s perspective on needs is a 

reminder that the irresolvable tensions of needs nevertheless haunt value discourse. 

Aristotle’s thinking about needs allows us to rekindle the political life of value and 

values. If we assume any discussion of needs is political, and by “political” we mean, 

following Aristotle, that which is not only contentious but actively involved in a 

process of constructing citizenship boundaries, then we can think about value as 

doing similar productive work. 

Yet Aristotle’s conceptualization of the arts of acquisition is instead taken as 

fracturing into needs and desires, where the sustenance we achieve at the household 

level provides what is necessary for participation in politics, but commerce produces 

excess. It certainly is true that Aristotle sees anything beyond sustenance, such as the 

goods acquired through foreign trade, as exceeding these needs and distracting from 
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the ultimate community value, which is participation in deliberation about the 

organization of our shared affairs. However, Aristotle’s discussions of sustenance and 

necessity forces us to confront these ambiguities, and also implies that the modern 

concept of use values—which is today assumed to encapsulate his thinking on 

physical needs—can itself always be further split into needs and desires. The result is 

that we end up with a series of political decisions about the quantity and quality of 

specific goods. This problem is only complicated by the possibility that the kinds of 

self-expression that Arendt is so excited about meet some sort of psychological need. 

We then have needs (or desires?) that are physical, material, and embodied, and those 

that are not. Meanwhile, deliberations about justice are, for Aristotle, a value of 

another type altogether, and one that is distinctly not material, suggesting that we 

might even have something democratically relevant to discuss beyond our needs. 

It is no surprise that political economic analysis has historically focused on the 

logistics of exchange values in the national and recently global marketplace, 

assuming the content of use value to be subjective or else confined to the ambiguous 

realm of “utility.” Determining what sorts of things are useful and to whom generates 

a variety of political problems and complicates any attempt to make sweeping claims 

about systems of material interdependence. However, these difficulties do not 

preclude the importance of centering needs in political economy. In this way, the 

abstractions of modern value discourse also serve to distract from issues of justice.101 

 
101 Thus, even as political economists make a habit of invoking common 
carbohydrates in political economic discourses—Adam Smith repeatedly mentions 
corn, whereas Joseph Schumpeter focuses on bread—human needs are ultimately 
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The categories of use and exchange value emerge from a misreading of Aristotle, a 

theorist who was not writing about value but about needs, and they thus allow us to 

avoid thinking about value politically. They leave behind the uniting thread in his 

writing about acquisition and household management—which is neither use value nor 

exchange value, but the ultimate community value in democracy. Being human, for 

Aristotle, ultimately means engaging in dialogue about justice. Through such 

dialogue, we make judgements about justice in relation to our experiences of pleasure 

and pain. For Aristotle, like all topics falling under the umbrella of “justice,” choices 

about resource acquisition and distribution must also be made through deliberation.102  

Deliberative judgments delineate the very boundaries of our needs.  

If reading Aristotle as a theorist of value decenters contestation over needs, 

then reading him as a theorist of needs highlights the role of political struggles in the 

negotiation of our conditions of material interdependence. As Aristotle explicates in 

his discussions of necessity, needs are contentious because any effort to prioritize 

certain needs has consequences that are distributed unevenly. Contestation over needs 

is thus also a means of delineating the bounds of citizenship, and this is why Aristotle 

as a theorist of needs ultimately defers to Aristotle as a citizen of Athens on the 

problem of their definition. Needs, he argues, must not only be met by the political 

 
consumed by the price matrix. See Mike Hill and Warren Montag, The Other Adam 
Smith (Stanford University Press, 2015) for discussions of the role of corn in Smith’s 
theory, and see Joseph Schumpeter, “On the Concept of Social Value,” The Quarterly 
Journal of Economics 23, no. 2 (1909) for examples of this carb-fixation. 
102 Discussions about justice require deliberation because justice, he defines as “a 
judgment about the just and the unjust.” Aristotle, “Nicomachean Ethics,”1130b.  
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community, but defined by it. Theorizing needs in this way, Aristotle casts needs not 

as problems of negotiating individual preferences, but as a problem of public 

priorities that are inevitably going to be empowering for some and disempowering for 

others. Though we follow Aristotle’s thinking in our modern belief in our substitution 

of needs with the concept of value, which we imagine as infinitely plural, we 

disregard the critical point that needs, and consequently also values, cannot be 

private. The result is a conception of needs that can succumb to a sort of placation—

“let them eat cake” is the logical extension of the belief that needs are a matter of 

private satisfaction, rather than public determination. By extension, value discourse 

also succumbs to a privatizing politics whenever it takes the plurality or needs 

seriously but overlooks the political nature of their construction. 
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The Just Price or “Just the Price?” 
Concept History, Community Valuation, and Liberal Sovereignty 

 
Chapter 3 

 
 
Introduction 

This chapter begins a conceptual-historical investigation of claims to, of, and 

about value, the history of commercial activities from which they draw, and the 

imaginations of citizenship they underpin. It analyzes the historical baggage present 

in contemporary uses of the term value, by looking especially to the ways in which 

the word reveals unresolved discrepancies between liberal individualism (“my 

values”) and assertions of shared priority (“the value”). We have, I show, inherited 

this tension in our ambiguous renderings of the concept of “fair market value.” The 

central argument of this chapter is twofold. First, the image of individuals as 

sovereign, in which economic liberalism is invested, has origins in a despotic form of 

power—an insight that the conceptual-historical origin of the term value reveals. 

Second, the erasure of its connection to political authority allows the term to be 

deployed in arguments about economics that implicitly delineate boundaries of 

citizenship, while being outwardly framed as detached from such matters. 

Drawing from conceptual-historical and Begriffsgeschichte studies, I look at 

the origins of just price discourses in the Roman legal doctrine of laesio enormis. I 

show that these discourses played a key role in the transformation of the early 

linguistic senses of value into the moral and economic positions conjured by the term 

today. I then look at an impasse in interpretive studies of medieval just price 
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discourses, which sought to provide conceptual grounding for alignments between 

prices and value. Contemporary readers concerned about problems of fairness in 

exchange, I argue, tend to position thinkers like Thomas Aquinas as quasi-Marxian 

and those who interpreted his work with more lenience for profit-seeking (such as 

Leonardus Lessius) as akin to liberal economists. I argue that these anachronistic 

readings of the original texts articulating the concept of a just price flatten the 

tensions within these writings—tensions that were present because particular patterns 

of community valuation were reflected in the concept of value itself during these 

debates. In particular, a critical context of just price discourse was kingly control over 

currency. I discuss how this unacknowledged dimension of just price discourse 

invests our deployments of the concept of value today with a dubious type of 

authority.  

The fall of absolutism, I show, naturally eroded the connection between kings 

and currency, but the assumption that goods are valued according to the worth of the 

people who transact them rather than their intrinsic qualities or usefulness continued 

to pervade modern value discourse. Indeed, the primary use of the word ‘value’ 

through the seventeenth century was to assess the worth of persons rather than goods. 

Finally, I trace the term ‘value’ to its use in early modern Britain, as a means of 

measuring the worth of bodies and declaring one’s trustworthiness in court. Doing so, 

I argue, reveals a logic of valuation that remains connected to delineations of status 

and citizenship. Overall, my argument is that hidden within economic discourses is a 

means of assessing value that is both personal and biopolitical. 
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Language and Hermeneutics 

Studies of the political purposes for which concepts were mobilized at earlier 

historical junctures, and of the various views of power they were used to underpin, 

ultimately aim to lend analytical purchase to their present-day uses.1 In response to 

the realization that many of the central concepts of political studies are themselves the 

sites of political contestation, a movement within political theory and philosophy has 

attempted to provide conceptual-historical mappings of “keywords.” Surprisingly, 

value has been all but exempt from this type of analysis, absent in Raymond 

Williams’ Keywords, the recent Keywords for Radicals, and all of the major works 

that Melvin Richter cites as engaging in this type of inquiry from Geschichtliche 

Grundbegriffe to its French-language analog.2 The word does appear in Bennett et 

al.’s New Keywords, but in a departure from Williams’ original format, the entry 

deals primarily with the term’s diverse meanings as though they were the same across 

history, rather than detailing the moments at which particular uses emerged, 

 
1 Reinhardt Koselleck, “Begriffsgeschichte and Social History,” in Futures Past: On 
the Semantics of Historical Time. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004); J. 
G. A. Pocock Politics and Time: Essays on Political Thought and History (The 
University of Chicago Press, 1989); Melvin Richter, The History of Social and 
Political Concepts (Oxford University Press, 1995); Quentin Skinner, Liberty Before 
Liberalism (Cambridge University Press, 1998). 
2 Kelly Fritsch, Clare O’Connor, and AK Thompson Keywords for Radicals: The 
Contested Vocabulary of Late Capitalist Struggle (Oakland CA: AK Press, 2016); 
Richter, “The History of Social.” The absence of ‘value’ in any of the German 
keywords collections is likely a result of the lack of Germanic cognates. The nearest 
term, wert (worth) does appear in those volumes. 
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disappeared, changed, or evolved.3 This route is taken even despite the fact that 

Raymond Williams’ Keywords was originally produced for the explicit purpose of 

seeing how contemporary uses either “bound together certain ways of seeing culture 

and society” or serve to “open up issues and problems,” both features that he argued 

could only be uncovered in historical perspective.4 In fact, uncovering the ways that 

past values live on in present uses of various words is a central goal of keywords 

scholarship.  

Needless to say, a look to past values is complicated when investigating the 

concept of value itself. Though its problems, like those of many other keywords, are 

in this way “inextricably bound up with the problems it was being used to discuss,” it 

also has a way of serving as the concept against which all of the other concepts are 

measured.5 As Williams puts it, in a discussion of the applications of his method to 

other words: “when we come to say ‘we just don’t speak the same language’ we 

mean…that we have different immediate values or different kinds of valuation.”6 

What he means by this statement is not entirely clear—though he seems to be writing 

generally about the ways people assign meaning to events, the term value’s very 

 
3 W.J.T. Mitchell, “Value” in New Keywords: A Revised Vocabulary of Culture and 
Society, eds. Tony Bennett, Lawrence Grossberg, and Meaghan Morris (Malden MA: 
Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2005). 
4 Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1985), 15. For instance, the word ‘natural’ today bounds 
together a causal description and an implicit value judgment, and ‘reasons’ combines 
the contingent associations of Enlightenment thinking with the neutral procedure of 
evaluating situations unemotionally. But a historical treatment of either term might 
show them to have once had very different senses. 
5 Ibid., 15. 
6 Williams, “Keywords: A Vocabulary,” 11. 
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ambiguity with respect to economic and moral analysis betrays him a bit here, 

indicating that the term value itself requires similar scrutiny. 

Though they do so for very different purposes, philosophical mappings of the 

concept have attempted to grapple with this problem. In his entry for ‘value’ in The 

Encyclopedia of Philosophy, William Frankena laments the passing of the days when 

value meant simply “the worth of a thing,” and writes that it is now “the generic noun 

for all kinds of critical or pro and con predicates.” The term, he explains, is used “like 

‘temperature’ to cover the whole range of a scale.”7 “Behind this widespread usage 

lies the covert assumption that nothing really has objective value,” he argues, and “in 

using the terms, one should choose a clear and systematic scheme and use it 

consistently because of the ambiguity and looseness that the terms often engender, it 

would seem advisable to use them in their narrower senses or not at all.”8 Frankena 

thus calls for precision, which he envisions as a restriction of value to its earlier, 

narrower uses. 

Yet what these narrower senses are, and how they have changed is unclear. W. 

J. T. Mitchell’s entry in New Keywords dismisses Frankena’s description of the word 

as having simpler origins and thus avoids the trap of imagining a moment in which 

the word was uncontested. In so doing, he harkens back to Plato and Aristotle, writing 

that the word ‘value’ is connected with “questions of justice, morality, virtue, 

pleasure, utility, and happiness,” and with the three chief domains of philosophy: the 

 
7 Frankena, “Value,” 229.  
8 Ibid., 230. 
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true, the good, and the beautiful.9 As a result of these broader debates, Mitchell 

argues, the term contains tensions between “normative and descriptive statements, 

objective and subjective judgments, absolute and relative values, qualitative and 

quantitative assessments”—distinctions that, he writes, “tend to break down in 

practice.”10 While Frankena seeks to reduce value’s plurality, Mitchell embraces it, 

but implies that the same multiplicity of meanings and uses has persisted across time 

and space. 

In compiling broad “keywords” and encyclopedic entries, these two studies 

show that the concept of value is contested. At the same time, they erase the 

concept’s history of contestation in their attempt to get its various definitions under 

control. A genealogical orientation toward this kind of conceptual study, by contrast, 

takes the contested terrain of language as indicative of the modalities of power that 

the concept mobilizes and represents, and analyzes how these modalities shift over 

time.11 In fact, the differences between past and present uses that Frankena identifies 

points to diverse applications and historical variations in the term itself, each of which 

has had a bearing on its contradictory uses today. Yet precisely how historical uses 

resonate today is a problem that neither of these two “keywords” entries tackle. 

 
9 Mitchell, “Value,” 365-366. 
10 Ibid., 366. 
11 To this end, this study is inspired both substantively and methodologically by 
similar work on the concept of ‘interest’ in Dean Mathiowetz, Appeals to Interest: 
Language, Contestation, and the Shaping of Political Agency (University Park, PA: 
The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2011). Though Mathiowetz draws from 
Foucauldian and Nietzschean approaches to genealogy, it is his tracing of a political 
economic concept from its roots while minding its contingency that is most appealing 
to me as a way into studying the concept of value. 
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My argument is that part of the issue is that both of these conceptual-historical 

analyses trace the concept to broad debates about truth, goodness, and beauty in 

Ancient Greek philosophy, despite the word’s etymological origins in Latin. The 

term’s root, valor, was the Roman word for ‘power,’ and particularly a sort of 

personal power in the sense of ‘courage’, ‘strength’, or good health.12 Though modern 

English speakers tend to think of ‘value’ in economic discourse as connoting the 

worth or price of a good, in Latin, aestimatio was actually used to signify worth, 

pretium was used to refer to price, and valere (the root of value) meant something 

more like power, might, bravery, and physical vigor. Different words entirely were 

used to speak about morality. Seneca, for instance, frequently used the adjectival 

form of the word valere in order to describe people favorably, in what modern 

English speakers might understand to be remarks about their ‘valour’ and ‘valience’. 

He referred to the “resolution and value” of Hercules, and often depicted his subjects 

as having “as much worth and value as a medicine” when he intended to showcase 

their heroic qualities.13 These senses also linger in the cognates for value in Spanish 

and French (valor and valeur), which continue to be used to describe bravery, 

courage, and import.14 

 
12 Barbara Cassin (ed.), Dictionary of Untranslatables: A Philosophical Lexicon 
(Princeton University Press, 2014). 
13 Lucius Seneca, On Benefits trans. Thomas Lodge (1614), 26, 33, 111, and 140 
respectively. 
14 See, for instance, Derrida’s translation of valeur as “import” in Jacques Derrida, 
“Signature Event Context” in Limited Inc. (Chicago IL: Northwestern University, 
1988). 
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I will devote the rest of this chapter to arguing that the concept’s evolution 

from these earlier senses can be tracked to changing conceptions of the marketplace. 

That the word ‘value’ was initially used to talk about the power of a particular person 

or sort of person, rather than as a way of abstractly conceptualizing how money 

changes hands, is thus critical to understanding its later uses in political economic 

discourse. Why the term has come to take on such a different set of resonances, in 

other words, requires an examination of the uses of this earlier form, in which the 

political dimension—namely, the concept’s relation to power or strength—was more 

evident. As I will show, the concept’s shift to the later economic and moral senses 

came only with the transition from Middle to Modern English.15 Yet this change came 

in the immediate wake of significant discourse and debate about the just price, which 

all took the form of articulating effective pricing mechanisms and normalizing 

particular modes of commercial decision-making, and in which this earlier sense of 

the concept of value was still present. These theories of the just price therefore played 

a critical role in shaping the arguments of classical political economy which would 

succeed them.  

Just price discourse, I will show, was grounded in a set of concerns about 

relationships and exchange and was concerned with finding the appropriate and 

accurate value of market goods. Yet it also rested on a Roman legal doctrine that 

defined the extent of obligation to others in monetary transactions. However, the 

extent of that obligation was up to the king, and this dimension of just price 

 
15 As detailed in the Middle English Dictionary. 
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discourses implicated in the concept of value a particular vision of the activities of 

citizenship. It is therefore to early articulations of the concept in the Roman legal 

tradition that I will turn, in order to show how they were later appropriated in debates 

about the just price. 

Medieval Prices and the Transformation of Value 

The concept of the just price is rooted in the rules of laesio enormis in the 

third century Roman law of sale.16 The rules of laesio enormis (‘enormous loss’) were 

added to offset “excessive damage” in exchange.17 They “helped anchor the notion of 

excessive injury” by setting “a numerical value as a point of reference which 

established a limit in the aberration to be tolerated.”18 This provision specifically 

guaranteed that in sales of land, if the amount paid was less than half the true price, 

sales could be renegotiated, or else voided.19 It specifically protected sellers, and 

when applied, buyers had the option of either making up the difference between the 

actual and initially paid price, or otherwise returning the land.20 These provisions 

therefore gave sellers a route for redressing abuses of bargaining positions (power or 

strength) in sales, and allowed them to reclaim sold land if adequate payment was not 

provided.  

 
16 John W. Baldwin, “The Medieval Theories of the Just Price: Romanists, Canonists, 
and Theologians in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries” Transactions of the 
American Philosophical Society, New Series 49, no. 4 (1959), 16 and G. C. Maniatis, 
“Operationalization of the Concept of Just Price in the Byzantine Legal, Economic 
and Political System” Byzantion 71, no. 1 (2001), 141. 
17 Maniatis, “Operationalization of the Concept,” 134. 
18 Ibid., 143. 
19 Baldwin, “The Medieval Theories,” 18. 
20 Maniatis, “Operationalization of the Concept,” 134. 
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The laesio enormis framework moreover represented a halfway meeting 

between the freedom of unchecked bargaining guaranteed during the classical Roman 

period and the medieval concept of the just price.21 During the classical period, the 

Roman legal framework divided public from private law and placed far fewer 

constraints on economic transactions than were placed in later medieval law. In 

general, the commonsense assumption in sales was that the price agreed to was the 

final price, though there was at least a thin assumption that good faith be involved in 

these initial exchanges.22 A vendor’s “ignorance of the true market value of the thing 

sold,” was not considered a case for a reconsideration of the sale, or any 

modifications therein.23 G. C. Maniatis even reads this orientation toward prices as a 

precursor to laissez-faire ideology, saying “this attitude reflected a free enterprise 

economic framework, and the liberal spirit, individualist nature, and rigorous 

enforcement of the Roman law of contracts.”24 In this way, he also reads early 

formulations of just price discourses as ultimately ground in a strictly legalistic 

understanding of justice—justum pretium, the concept of the just price, literally 

meant “the price by law.”25  

At any rate, the provisions of laesio enormis, were added to Roman law 

during the crisis of the third century.26 They were at least in part a response to 

 
21 Baldwin, “The Medieval Theories,” 19. 
22 Ibid., 17. 
23 Ibid., 16. 
24 Maniatis, “Operationalization of the Concept,” 132. 
25 Ibid., 133. 
26 CJ.4.44.2 and 8, specifically. 
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declines in production, trade, and taxes and spiking inflation, all of which led to 

major losses for small farmers through “sales of small farmsteads to potentiores at 

ruinous prices.”27 These legal protections were initially quite small, as large 

landholders held substantial power.28 In fact, the doctrine was not fully developed and 

expanded for several centuries until, under Justinian, legal protections were designed 

to protect small landholders who sold to powerful neighbors at depressed prices.29 

Although the doctrine emerged in late antiquity to protect small landholders, it 

was thus ultimately revised and extended under the Byzantine Empire. Given that its 

most expansive development considered with the entrenchment and codification of 

Christianity, it should come as no surprise that there was also a theological 

underpinning to laesio enormis. Here, it is necessary to remember that theology was 

treated as the highest science throughout the Middle Ages, and theologians were the 

prominent economists and legal experts.30 The provisions consequently had built into 

them an underlying morality concerning the nature of obligations.  

For these reasons, there were many points of congruity between Canon and 

Roman law and the positions of medieval theologians, despite very different 

approaches toward establishing a just price. While the lawyers involved in arbitrating 

 
27 Ibid., 136. 
28 Ibid., 140. 
29 Ibid., 143 and Baldwin, “The Medieval Theories,” 19. It was later abolished during 
the French Revolution when inflation caused prices and value to diverge sharply such 
that demands for rescission would have become too common. Hermann Marcuse, 
“Unbalanced Transactions Under Common and Civil Law” Columbia Law Review 
43, no. 7 (1943), 1072. 
30 Michael Allen Gillespie, The Theological Origins of Modernity (University of 
Chicago, 2009). 
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sales were concerned with the constitution of a “legally enforceable system of sale” 

and with arbitrating between contracts in accordance with whatever constituted the 

normal competitive price, theologians were trying to construct “an all-embracing 

system of human ethics in which the virtue of justice formed the foundation of the 

good life on earth.”31 For theologians, the doctrine of the justum pretium was the 

necessary result of the penetration of justice into the world of commerce.”32 The 

implicit assumption was that one must always pay when a good is delivered, and that 

to renege on such an arrangement is not only to fail to deliver the good, but also to 

deny one’s obligation to another person. 

Specially, to underpay by more than half what the good is worth, from within 

this heuristic, was also to fail to deliver on one’s debt. As Hugo Grotius argued, 

agreements about goods entailed a contract, enforceable once the first good or 

payment in a transaction was initially delivered, which put in place a “natural debt.”33 

John Baldwin’s analysis shows that similar views were pervasive—that “mutual 

consent to a price was the sign and seal that a sale had been performed.”34 As Melius 

de Villiers shows, mutuality was understood as what distinguished contracts from 

donations, and laesio enormis assumed that once a good was delivered, the promise 

made in the sale of that good kicked in, or else the sale was voidable.35 In this 

 
31 Baldwin, “The Medieval Theories,” 12. 
32 Ibid., 8. 
33 Hugo Grotius, The Rights of War and Peace, Book II (Indianapolis IN: Liberty 
Fund 2005), 699-700; 717. 
34 Baldwin, “The Medieval Theories,” 19. 
35 Melius de Villiers, “The Roman Contract According to Labeo” The Yale Law 
Journal 35, no. 3 (1926), 292-3. 
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context, laesio enormis became the tool to ensure that commercial promises were 

kept, and to remedy promises made in bad faith. 

It is notable here that this same logic was extended to include the transference 

of people as property. Agreements about the price to be paid in the return of fugitive 

slaves to their owners, for instance, counted as binding legal agreements.36 In this 

way, I will argue, people were assumed to have a value that was readily calculable 

based on the ways these legal agreements marked adherence to a standard price. 

Thus, what was created as a specific legal protection for the selling of land in certain 

contexts was later taken up in the morally and legally condoned sale not only of a 

number of moveable goods, but also in the sale of people themselves, in the 

manumission of slaves, and the later practices of settling of marriage contracts and 

dowries.37 I will return to this problem later. For now, I will look more closely at the 

institutionalization of laesio enormis doctrine in the later medieval period, and its 

transformation into the concept of the “just price.” 

From Laesio Enormis to the Just Price 

Thomas Aquinas is cited as one of the first to develop the concept of the just 

price, but it actually arose from a longstanding tradition of theological debate about 

morality in commercial exchange. The concept of the just price was formulated in the 

thirteenth century from the earlier rules of laesio enormis, as a means of quelling 

growing concerns about usury. To the extent that buying land without paying the full 

 
36 De Villiers, “The Roman Contract, 294. 
37 Baldwin, “The Medieval Theories,” 20. 
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price up front amounted to receiving a form of loan, the laws were transferrable to a 

variety of situations in which loans were exploited. As Maniatis argues, “equivalence 

in exchange implicitly underpins the concept of just price, provides the link between 

just price and excessive injury, and constitutes the bedrock for the relief the law gives 

when an exchange is heavily one-sided.”38 Scholastic reflections were also thought to 

have been sparked by the noticeable rise in urban production and trade. Friars were 

observing the spread of commercial life, as revealed in the prevalence of market 

metaphors in medieval religious dicta, and these observations informed their 

transformation of the specific laws of laesio enormis into the general principle of the 

just price.39 In practice, this expansion of the concept also meant that the just price 

was unevenly applied and enforced even as it became more commonplace in 

commercial law. 

Application and enforcement were particularly complicated by the fact that 

the concept of the just price derives not only from the specific rule of laesio enormis, 

but also from the broader Roman tradition of price-setting. However, this tradition, 

viewed through the linguistic lens that I have discussed, is intriguing. It primarily 

relied on the notion of quantum res communiter valet (literally: how much the thing 

in question is valued by the community), which reflected the “common valuation,” or 

alternatively the “community value.”40 Whereas quantum res communiter valet 

 
38 Maniatis, “Operationalization of the Concept,” 145.  
39 Odd Langholm, The Merchant in the Confessional: Trade and Price in the Pre-
Reformation Penitential Handbooks (Leiden, NL: Brill, 2002), 4. See also Eric 
MacGilvray, The Invention of Market Freedom (Cambridge University Press, 2011). 
40 Mathiowetz, “Appeals to Interest,” 41. 
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conjures an image of a general pricing system, the more specific requirements of 

laesio enormis guaranteed that a certain value be honored in a particular way.41 This 

connection at first glance appears to resolve the problem of how the value of 

particular goods was determined, such that the rule of laesio enormis could be applied 

and the appropriate restitution amount tabulated. However, the concept of 

communiter valet is actually ambiguous. As I have shown, valor, or in this case, valet, 

would have been understood as a way of talking not about how much worth a thing 

has, but about its power or strength in price setting. 

Meanwhile, following from this same linguistic interpretation, it becomes 

evident that communiter is also ambiguous. ‘Common’ is derived from the Latin 

communis, communiter. This root means, respectively, ‘joint’, and also ‘ordinary’ or 

‘usual’.42 It can therefore be used to talk about something that is co-created or else 

held together by a community, but also to talk about something as being merely 

typical. So, if one takes communiter valet to mean the common power or strength of a 

particular good, the just price is simply the average or conventional price. If one takes 

it to mean “the joint power of a good,” or perhaps even “the shared power of a good,” 

then the “community evaluation is put forward as the measure of a commodity’s 

worth.”43 The second image implies that a sort of consensus around a particular price 

must be reached, whereas the former image of the “common” price could be set by 

variables outside of community control. In practice, both of these images of 

 
41 Ibid.,” 146. 
42 Langholm, “The Merchant,” 246. 
43 Gordon, “Economic Analysis Before,” 132. 
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communiter were folded into theories of the just price. The concept of the just price 

was therefore conceived of as encompassing both joint and usual prices—it included 

both the “moral limits that should be respected by merchants,” and also the variety of 

other considerations that go into the variability of pricing, such as scarcity, need, use, 

labor, risks, demand, availability and type of money, and the nature of the sale.44 

For all of these reasons, the concept of the just price is a contentious one—not 

only among medieval theologians, but also modern readers. Perhaps because of this 

dilemma, some historians of just price discourses implicitly follow the “community 

power” narrative and cast the just price as an early formulation of quasi-Marxian 

humanism, while others implicitly follow the “common power” narrative and cast just 

price discourse as the precursor to economic liberalism, which assumes the market 

price to be the fairest and most equitable means of distributing material resources. 

Most interpretations of just price discourse have settled on the ‘market price as just 

price’ interpretation. Raymond de Roover, for instance, explains why just price 

discourses have been read both ways; however, he ultimately finds the Marxian 

readings to be dubious. As he explains: 

According to widespread belief—found in nearly all books dealing with the 
subject—the just price was linked to the medieval concept of a social 
hierarchy and corresponded to a reasonable charge which would enable the 
producer to live and to support his family on a sale suitable to his station in 
life.”45 
 

 
44 Toon van Houdt, “Just Pricing and Profit Making in Late Scholastic Economic 
Thought,” Supplementa Humnnistica Lovaniens 16 (2000): 399; Langholm, “The 
Merchant,” 236; and Van Houdt, “Just Pricing,” 403, respectively. 
45 Raymond de Roover, “The Concept of the Just Price: Theory and Economic 
Policy,” The Journal of Economic History 18 no. 4 (1958), 418. 
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He takes this to be the position that is co-opted by those hoping to read 

communitarian principles into just price discourse. However, he argues: 

The generally accepted definition of the just price is wrong and rests on 
misinterpretation of the scholastic position on the matter. According to the 
majority of the doctors, the just price did not correspond to cost of 
production…but was simply the current market price, with this important 
reservation: in cases of collusion or emergency, the public authorities retained 
the right to interfere and to impose a fair price.46 
 

This latter point about public authorities (communiter valet) notwithstanding, he 

argues, the works of thinkers like Thomas Aquinas were filled with complacent 

perspectives on existing prices, and this fact alone “destroys with a single blow the 

thesis of those who try to make Aquinas into a Marxist, and proves beyond doubt that 

he considered the market price as just.”47 Such an account of just price discourse is 

also congruent with Michel Foucault’s interpretation of this discourse. Arguing that 

the market has long been seen as the site of veridiction, Foucault explains that 

throughout the medieval period, the market was considered “a site of justice in the 

sense that the sale price fixed in the market was seen, both by theorists and in 

practice, as a just price.”48 This vision, he argues, later morphed into modern forms of 

this same rationale, which reverberate in the language of “good,” “normal,” and 

“natural” prices.49 

 
46 Ibid., 421. 
47 Ibid., 422. 
48 Michel Foucault, The Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the College de France, 1978-
1979 (New York: Palgrave, 2008), 30. 
49 Foucault, “The Birth of Biopolitics,” 31. It should also be noted that de Roover’s 
reading comports with the overwhelming number of examples of articulations of the 
just price as the conventional price by friars across linguistic and theological divides. 
Langholm, “The Merchant,” 246. 
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Efforts like these, which are sympathetic to the broader goal of mounting 

evidence against free market dogmatism, nevertheless approach the study of just price 

discourse with a critical realism, and ultimately dispel the notion that there was 

anything particularly “just” in the just price. They identify a number of places in the 

texts of medieval political economists where it is apparent that the just price was 

conceptualized not as an abstract ideal of fairness, but rather as a disinterested 

description of how prices tended to align. This is even as de Roover himself admits 

that in the various texts theorizing the just price (namely, those of Aquinas and his 

interlocuters) “the passages relating to price are so scattered and seemingly so 

conflicting that they have given rise to varying interpretations.”50 Such a reading also 

downplays the important qualification that public authorities could step in to alter 

prices in “emergency” circumstances. That the concept of the just price is 

nevertheless debated today may actually be a reflection of these ambiguities. Rather 

than attempt to provide a “correct” account of what medieval friars really had in 

mind, then, I will revisit some articulations of this idea without erasing their tensions. 

Indeed, looking more closely at the content of these debates reveals tension both, as 

de Roover rightly describes, within the texts that sought to lay out these ideas, and 

between them. 

Rereading Aquinas and Lessius 

A closer reading of the texts famous for articulating the concept of the just 

price reveals a certain degree of ambiguity on the part of their authors about which 

 
50 De Roover, “The Concept of the Just Price,” 421. 
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actors were justified in particular actions associated with pricing. However, seeing 

this quality requires that diverse efforts to delineate between just prices and unjust 

prices be read alongside one another. Thomas Aquinas’s renderings of the concept of 

the just price are the most famous of all the theological texts on this subject, and are 

assumed to have sparked the debates that carried out across a number of texts that 

followed. Of them all, his writing is also considered to do the least to naturalize 

existing prices. He argues in the Summa Theologiae [1485] for instance that, “it is 

altogether sinful to have recourse in order to sell a thing for more than its just price, 

because this is to deceive one’s neighbor so as to injure him.” By writing that it is not 

only the duplicitous act itself, but also the having of recourse to use it that is sinful, 

Aquinas condemns economic systems that allow people to take advantage of 

bargaining positions alongside actual instances of usury. He also writes that because 

defective goods “are of less value…if such like defects be hidden, and the seller does 

not make them known, the sale will be illicit and fraudulent.”51 In both statements, 

Aquinas’s writing does not merely seek to justify existing prices, but to prevent 

exploitation.  

These views are underpinned, moreover, by a commitment to prices that 

maintain parity between buyers and sellers—as he writes, “in commutative justice we 

consider chiefly real equality.”52 However, Aquinas also makes some significant 

qualifications to this argument. For instance, he adds that “the recompense [for the 

 
51 Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae (1485), 2018; 2021-2022 
52 Ibid., 2020. 
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good] should depend on the usefulness accruing, whereas in buying it should be equal 

to the thing bought,” meaning that the actual quality and use of the good itself are of 

some real importance in understanding its value according to commutative justice. He 

also modifies this statement by writing that slight deviations from the correct price 

are acceptable because “the just price of things is not fixed with mathematical 

precision, but depends on a kind of estimate, so that slight addition or subtraction 

would not seem to destroy the equality of justice.”53 These qualifications are 

significant, because Aquinas is not merely interested in protecting buyers against 

usury—the logic of the just price cuts both ways. For instance, Aquinas also 

articulates a moral obligation to pay at the just price in any purchase: 

For sometimes it happens that the seller thinks his goods to be specifically of 
lower value, as when a man sells gold instead of copper, and then if the buyer 
be aware of this, he buys it unjustly and is bound to restitution.54  

 
What is implicit here is that Aquinas’s just price represents a significant 

transformation of the laws of laesio enormis—his vision of the just price assumes that 

there is one true price for every good, and that either a buyer or a seller can both be at 

fault if either of them fails to deliver that correct price. Yet he is not clear about who 

decides this one true price—he is vague, in other words, on whether it is the market, 

God, or some fusion of the two that determines this one true price. This is because, as 

I will argue in the next section, in Aquinas’s world it was the monarch who was 

largely thought to function as the physical presence of God on earth. 

 
53 Ibid., 2019. 
54 Ibid., 2021. 
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 This question about who decides the just price, I argue, nevertheless hangs 

over Aquinas’s argument. Articulating the concept of the just price in the way that he 

does indicates that the usual price is not always justifiable, because the price is 

pegged to an abstract notion of what prices must be, i.e. market prices, rather than to 

the specific interests of small landholders. In practice, this means that the justness of 

the price is measured according to the relative bargaining strength of the people 

involved in its sale. The result is a more prominent role for currency in revealing 

which prices are just. Aquinas writes that “gold and silver are costly not only on 

account of the usefulness of the vessels and other like things made from them, but 

also on account of the excellence and purity of their substance.”55 As he writes, 

“according to [Aristotle] a thing is reckoned as money if its value can be measured by 

money.”56 Aquinas’s arguments are thus underpinned by an assumption about the 

intrinsic value of money itself, as opposed to a function only as a medium of 

exchange. Because of his assumption that the value of gold and silver is absolute, his 

efforts at conceptualizing prices as just only if they promote equality are undermined 

by an implicit naturalization of the then-current prices. 

It is easy to see why Aquinas’ reading left him open to all sorts of 

interpretations, and also to see why de Roover and Foucault both detect market 

dogmatism in his writing. There are tensions within Aquinas’s writing, and the fact 

that he draws from Aristotle’s discussions of money do not help him sort out the 

 
55 Ibid., 2021. 
56 Ibid., 2028. 
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correct value of goods because, as I showed in the previous chapter, Aristotle was 

interested not in value but in need. Van Houdt also reads Aquinas’s discussions as 

deeply contradictory, although he draws from modern political economic concepts as 

a way of explaining away why Aquinas might have been willing to entertain the 

importance of selling of goods at typical prices, whether or not they guaranteed 

equality.57  

This is why, Van Houdt argues, Leonardus Lessius, who was one of 

Aquinas’s later and more conservative readers, came to have fewer “objections 

against exploiting information surpluses” on the basis of his own readings of 

Aristotle. As Van Houdt shows, Lessius’s reading of Aquinas in “On Buying and 

Selling” [1605] actually led him to focus on the needs of the merchant, who Lessius 

argued should always demand “the current just price.”58 Lessius’s interpretation thus 

moves farther away from Aquinas’s efforts to articulate just prices in terms of the 

relative bargaining power of sellers and buyers, and more directly echoes the legal 

logic of laesio enormis. Yet Lessius begins his own treatise on just prices by echoing 

Aquinas’s position. “The just price,” he explains, “is held [by Aristotle] to be that 

price that is determined either by the public authorities in consideration of the 

common good or by the common estimation of people.”59 In these cases, he argues: 

 
57 Toon van Houdt, “Tradition and Renewal in Late Scholastic Economic Thought: 
The Case of Leonardus Lessius,” Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 28, 
no. 1 (1998), 410. On his use of modern political economic concepts: he writes, for 
instance, about the problem of “information availability” as one reason that prices 
may have been incorrectly predicted. 
58 Ibid., 412 and 410. 
59 Leonardus Lessius, “On Buying and Selling,” Wim Decock trans. (2007), 466. 
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Goods are defined neither by affection nor by private advantage but rather 
in common. The reason thereof is that private judgment is fallible and easily 
perverted by love of gain, whereas a common judgment is less subject to 
error. 
Because this rule is the most reliable guideline available, we should observe it. 
The common estimation, then, is realized by taking into account all the 
circumstances 
mentioned above.60 
 

Here Lessius articulates an even more striking interventionist position than 

Aquinas—the common estimation of people is superior to private valuations because 

it is less interested and thus more accurate.  

This discussion of common valuation at first appears to offer a more radical 

take on pricing than Aquinas’s. It raises the possibility that Lessius, as Wim Decock 

reads him, is concerned that “the power of the strong [be] limited by the personal 

dignity of the poor and weak who would be streamrolled in a world based on mere 

commutative justice.”61 Lessius explains that this is at least in part because “the 

common price depends on the assessment of many people who do not judge 

perfectly.”62 The influence of Roman and canon law moreover leads Lessius to the 

assumption that minimal rules would actually lead merchants to be more just in their 

pricing.63 From this point, Lessius argues that “the just price of these kinds of goods 

 
60 Ibid., 467. 
61 Wim Decock, “Introduction,” Journal of Markets & Morality 10, no. 2 (2007), 461. 
62 Ibid., 468. 
63 Ibid., 445. The just price was not technically codified in Roman law, but was the 
benchmark for the calculation of the amount owed in the case of fraud or imperfect 
information in laesio enormis. Langholm, “The Merchant,” 234, and especially to 
prevent monopolies, which were more clearly defined in Roman Law, 242. See also 
Kenneth S. Cahn, “The Roman and Frankish Roots of the Just Price of Medieval 
Canon Law,” in Studies in Medieval and Renaissance History Volume VI, William M. 
Bowsky, ed. (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1969). 
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should be derived from the judgment of a knowledgeable merchant who considers the 

circumstances that affect the value of the good.”64 Here, the estimation of the 

merchant is considered not only to be the most expedient way to assess value, but also 

the most accurate and just. On this basis, he argues that the legal price is actually the 

best price, because it is not liable to “opportunity,” and that the legal price is 

determined by nothing other than whatever price merchants provide.65 Evident in this 

argument, from the perspective of my language-centered interpretive framework, is 

therefore the way in which the justness of the price is ultimately a function of the 

presumed justness of the various actors involved in setting it. The fault lines between 

the two texts therefore have less to do with the assumed means of calculating a just 

price, and more to do with the presumed likelihood of virtuous behavior from 

merchants, buyers, or public authorities. 

Yet anachronistic readings of the debates between thinkers like Thomas 

Aquinas and Leonardus Lessius tend to flatten the tensions within their writings—

tensions that were present because both economic and moral logics of valuation were 

reflected in the ambiguity of the concept of value itself. We have, I will show, 

inherited this ambiguity in our contemporary renderings of the concept of “fair 

market value.” Moreover, foregrounding this biopolitical dimension of value 

discourses rather than disavowing it, I will argue, centers the role of interpersonal 

estimations present in claims about economic or moral value. As I will now show, 

 
64 Lessius, “On Buying and Selling,” 471. 
65 Ibid. 
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this dimension to value discourse has been forgotten, and the result is that political 

economists take the category itself as neutral, overlooking its role in the devaluation 

of certain lives. 

Sovereign Value and the Biopolitics of Worth 

A variety of legal and philosophical positions were evident in both the theory 

and practice of “just” pricing. De Roover attributes these shifting theoretical 

disagreements to fluctuations in actually existing prices, caused by an inconsistent 

money supply and by the interests of monopoly-holding guilds.66 But it is also worth 

considering the likelihood that these texts would not have seemed contradictory at the 

time. This is, I argue, because the concept of community value, particularly when 

written in Latin, would have been understood as referring less to the item’s worth, 

and more to its power or strength. In fact, that Aquinas and Lessius had inherited a 

way of thinking about value from the Roman tradition indicates that they might not 

have seen a contradiction within their own texts or between differing interpretations 

of the basis for the just price. This was because their estimations of the value of goods 

did not consider the worth of goods on their own—instead, their value was measured 

as a product of the power bestowed in them by public authorities. Merchants and 

buyers alike were necessarily constrained, in other words, by prices, and these prices 

were set at least in part by monarchs.  

This semantic difference is critical, because the power of market goods was 

not prone to random fluctuations, but to organized ones. Specifically, only the king 

 
66 De Roover, “The Concept of the Just Price,” 430-431. 
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had the power to mint gold and set prices, so the power of a particular good always in 

some way reflected the strength and will of the sovereign. Take, for instance, the 

blending of these ideas in medieval poetry. In one of John Gower’s 1393 poetic 

descriptions of an unusual event, he writes about the relationship between money and 

value as follows: “the mihti kings retenue/that dai may stoned of no value.”67 Gower 

is writing about a peculiar day when the king’s treasury stored no value, and saying 

that on this particular day, the king’s treasury did not reflect the king’s power.68 The 

important implication in Gower’s line is that the might of the king transfers or 

corresponds in some way with the strength of the currency.69 

The commonsense assumption was that the king had an ultimate monopoly on 

prices and could transform the value of the coins that determined them at any 

moment. It was commonplace, then, to think of the king as the ultimate “regulator 

and measure of value.”70 This attitude was reflected not only in popular poetry, but 

 
67 The line would read in Modern English as saying that “the mighty king’s revenue 
that day stored no value.” John Gower, The English Works of John Gower, G.C. 
Macaulay, Vol. 1 (Early English Text Society, 1900) 222. This text appears as one of 
the Oxford English Dictionary’s examples of the use of the word value as a way of 
invoking “power” or “might.” 
68 A modern reading might assume that the line merely describes a fluctuation in 
currency strength and calculable with or without a king. However, it is more likely 
that this line would be interpreted by the writer’s contemporaries as describing an 
event in which value is impossible to perceive without a king to back it. 
69 This is not a dissimilar point from the one that Michel Foucault makes when he 
shows that the power to punish restores kingly sovereignty by casting crimes as 
personal injuries against the king, and by granting him the power to seek restitution 
through the elaborate rituals and spectacles associated with punishment. See Michel 
Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York NY: Vintage 
Books, 1991), 48.  
70 Ibid., 151. 
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also in law. The discourse of lèse-majesté, for instance, considered counterfeiting to 

be treason against the king. This meant that laws pertaining to the weighting of gold 

were strictly enforced, and that coin clipping or the creation of imitation coinage was 

treated as a direct injury to the king and punishable by death.71 The severity of these 

punishments reflects the belief that the face and name of the king on coins guaranteed 

the value of the currency.72 The validity of the market price rested primarily on the 

strength of the currency—and correspondingly on acceptance of the authority of the 

person seen as responsible for that strength.73 Just prices, then, were really any prices 

that were ultimately influenced by the monarch. The presumption that Aquinas, 

Lessius, and all were operating from, more fundamental than all other price factors, 

was that the ultimate source of value was kingly power. 

 If we look to Lessius again in this light, his text reads quite differently. As he 

explains, prices are set in two ways—either by “the prince,” or by “the common 

estimation of the people.” Describing a situation in which the price is set by the 

prince, he writes: 

The prince or magistrate fixes the price at which a particular good is to be sold 
by considering all the circumstances on which the estimation of goods 
depends, lest the buyers be deceived or forced to give in to the sellers’ whims. 

 
71 See Pierre Vilar, A History of Gold and Money 1450-1920 (New York NY: Verso, 
1991) on minting gold and Cahn, “The Roman and Frankish Roots” and Paul Strohm, 
England’s Empty Throne: Usurpation and the Language of Legitimation 1399-1422 
(New Haven CT: Yale University Press, 1998), 133; 143-144. 
72 Ibid., 149. Which is not to say that the activity of counterfeiting itself was anything 
but increasing. See, for instance: Constantine George Caffentzis, Clipped Coins, 
Abused Words, and Civil Government: John Locke’s Philosophy of Money (Brooklyn 
NY: Autonomedia 1989). 
73 This tradition in many ways lives on in present-day placements of the face and 
name of political patriarchs on coins and bills. 
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The doctors call this price the legal price, as though it were laid down by law. 
It is obvious that this price is to be held just (except maybe for the case in 
which the price certainly came about through bribery, discrimination of the 
sellers, or gross ignorance). Whatever the public authorities decide by virtue 
of their office cannot be called into question by the subjects, which is exactly 
the case with the legal price. Just as in other circumstances it pertains to the 
public authorities to promote the common good; likewise, in business, they 
should prevent fraud and the exploitation of the poor.74 
 

Here it seems as if Lessius considers the price set by public authorities to be the just 

price. Yet he then goes on to juxtapose the legal price with the just price. The latter, 

he argues, is chosen by the common estimation of the people—and their collective 

determination of the fair price expressed in the market price. As he argues, this route 

is a better means of determining price than the decisions of the prince, because: 

The market price…does not depend on the advantage of one person or a few 
people, but rather on the public estimation, that is to say, on the value they 
would get if they were publicly offered for sale on the marketplace with the 
whole town coming together and responding to the auctioneer.75 
 

Read one way, Lessius’s argument thus appears to be a precursor to laissez-faire 

economic theory, because of his argument against public authorities determining 

prices, and for sales clearing at the market price. However, it is critical to note that he 

frames this argument as a means of arguing against the arbitrary imposition of prices 

by the king—the king cannot know the common good, he explains, as well as the 

whole town coming together.  

Just price discourses were developed in a context in which legal justice 

ultimately reflected the might of the king rather than the decisions of a sovereign 

 
74 Lessius, “On Buying and Selling,” 466-467. 
75 Ibid., 502. 
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people, and this has implications for the political projects of arguments like Lessius’s, 

which sought to establish a case against intervention in the marketplace. Yet this idea 

that prices are better reflections of the will of the people lived on well beyond 

medieval and early modern monarchical rule. Had Lessius seen parliamentary 

government supersede monarchical rule, we might imagine that he would have had 

more faith in the ability of the public authorities to set priorities that did not allow the 

exploitation of the poor.  

Reading Aquinas and Lessius, an observant reader can find multiple places in 

which these texts appear to be ambivalent and oftentimes even contradictory on the 

appropriate means of determining prices and the role of public authorities therein. 

However, one significant thread in these diverse arguments was an assumption about 

who guaranteed the value of goods—namely, the sovereign. This unacknowledged 

dimension of value discourses persisted in political discourse even as monarchical 

authority diminished. Indeed, the idea underpinning just price discourse, that value is 

contained within the natural authority of powerful people, was transferred over along 

with the rise of both democracy and capitalism in Western Europe. Early British 

parliamentary discussions about choosing a house speaker often advocated, for 

instance, choosing a “gentleman of great value” and implied that value is something 

that is embodied by wealthy people more so than by products.76 As absolutism 

 
76 “Debates in 1679: Addendum - March (8th-13th),” in Grey's Debates of the House 
of Commons: Volume 6, ed. Anchitell Grey (London: T. Becket and P. A. De Hondt, 
1769), 409-439. British History Online, accessed November 1, 2017, 
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/greys-debates/vol6/pp409-439. 
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waned, the assumption that goods had value by authority of the king faded into the 

background, but some of its entailments, such as the idea that goods have a particular 

value by virtue not of their qualities, but by the power or might of the people involved 

in their exchange, continue to resonate today. It is present, for instance, in the ways 

that crimes are determined by who enacts them rather than the specific action or 

consequences—“theft,” for instance, if carried out by a rich person, might simply be 

understood as good business strategy. Likewise, for much of American history, rape 

of white women was only considered a crime if a man of color could be charged with 

doing it. 

In fact, that there was an implicit hierarchy embedded in the very concept of 

value during this time can be seen in the way that positions about the virtue and 

importance of particular goods reflected attitudes about the morality and status of the 

people buying them. Necessary goods, for instance, were considered to require 

special vigilance in adherence to a just price, whereas thinkers tended to be more 

willing to chart the just price of luxury goods to whatever the prices happened to be at 

the time.77 This discourse can also be seen in the restrictions on the sale of goods that 

were considered “improper,” such as poisons and dangerous substances, gambling 

equipment, weapons (but only when sold “to the infidel”), and “cosmetics and female 

finery.”78 The idea that the just price was connected with “an objective value which 

 
77 Langholm, “The Merchant,” 241. 
78 Ibid., 238. Here it’s also important to note that Roman prices were quite stable, and 
the only noticeable fluctuations occurred when public officials intervened to change 
the price of goods like weapons. See: Peter Temin, The Roman Market Economy 
(Princeton University Press, 2013). 
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was inherent in the nature of the goods” only extended as far as judgments could be 

made about who required what sorts of things.79 If respectable citizens needed a basic 

good, then careful adherence to a principle of justice in pricing was more important 

than if infidels or women did. Prices were thus treated as more suspect when the 

items themselves were claimed by people who were deemed a threat to the quotidian 

distribution of power and authority.80 

 This stratified dimension of just price discourse was evident even in its 

earliest formulations. Laesio enormis left explicit room for a person’s value to define 

their relationship to the goods in an exchange. For instance, Grotius reports that, 

though contracts are typically considered binding, this is not so for all, as “Acts of 

madmen, ideots, and infants [are] invalid.” He explains that while the law requires 

that promises must be honored:  

The Civil Law, for reasons of publick Advantage, nulls many Promises of this 
Kind also, which the Law of Nature would oblige us to; as that of a Man or 
Woman already married, who promise some future Match, and several other 
Promises made by Minors, and Children while under their Parents.81 
 

Maniatis identifies a similar dynamic, in his argument that: 

Out of concern for potential abuses, the right of restitution was also extended 
to minors when they sustained great loss in the sale of property; women who 

 
79 Baldwin, “The Medieval Theories,” 14. 
80 Concerns about extravagant spending and sumptuary laws were not new to this 
period. See, for instance Odd Langholm, Economics in the Medieval Schools: Wealth, 
Exchange, Value, Money, and Usury According to the Paris Theological Tradition 
1200-1305 (Leiden NL: Brill, 1992) on the role of consumption in Aristotle’s work, 
and James N. Davidson, Courtesans and Fishcakes: The Consuming Passions of 
Classical Athens (Hammersmith, London: Harper Collins Publishers, 1997) for a 
discussion of the consumption habits of classical Athens which likely inspired these 
concerns. 
81 Grotius, “The Rights of War,” 715. 
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were incapable of conducting their own affairs or were not allowed to do so; 
and persons of full legal age for cause and at the judgment of the praetor or 
magistrate.82 
 

In this way, what sort of person one was judged to be was deeply intertwined with 

expectations about the just price due. Though just pricing was written about as if it 

applied universally, the reality was that “madmen,” “ideots,” children, and women 

were exempt from its provisions and any exchanges they engaged in could be 

considered void. Whereas the king guaranteed the value of a transaction, the 

participation of anyone from these groups was thought to nullify it. Uncoincidentally, 

this was the same line of reasoning used to justify discriminatory housing policies 

like redlining, wherein property values depreciated and loans were considered risky if 

people of color moved into a neighborhood. 

Liberal Sovereignty in Early Modern Britain 

This tendency to think about value as inextricably connected to the power of 

particular people in the marketplace was extended far beyond the medieval period. 

This dimension of value discourse continued through the seventeenth century as the 

practice of giving accounts of one’s individual worth became commonplace—in fact, 

the primary use of the word ‘value’ through the seventeenth century was to assess 

individual worth. Along with the rise of the money economy in England and the 

accompanying social upheaval, the creation of the Poor Laws required that decisions 

be made about how best to rate the value of a person, in order to assess eligibility for 

 
82 Maniatis, “Operationalization of the Concept,” 133. 
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relief.83 These practices were accompanied by the explosion of statistical techniques 

for accounting for populations, and alongside them, the emergence of the idea of 

“population” altogether.84  

There is a wide and varied debate on the extent to which capitalism, since its 

onset, has depended on the extraction of value from surplus populations.85 Certainly, 

the upheavals that have accompanied industrialization, such as transitions from 

peasantry to factory work have relied on force, and capitalism has played an integral 

role, historically, in the construction of large-scale agricultural slavery, and 

particularly, racialized slavery.86 It is also no accident that the rise of commercial 

 
83 Andrew Appleby, Famine in Tudor and Stuart England (Stanford University Press, 
1978); E Lipson, The Economic History of England Volume 2: The Age of 
Mercantilism (London: A & C Black Ltd., 1934); D. M. Palliser, The Age of 
Elizabeth: England Under the Later Tudors 1547-1603 (Essex UK: Longman Group 
Limited, 1983); Paul Slack, Poverty and Policy in Tudor and Stuart England (Essex 
UK: Longman Group UK Limited, 1988); R. H. Tawney, The Agrarian Problem in 
the Sixteenth Century (New York NY: Burt Franklin, 1912); Ellen Meiksins Wood, 
The Origin of Capitalism: A Longer View (Brooklyn NY: Verso, 2002); J. R. Wordie, 
“Deflationary Factors in the Tudor Price Rise” Past & Present no. 154 (1997). 
84 Catherine Gallagher, The Body Economic: Life, Death, and Sensation in Political 
Economy and the Victorian Novel (Princeton University Press, 2005) and Mary 
Poovey, A History of the Modern Fact: Problems of Knowledge in the Sciences of 
Wealth and Society (University of Chicago Press, 1998). 
85 In just one example of this sort of argument, see Robert Brenner’s argument that 
the rise of capitalism in England depended on the destruction of serfdom, but also on 
the “the short-circuiting of the emerging predominance of small peasant property.” 
Robert Brenner, “Agrarian Class Structure and Economic Development in Pre-
Industrial Europe,” in The Brenner Debate: Agrarian Class Structure and Economic 
Development in Pre-Industrial Europe, edited by T. H. Aston and C. H. E. Philpin 
(Cambridge University Press, 1985), 30. 
86 For examples of force, see Michael Perelman, The Invention of Capitalism: 
Classical Political Economy and the Secret History of Primitive Accumulation 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press Books, 2000); for discussions of large-scale 
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society coincided with extensive debates about how to control population growth, 

with particular populations in mind.87 As Michel Foucault argues, the discourse of 

race struggles played a central role in the production of surplus populations from the 

seventeenth century onward. In fact, he shows, racialization (not yet “racism”) took 

on a way of normalizing uneven power that recast power itself.88 No longer rooted in 

the identification of a people with the monarch and bound by the assumption of unity 

that accompanied sovereignty, Foucault shows the idea of foreigners and deviants 

infiltrating society led to a recasting of the state as protector against these others.89 

Foucault terms this new orientations to politics as “biopower.”90 Yet even as copious 

effort was devoted to assessing the worth of humans in addition to the goods they 

transacted, diminishing sovereign authority was also accompanied by the rise of a 

discourse of value as detached and impersonal, and thus apolitical. 

The connections that we have seen between estimations of values of particular 

goods and implicit estimations of those who buy them were also part of a long history 

of regulating consumption and display, including everything from sumptuary laws 

restricting women’s fashion, to the practice of taxing luxury goods.91 As Alan Hunt 

 
discussions of racialized slavery see Eric Williams, Capitalism and Slavery (Chapel 
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89 Ibid., 69; 81. 
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shows, a long history of sumptuary law, which was one of governing what women 

could wear, was also a vehicle for xenophobia.92 Citing Henry Fielding, Justice of the 

Peace in 1751, Hunt shows that sumptuary law worked as a way of keeping people in 

their place, by keeping highly valued goods away from “the very Dregs of the 

People” and those who aspire “to a Degree beyond that which belongs to them,” who 

either end up in “a State of Starving and Beggary” or else “become Thieves, Shapers 

and Robbers.”93 Certainly these lines echo the ways that medieval sales were nullified 

if conducted by less powerful people. 

In early modern Britain, as Alexandra Shepard shows, the practice of 

estimating the actual worth of people became a commonplace means of assessing 

social standing.94 Appearing before court and attesting to one’s worth, she argues, 

was in fact so pervasive a practice as to be considered almost routine. In what was 

arguably the “most litigious age” in history, she explains, people were frequently 

called upon to testify in court and “it became increasingly common to prove the 

‘worth’ of the witness, as represented by the moveable value of their estates.”95 A 

person’s class, in other words, constituted the principal means of determining their 

trustworthiness.96 Toward the middle of the sixteenth to early seventeenth century, 

 
Conceptual and Historical Investigation (Cambridge University Press, 1994), 206-
211. 
92 Alan Hunt, Governance of the Consuming Passions: A History of Sumptuary Law 
(New York NY: St. Martin’s Press 1996), 72. 
93 Ibid., 83. 
94 Alexandra Shepard, Accounting for Oneself: Worth, Status, and the Social Order in 
Early Modern England (Oxford University Press, 2015), 26. 
95 Ibid., 11. 
96 Ibid., 35-36. 
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these accounts increasingly began to include not only stock, but also property and 

credit, and loans and investments.97 The pervasion of the practice can be seen in the 

ways in which it seeped into broader discourse, such as in Hobbes’s comment, “for let 

a man (as most men do,) rate themselves at the highest Value they can; yet their true 

Value is no more than is esteemed by others.”98 This statement relays the pervasive 

logic of value in this period—Hobbes is writing in about the importance of social 

esteem, but he wrote this line during a period in which the value of people was 

frequently estimated by others in court, and as a means of sharply criticizing that 

practice.  

The widespread assumption was that social status determined one’s power in 

society, and the worth of one’s material possessions merely reflected that status. On 

this basis, court testimony was assessed in accordance with a set of norms for 

reporting the worth of assets that prevented accruals of material goods from 

undermining defined roles in the social hierarchy. Women, for instance, frequently 

described themselves as having no worth, since couverture laws did not grant them a 

right to joint ownership of their husbands’ property.99 Women who in fact did own 

personal property described their worth in terms of the credit limit given to them by 

their husbands, or otherwise did not answer the question.100 These answers were 

 
97 Ibid. 1-2. 
98 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. Richard Tusk (Cambridge, 1991), 63, as quoted by 
Shepard, “Accounting for Oneself,” 2. 
99 Shepard, “Accounting for Oneself,” 53. 
100 Ibid., 58-59. 
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expected, but also positioned them at the bottom of the hierarchy.101 “Lacking any 

material stake in the commonwealth,” it was believed, “people of no worth could not 

be trusted to serve its interests.”102 In this way, accounts of one’s worth represented 

and reflected one’s standing as a citizen.103 

For this reason people would often misrepresent their wealth in order to 

publicly meet symbolic thresholds that corresponded to the type of person they 

needed to be.104 For instance, Shepard’s extensive review of legal testimony during 

that period also shows a surprising number of people to assess their value as precisely 

40 shillings—surprising, at any rate, until she explains that 40s was the threshold for 

eligibility to participate in jury duty, ability to receive poverty relief funds, and even 

the right to sue.105 40s was essentially the equivalent of the modern day poverty line, 

and was thus the typical annual wage of the domestic servant.106 Declaring oneself to 

be worth 40s in court was another way of affirming one’s status as an autonomous 

member of British society. 

The culture of value estimations inherited from just price discourse thus 

transformed in early modern Britain into a new means of reifying social hierarchies 

and reinforcing the boundaries of citizenship in the form of accounting for one’s 

 
101 Still others said that they did not know their worth. These answers were 
deliberately misleading, given that women, who were responsible for household 
affairs, consistently a more accurate estimate of household worth than their husbands. 
Ibid., 118-119. 
102 Ibid., 134. 
103 Ibid.,100. 
104 Ibid.,112. 
105 Ibid., 76, 97-98. 
106 Ibid., 99. 
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worth by attesting to material assets in court. However, explicitly rating people as 

material goods also continued to be a pervasive practice. This was such a widespread 

practice between 1527-1660 that the term ‘value’ even took on a role as the term for 

the “the estimated worth of a marriage arranged by a lord for an infant ward or heir, 

and payable by the heir to the lord, should the heir later refuse to enter into the 

marriage.”107 Value thus literally was understood as the amount of money due to the 

injured party in the case of an arranged marriage being abdicated.108 Here, the person 

involved in the exchange not only guaranteed the value, but became the conduit of it.  

This way of thinking about value was at the forefront of the development of 

much of modern English law, and it also represented the main use of the actual word 

‘value’ through the end of the seventeenth century.109 In his reflections on the legal 

complications that arose from differences between moveable goods and fixed 

property, for instance, William Blackstone pauses for some time on the rules of 

marriage afforded by the tenure of knightship. He finds that the Statute of Merton 

guaranteed the value of marriage such that payment was due for “the price or value of 

his marriage, if he refused such wife as his lord and guardian had bartered for, and 

impofed upon him; or twice that value, if he married another woman.” Indeed, he 

found the right of guardians to arrange marriages for their wards to be binding: 

If the infants refufed, they forfeited the value of the marriage, valorem 
maritagii, to their guardian…and if the infants married themfelves without the 

 
107 Ibid. 
108 Middle English Dictionary, “Value” and Oxford English Dictionary, “Value.” 
109 Ibid. 
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guardian's confent, they forfeited double the value, duplicem valorem 
maritagii.”110 
 

It is no accident that there was such an easy slippage to be made between assessing 

one’s worth in terms of one’s possessions and actually treating people as 

possessions—these practices merely reflected the attitude that one’s value, measured 

in status, determined whether people could themselves be constituted as a form of 

moveable good.111 Yet what is most striking here is the transparency of these 

practices. Today’s free market enthusiasts, by contrast, are adamant that value is 

neutral and depersonalized, and the types of subjugation that were a central part of 

this concept’s history thus forgotten or disavowed by those who imagine exchange to 

take place on level terrain. However, as I will show in the following chapter, there 

continues to be a significant biopolitical undercurrent to value discourse, and this is 

evident if one looks to one of the most brutal instances of transfiguring humans into 

moveable goods—namely, chattel slavery and its aftermath. However, before turning 

to Anna Julia Cooper’s writing, I will pause briefly to draw out some of the ways that 

liberalism’s roots in modern political economy avoid putting these biopolitical 

dimensions front and center.  

Sorting Liberalism’s Values  

 
110 Books 1, 2, 5, 24, and 25 in Blackstone’s Commentaries on the Laws of England, 
The Avalon Project at Yale Law School Lillian Goldman Law Library, accessed 
November 1, 2017, http://avalon.law.yale.edu/subject_menus/blackstone.asp and 
Oxford English Dictionary, “Value.” 
111 A 1590 document even stated that the value of one’s marriage was commonly 
associated with the value of one’s land. H. Swinburne, A Briefe Treatise of 
Testaments and Last Willes iii (London UK: John Windet, 1590). 
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Classical political economy was paradigmatically concerned with 

understanding exchange value and the labor that went into it—a problem they 

struggled with because there is no actual relationship. John Locke, for instance, saw 

value as simultaneously subjectively determined and innate.112 This was because for 

Locke, land and money both have value, but the source of that value is divergent. 

Locke’s clearest statement on the human origins of value is in the Two Treatises, 

where he writes that “the extent of ground is of so little value without labour.” 

Throughout this text, he also makes frequent statements that attribute value to 

“human industry.”113 For Locke, it is “labour indeed that puts the difference of value 

on everything.”114 When he begins his famous passage about acorns and 

workmanship, it is this theory of value that he has in mind. For instance, in another 

passage of this very same text, he describes “the beginning, before the desire of 

having more than men needed had altered the intrinsic value of things, which depends 

only on their usefulness to the life of man.”115 Later, in a more concrete (if no less 

fantastical) comparison of land in the colony versus metropole, he writes that “an acre 

 
112 My reading of Locke draws insights from Constantine George Caffentzis, Clipped 
Coins, Abused Words, and Civil Government: John Locke’s Philosophy of Money 
(Brooklyn NY: Autonomedia, 1989); Nancy J. Hirschmann and Kirstie M. McClure 
(eds.) Feminist Interpretations of John Locke (University Park PA: The Pennsylvania 
State University Press, 2007); Peter Laslett (ed.), “Locke the Man and Locke the 
Writer” in Locke: Two Treatises of Government (Cambridge University Press, 1960); 
and James Tully, A Discourse on Property: John Locke and his Adversaries 
(Cambridge University Press, 1980). 
113 John Locke, Two Treatises of Government (Cambridge University Press, 1960), 
paragraph 42.  
114 Ibid., 40. 
115 Ibid., 37. Emphasis added. 
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of land that bears here twenty bushels of wheat, and another in America, which, with 

the same husbandry, would do the like, are, without doubt, of the same natural, 

intrinsic value.”116 Locke’s use of the word “intrinsic” in both of these passages 

indicates his belief that value is already present in certain resources and land tracts. 

Yet ultimately, for Locke, even if natural resources have some degree of intrinsic 

value, “the improvement of labour makes the far greater part of the value.”117 As he 

elaborates, it is labor that “makes the far greatest part of the value of things we enjoy 

in this world.”118 The natural world thus already contains some evidence of value; yet 

labor alone has the capacity to enhance, augment, or mine it.  

This perspective undergirds Locke’s skepticism about the type of value that is 

bestowed in money. Take, for instance, his discussions of gold and silver. Each of 

these, he writes, is “little useful to the life of man, in proportion to food, raiment, and 

carriage.” He writes that money “has its value only from the consent of men.”119 It 

originated, he tells us, in “the tacit agreement of men to put a value on it, introduced 

(by consent).”120 Though human intervention certainly factors in, it is distinct from 

human industry; value produced by consent is, for Locke, less real than value 

produced by labor. “Gold, silver, and diamonds,” Locke writes, “are things that fancy 

or agreement hath put the value on, more than real use and the necessary support of 

 
116 Ibid., 43. Emphasis added. 
117 Ibid., 40. 
118 Ibid., 42. 
119 Ibid., 50. 
120 Ibid., 36. 
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life.”121 His use of “fancy” alongside “agreement” indicates that Locke holds disdain 

for these agreements whenever they do not consider use and support of life. And to 

banish any possible doubts on whether the consent of men produces real value, he 

tells us that “for as to money, and such riches and treasure taken away, these are none 

of Nature’s goods, they have but a phantastical imaginary value.”122 Riches and 

treasure, then, do not have the true value that land does. 

Likewise, in The Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith attempts to sort out this 

trouble with different logics of value, by providing a schema for understanding prices 

that can bring these two logics together. If prices and values sometimes seem 

misaligned, he initially explains, this is because: 

The word VALUE has two different meanings. It sometimes expresses the 
utility of some particular object, and others the power of purchasing other 
goods which the possession of that object conveys.123 
 

He is differentiating, famously (if not originally), between use and exchange value, 

and showing that they do not often align. “Nothing is more useful than water,” he 

insists, “but it will purchase scarce any thing,” whereas “a diamond, on the contrary, 

has scarce any value in use; but a very great quantity of other goods may frequently 

be had in exchange for it.”124 Smith’s ensuing analysis of this problem ultimately 

 
121 Ibid., 46. 
122 Ibid., 184. 
123 Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1993). 
124 Ibid., 34-35. With corn he encounters a complication, however it is one that David 
Ricardo’s understanding of scarcity and rents resolves. “The average or ordinary 
price,” Smith explains, is “regulated…by the value of silver, by the richness or 
barrenness of the mines which supply the market with that metal.” Ibid., 41. 
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draws together insights from Locke’s labor theory of value, Ricardo’s understanding 

of scarcity, and Hume’s concept of utility in a Frankensteinian discussion of the 

origins of prices.125  

Meanwhile, Smith’s discussions of utility, which are bracketed in much of his 

discussion of prices and developed more fully only in his Theory of Moral Sentiments 

themselves contain significant political baggage. Consider for instance, his remark 

that people often “ruin themselves by laying out money on trinkets of frivolous 

utility.”126 At first glance, this comment appears to simply explain why diamonds 

might be priced more highly than water. However, the effect, he tells us, is that we 

“walk about loaded with a multitude of baubles, in weight and in value not inferior to 

an ordinary Jew’s box.”127 The not so thinly veiled racism is notable not only because 

it betrays Smith’s prejudices, but because of the ways it reveals that any account of 

value is also an account of the people involved in an exchange. Treatments of utility 

theory are varied and complicated. Jeremy Bentham, for instance, developed a theory 

of utility to avoid the problem of accounting for why people erroneously value the 

things they do.128 Yet the ways that classical thinkers like Locke and Smith elided 

 
125 As Duncan Foley argues, Smith abruptly switches between an exchangeable labor 
theory of value (based on how much work individuals are willing to put into 
obtaining an item) with an additive one (which accounts for scarcity, rents, stock, and 
wages). Duncan K Foley, Notes on the Theoretical Foundations of Political Economy 
(1999). 
126 Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments (Cambridge University press, 
2002), IV.i.6. 
127 Ibid. 
128 In the opening lines of his Principles of Morals and Legislation, for instance, he 
describes the principle of utility as recognizing the subjection of questions or right 
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thinking about the ways that people are themselves subjected to logics of valuation 

was ultimately the basis for Marx’s critique of political economy.129 

Contestation over the role of value in political economic discourse has also 

been a significant part of debates about the scope and definitions of liberalism.130 The 

conventional wisdom is that from a liberal perspective, values are the beliefs, 

priorities, and perspectives that individual liberty protects, and value merely 

something that is produced on the market in line with these broader moral/ethical 

principles. However, these lines start to blur in practice once it becomes apparent that 

 
and wrong to pleasure and pain. See: Jeremy Bentham, An Introduction to the 
Principles of Morals and Legislation (Kitchener: Batoche Books, 1781). 
129 Smith has been critiqued for his presentation of people different from him from a 
number of perspectives—though most in discussions of his thoughts on imperial 
expansion. Some are more forgiving—Marc William Palen, for instance, argues that 
Smith’s ambiguity on the problem of empire, as an advocate of both devolution of the 
British empire and imperial federation, left his arguments open to being used 
differently depending on one’s political agenda. E. A. Benians and Dermot Ryan, 
meanwhile argue that Smith in fact had his own unified agenda, which incorporated 
both of these concerns into a critique of imperialism as it was practiced, couched 
within a broader defense of global expansion as a means to prosperity. In either case, 
there remains the possibility that Smith’s purported anti-colonial goals may have been 
grounded in racialized assumptions which undermine them. Elias Khalil’s point that 
his broader concerns about extensions of sympathy provide a very “mush ground” for 
the question of the boundaries of civil society, against which those to whom 
sympathy is due can be easily construed to include just those who he imagines as 
equal in personhood. See: Marc William Palen, “Adam Smith as Advocate of 
Empire,” The History Journal 1, no. 57 (2014); E. A. Benians, “Adam Smith’s 
Project of an Empire,” The Cambridge Historical Journal, 1 no. 3. (1925); Dermot 
Ryan, “’The Beauty of That Arrangement’: Adam Smith Imagines Empire,” Studies 
in Romanticism 48 no. 1 (2009); and Elias Khalil, “What Determines the Boundary of 
Civil Society? Hume, Smith, and the Justification of European Exploitation of Non-
Europeans,” Theoria: A Journal of Social and Political Theory 60, no. 134 (2013). 
130 Although liberalism has been a deafening voice in political discourse, this voice is 
by no means a unified one. Duncan Bell, “What Is Liberalism?” Political Theory 42, 
no. 6 (2014). 
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rights, liberty, and property are all contingent values, rather than a priori 

requirements.131 The tensions between the two distinct logics of value are the reason 

that later thinkers made it their very project to untangle this relationship once and for 

all. In recent variants of liberalism, value is presumed to be nothing more than a 

matter of opinion or personal priority. For modern liberals, then, there are no intrinsic 

or absolute values—except perhaps for the highest values in rights and liberty, from 

which our ability to choose our other values flow.132 Similarly, for contemporary 

neoliberals, value pluralism is the baseline and the market the dispenser of it.133 Value 

and values thus represent one of what Wendy Brown refers to as the “constitutive 

 
131 For instance, Chantal Mouffe shows liberalism’s unacknowledged values to be a 
significant part of the paradox of liberal democracy—namely, that democracy 
mandates that “the people decide,” but that liberalism’s basic assumptions place prior 
restraints on what the people are able to choose. Chantal Mouffe, The Democratic 
Paradox (New York NY: Verso, 2000). 
132 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 
1999). This is what I take to be Chantal Mouffe’s point about the incompatibility of 
democracy and liberalism. Whereas democracy leaves values up for citizens to 
decide, liberalism entrenches a particular set of values in rights. Mouffe, “The 
Democratic Paradox.” 
133 Brown for this very reason describes liberal freedom as “conveyed by rights” 
against the imagined threats of both the state and anarchy, and as relying upon a 
valuation of a particular vision of freedom. Wendy Brown, States of Injury: Power 
and Freedom in Late Modernity (Princeton University Press, 1995), 6, 8, 10 and 
Wendy Brown, Politics Out of History (Princeton University Press, 2001), 11. This is 
perhaps why, in his critique of the liberal assumption of value pluralism, Ronald 
Beiner argues that the language of “values” is a: 

intrinsically subjectivizing vocabulary. It has the effect of cancelling out the 
claims to real validity anchored in the world; it is a self-defeating moral 
language. Talk of values implies that we do not find goodness in the good 
things there in the world but confer value from our own subjectivity.” 

He goes on to argue that “liberals assume that the language of values is neutral, but 
this is merely one among numerous instances of a spurious liberal neutralism.” 

Ronald Beiner, What’s the Matter with Liberalism? (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 1995) 40-41. 
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dualisms of liberalism” alongside equality/difference, liberty/necessity, 

autonomy/dependence, rights/duties, public/private, and so on, in which “the power 

of the dominant term in the dualism is achieved through its constitution by, 

dependence upon, and disavowal of the subordinate term.”134 Extending readings of 

the dualisms of liberalism, we can conceive of values as the dominant term over 

value, because they are, as Brown writes, “presumed to be individually discerned and 

pursued, neither determined nor enforced by political institutions.”135 So, although 

Locke’s conceptualization of value as something that is produced through labor is not 

denied by later liberals, it is easily subordinated to values and it therefore assumed by 

liberals that our values drive the production of market value, rather than the other way 

around. 

Conclusion 

It has thus far been the central claim of this dissertation that the language of 

value mediates a relationship of citizenship—that it is used in conversations about 

both commerce and justice to make decisions about how market transactions ought to 

be enacted, and also about who rightly decides. In fact, as we have seen, the concept 

was once used to talk explicitly about power. Its ambiguity about who rightly holds 

power moreover allowed kingly power to be cemented into this concept during early 

debates about “just prices.” Though early theorists of the just price likely had a very 

different world in view than the one that is typically projected upon their texts, the 

 
134 Brown, “States of Injury,” 152. 
135 Ibid., 146. 
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slippery nature of their positions on the question of what constitutes a just price and 

who rightly decides is a reflection of historical contestation over claims to value, and 

hence to power.  

However, that the word “value” at its root is open to alternative claims about 

groups that might wield power, or other imaginations of such a power distribution—

namely, as democratic—does little to assuage the ways that it has been involved in 

the political project of economic liberalism. Indeed, early modern political economic 

discourse retained this political strand of value discourse and even mobilized value 

discourse as a means of exercising biopower. Yet today we more often think of value 

as something that is negotiated in market transactions than as something that is 

representative of the people involved in market exchange. This means that the 

disagreements between just prices and power also remain unresolved, and live on in 

present-day uses of the concept of value. For instance, despite an extensive history of 

rating and assessing people in order to reify class status and hierarchy, proponents of 

free markets imagine economic exchange as based in horizontal power relations 

rather than hierarchical ones. That we have inherited both biopolitical discourses of 

value and their corresponding disavowals, moreover, is in many ways traceable to 

efforts to depersonalize value in classical political economy.  

Much of the clash between present-day uses of the concept of value and just 

price discourses, then, is a product of the influence of classical political economic 

thought in American political discourse. Indeed, political economic theory has 

historically had a controversial relationship with efforts to understand what is 
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valuable, to whom, and why—mostly due to the uneasy way in which the “political” 

aspect of political economy has been sidelined in favor of the economic. The 

Industrial Revolution and the birth of liberal political economy are widely 

acknowledged as markers of the construction of the idea of “market value,” but 

political economists of this period were not entirely in agreement (with one another, 

and with themselves) about whether “value” exists in the world without its “market” 

prefix, so their usage of the word often involved conceptual slippage. To take one 

example of this sort of fogginess around understandings of value: Smith’s “invisible 

hand” was rooted in the visible mercantilism of his time and the justifications for 

resource extraction that went along with it, and he therefore believed gold and silver 

to be naturally and intrinsically “valuable,” even as he hesitated to naturalize 

markets.136  

It is therefore unsurprising that the years leading up to and immediately 

following the formal setting of the gold standard in the U.S. were marked by a 

resurgence of concerns about value that echoed many of the anxieties inherited from 

just price discourse. Writings about value surged, and unfolded across many major 

 
136 Mike Hill and Warren Montag, The Other Adam Smith. (Stanford University 
Press, 2015). Ricardo, on the other hand, rejected the notion that the value of any 
commodity is intrinsic, and historicized the process by which commodities, even 
those that operate as standards by which the worth of other commodities are judged 
(such as gold), come to initially have value on the market. For Ricardo and later 
Marx, the value of goods is a function of labor inputs, rather than a product of their 
inherent worth. Gold therefore has value because of the labor required for extraction, 
rather than any inherent worth. For Marx, use value is determined by labor inputs, 
and when placed on the market, goods become commodities that are priced by what 
people are willing to pay for them, which means that the appearance that a 
commodity’s value is directly related to its utility is deemed “fetishism.” 
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American newspapers and print publications during these years.137 On July 9, 1891, 

for instance, the Washington Post published a commentary on a tax assessment, in 

which a distinction was drawn between “true value” (what a thing is reasonably and 

fairly worth) and “market value” (“what persons generally…would be willing to pay 

for it”).138 In 1891, the American Economic Association was formed, and its first 

project was an attempt to sort out the complex relationship between value, utility, and 

cost.139  

In 1898, the Wall Street Journal apologetically limned a discussion of the 

value of agricultural exports to a “discussion of value as prices,” and followed that 

piece up a few months later with the quip that “we think it will surprise Wall Street 

and all persons familiar with the English language…that “face value” in the revenue 

act means “market value.”140 And in the years immediately following the adoption of 

the gold standard, the crucible of value further heated up, evident in an uptick in 

articles describing value in broader registers, and giving voice to such concerns as 

“life’s intrinsic value” all the while being published, coincidentally, at the same time 

as an extensive series of “studies in value” detailing the assets and worth of 

 
137 As evidenced by the dramatic uptick in uses of the word value during the years 
immediately surrounding the turn of the century: Google, “Ngram Viewer,” 
https://books.google.com/ngrams. 
138 C.B. Hemingway, “Value and True Value,” Washington Post, July 9, 1891. 
139 Michael Bernstein, “A Brief History of the American Economic Association,” The 
American Journal of Economics and Sociology 67, no. 5 (2008); Richard T. Ely, “The 
Founding and Early History of the American Economic Association,” The American 
Economic Review 26, 1 (1936); F. H. Giddings “The Concepts of Utility, Value, and 
Cost,” Publications of the American Economic Association 6, no. 1/2 (1891).  
140 “Our Prosperity,” Wall Street Journal, April 15, 1898; “Face Value Means Selling 
Value,” Wall Street Journal, August 25, 1898. 
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companies.141 All of these statements about value, and particularly its splintering into 

distinct moral and economic registers, were likely the result of conflicts about the 

basis for value, since the naturalized authority of the king or class hierarchy could no 

longer be value’s explicit linchpin. 

By contrast, a historical analysis of the concept of value demonstrates 

semasiological origins of our present-day senses of value in the militaristic culture of 

Ancient Rome. These origins positioned the power associated with value in its 

wielders rather than in collective judgments. The traveling of the juridical use of the 

language of value into medieval discourse about the relationship between prices and 

morality therefore retained an attachment to individual power in debates that 

attempted to navigate problems of divine judgment and the common good. Where the 

legal tradition of quantum res communiter valet had its greatest impact was in the 

way that its indeterminacy cleared ground for the pushing of prices by those with the 

most power, and in the medieval European context those with the most power were 

the kings. The image of the consumer-citizen as sovereign is therefore dependent on 

an image of sovereignty that is based in actual monarchical power.  

Moreover, as the attachment of the concept to actual monarchical power later 

dissolved, the concept retained a connection to a deeply personal form of valuation, 

as it came to be mobilized in judgments about individual market actors. It is no 

wonder, then, that value and values have posed such a problem for political theory. 

 
141 An extensive series of such “Studies in Value” detailing the assets and worth of 
companies were published by the Wall Street Journal over the course of 1901-1902; 
“Life’s Intrinsic Value,” San Francisco Chronicle September 15, 1902. 
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While the pervasive assumption today is that any person can achieve their desired 

social status through an expansion of their material wealth, this view is underpinned 

by longstanding practices of determining the value of those very goods by looking to 

the social standing of the people who held them. In this way, the political struggles at 

the heart of economism are never fully foreclosed, because judgments about value are 

never made in the abstract—they are always made about particular people, they 

always delineate a relationship of citizenship in terms of the relationship between a 

political community and the material world. It is to the more recent stakes of these 

implicit judgments about citizenship and agency that I will now turn. 
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What’s the Matter with Value?  
Anna Julia Cooper’s Political Economic Thought 

 
Chapter 4 

 
 
Introduction  
 

That value discourse has historically been involved in biopolitical projects 

should certainly provoke skepticism about attempts to provide neutral accounts of 

value. However, in order to understand the specific claim to value that Black Lives 

Matter activists make today, one must look directly at connections between modern 

discourses of value and racialized citizenship. Drawing from the insights of Anna 

Julia Cooper’s political economic writings, this chapter argues that value and values, 

markets and morals, and the constellation of issues entangled in modern discourses of 

valuation all have the effect of devaluing black life. It explores the tensions between 

economics and moral sentiments, as Cooper depicts them in her discussion of the 

concepts of worth and material. Cooper demonstrates the concept of matter to rely 

upon an equivocation between material goods and the common good. Cooper’s 

discussion is therefore pivotal to understanding how political priorities mesh with 

systems of material interdependence.  

Cooper’s political economic work is essential for thinking about the particular 

ways the phrase “Black Lives Matter” urges us to return to problems of value in 

contemporary political theorizing. Cooper’s own examinations of historical 

devaluations of black life offer potent tools with which to begin thinking about value 

and values in ways we need in order to make sense of their relationship with racial 
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exploitation. Wrestling with the relationship between political economy and black 

devaluation in the immediate aftermath of slavery in the United States, Cooper 

considers the problems of human “worth” and “material” as ways of measuring value, 

and ultimately uses her discussion of these concepts to provide critical insight into the 

ways that competing systems of value in economic and moral discourses reflect 

similar disregard for black lives and livelihood. Cooper reverses discourses that 

conceive of value as abstract and ahistorical through a parodic treatment of the 

concepts of worth and material as they are deployed in commonsense economic 

discourse and in the work of John Locke and Adam Smith. In so doing, she shows 

that although economic and moral reasoning often appear at odds, they both devalue 

black life.  

It is no accident that Cooper’s writing is echoed in claims made by the Black 

Lives Matter movement—the Black Lives Matter movement draws from a legacy of 

black feminism, and Cooper is frequently hailed as the originator of this legacy and 

the first to articulate a clear program of intersectional feminism.1 But there is a 

significant political economic strand in her writing, and it is this perspective that is 

key to understanding her perspective on value discourse, and its role in the afterlives 

 
1 LaRese Hubbard, “When and Where I Enter: Anna Julia Cooper, Afrocentric 
Theory, and Africana Studies,” Journal of Black Studies 40, no. 2 (2009) and “Anna 
Julia Cooper and Africana Womanism: Some Early Conceptual Contributions,” Black 
Women, Gender, + Families 2, no. 4 (2010); and Shirley Moody-Turner and James 
Stewart, “Gendering Africana Studies: Insights from Anna Julia Cooper,” African 
American Review 43, no. 1 (2009). On the point about Black Lives Matter, see Lawrie 
Balfour. et al., “Critical Exchange: Bodies in Politics” Contemporary Political 
Theory 15, no, 1 (2016). 
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of slavery.2 These writings on her political economic thought have not been 

sufficiently analyzed or treated as crucial contributions to political theory, even 

though they resonate with a variety of efforts at rethinking racialized citizenship by 

highlighting the intersectional exclusions of capitalism, and drawing emancipatory 

resources from the historical and material dimensions of racial constructions, and 

from systems of gender-race oppression.3  

This chapter is ultimately not about getting into the depths of analyzing the 

Black Lives Matter movement. Instead, engaging Cooper’s work shows that we have 

not really begun to think about value as an important grounding for contemporary 

political theoretical analysis. To the extent that the Black Lives Matter movement is 

making a claim about value, this has implications for our understanding of their 

strategies. Specifically, Cooper shows that while arguments about value often move 

in apparently seamless ways between economic/material and moral/ethical logics, 

there are fundamental tensions between them. She furthermore shows that each of 

these two logics seem to promise unambiguous tools for navigating complex 

 
2 Saidiya Hartman, Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route 
(New York NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2008). 
3 On other efforts to rethink racialized citizenship see Claudia Leeb, “Rebelling 
Against Suffering in Capitalism,” Contemporary Political Theory 17, no. 3 (2018). 
On historical resources see Mario Feit, “Democratic Impatience: Martin Luther King, 
Jr. on Democratic Temporality,” Contemporary Political Theory 16, no. 3 (2017). On 
material dimensions of racial constructions see Lisa Beard, “Flesh of Their Flesh, 
Bone of Their Bone’: James Baldwin’s Racial Politics of Boundness,” Contemporary 
Political Theory 15, no. 4 (2016). On systems of gender-race oppression see Julia 
Jordan-Zachery, “Resistance and Redemption Narratives: Black Girl Magic and other 
forms of Black Girls and Women’s Political Self-Articulations,” National Political 
Science Review 19, no. 2 (2018). 
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dilemmas, but in fact that both are politically derived, dependent, and mediated. 

Indeed, Cooper shows that these competing accounts of valuation actually function in 

a mutually reinforcing way in their devaluation of black lives and livelihoods. 

Reframing value discourses in the way that she does shows our mismanagement of 

value to be a problem of citizenship and autonomy. This political dimension of value, 

she shows, is most evident in cases where the people or issues in question are 

undervalued or seen as lacking value. However, Cooper’s conclusions about the 

utility of value discourses are ultimately ambivalent. She finds moral and economic 

logics of value to be irredeemably shortsighted, but nevertheless engages them as 

political tools critical for her advocacy for investment in black labor and education. 

To build these points, I analyze Cooper’s effort to expose racial and gendered 

dimensions of material inequalities, contestation, and experiences of precarity and 

exclusion—in short, her effort to think value politically. I turn first to an exploration 

of the tensions, but also surprising congruities, between economics and moral 

sentiments as Cooper depicts them in her discussion of the concept of worth. I then 

turn to her exploration of the concept of material in the discursive work of classical 

political economy, which reveals value discourses to reflect a dilemma with respect 

to linkages between material goods and arguments about the common good. I next 

show that the slippage that Cooper sees between materialism and moralism is critical 

to understanding her casting of a labor theory of value as historical in order to show 

its connection to both structural and personal instances of racism and discrimination. I 

conclude by unpacking Cooper’s pragmatic approach to deracializing political 
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economic discourse as an effort that anticipates the more recent activist claim that 

“Black Lives Matter.” 

Anna Julia Cooper: Writing for Liberation 

Lauded as one of the key figures in the development of the intersectional 

politics of black identity, Anna Julia Cooper (1858-1964) was a key critical voice of 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Cooper is considered to be one of 

the key progenitors of black feminism in her championing of intersectionality and 

black education, and in interdisciplinary work that spans an array of topics. Cooper 

was born a slave in North Carolina to a white slave-owner and his slave, and she 

began school shortly after the passing of the Thirteenth Amendment.4 She earned 

Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from Oberlin College, and went on to spend forty-

three years as an educator and professor. She also played a pivotal role in the 

conceptualization and implementation of liberal arts curricula at Washington DC’s 

famous M Street School, all the while advancing the cause of black education and the 

scholarship of radical pedagogy.5 Cooper finally earned her Ph.D. in history at the age 

of sixty-seven from the University of Paris-Sorbonne, the fourth African American 

woman to do so.6 Her dissertation was a study of the Haitian Revolution that rivaled 

 
4 Lewis Gordon, “Anna Julia Cooper and the Problem of Value,” in An Introduction 
to Africana Philosophy edited by Lewis Gordon (Cambridge University Press, 2008), 
69-73. 
5 Leona C. Gabel, From Slavery to the Sorbonne and Beyond: The Life and Writings 
of Anna J. Cooper (Smith College Studies in History, 1982) and V. Thandi Sulé, 
“Intellectual Activism: The Praxis of Dr. Anna Julia Cooper as a Blueprint for 
Equity-Based Pedagogy,” Feminist Teacher 23, no. 3 (2013). 
6 Penny A. Weiss, Canon Fodder: Historical Women Political Thinkers (University 
Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2009). 
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the more often recognized work of C.L.R. James and W.E.B. Du Bois in its historical 

rendering of this period.7 Cooper was also prolific as an activist, as one of the 

founders of the Pan-African Congress.  

As Vivian May laments, Cooper’s scholarship on the Haitian revolution and 

transatlantic revolutionary consciousness were eclipsed by the similar writings of 

Aimé Cesaire and C. L. R. James and her activism by the work of Charlotte Perkins 

Gilman, W.E.B. Du Bois, and Marcus Garvey. Her intersectional feminist philosophy 

was meanwhile overshadowed by the works of earlier and later thinkers like Mary 

Wollstonecraft and Simone de Beauvoir.8 The mark of Cooper’s personal struggles 

within and against dominant norms and expectations of black womanhood can 

certainly be seen in her writings, which are highly interdisciplinary.9 She thus 

articulates a vision of black liberation theology that transcends the confines of these 

discourses.10 Her biographers describe work that flows across disciplinary lines: 

 
7 It also explicitly challenged the racism of one of her own advisers. See Vivian May, 
Anna Julia Cooper: Visionary Black Feminist (New York: Routledge, 2007) and 
Charles Lemert, “Anna Julia Cooper: The Colored Woman’s Office,” in The Voice of 
Anna Julia Cooper (Lanham MD: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 1998). 
8 May, “Anna Julia Cooper,” 2-3. 
9 Cooper is also a controversial figure. Though she has been as Shirley Moody-Turner 
describes it, “mythologized” or “valorized by some as the founding mother of black 
feminist thought,” she has also been “dismissed for her ostensibly Victorian values 
and Christian moral code,” and ironically, given the presumed propriety of these 
positions, even severely criticized for sexual deviance. Karen Baker-Fletcher, A 
Singing Something: Womanist Reflections on Anna Julia Cooper (New York NY: The 
Crossroad Publishing Company, 1994) and Shirley Moody-Turner, “A Voice Beyond 
the South: Resituating the Locus of Cultural Representation in the Later Writings of 
Anna Julia Cooper,” African American Review 43 (2009). 
10 Baker-Fletcher, “A Singing Something” and Janice W. Fernheimer, “Arguing from 
Difference: Cooper, Emerson, Guizot, and a More Harmonious America,” in Black 
Women’s Intellectual Traditions: Speaking Their Minds eds. Kristin Waters and Carol 
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Moving from theology to economics to law to literature to history to 
education, Cooper refuses to be bound by discipline. Moreover, by bringing 
together analyses of the economy with literary, historical, legal, and 
theological discussions, Cooper teases out modes of thinking she not only 
finds troubling (such as objectivism, the use of false universals, or rigid 
binarisms) but also finds to be patterned or systemic across various discourses 
usually not engaged together. Tonally and syntactically, Cooper buttresses her 
analyses of the multifaceted and multidimensional nature of the self, of 
oppression, and of liberation politics.11  
 

These connections between different disciplines and discourses are not drawn merely 

out of idle scholarly curiosity. Cooper’s writing has also been characterized as 

devoted to a project of intersectional feminism which “refus[es] to be contained by 

parameters of knowing that she did not help to create and that were not made with her 

in mind,” even those of philosophical inquiry itself.12 Across her work, Cooper 

therefore holds fast to ideals like equality, freedom, emancipation, and solidarity 

while also highlighting incomplete attempts at their realization. Her perspective on 

the racial fault lines of liberation movements especially informs her writing about 

political economy. Despite the ways in which questions of democracy, freedom, 

autonomy, community, and identity are central to her thinking, her work has flown 

under the radar in most political theoretical treatments of these problems.  

 
B. Conaway (Burlington VT: University of Vermont Press, 2007); Kathy L. Glass, 
“Tending to the Roots: Anna Julia Cooper's Sociopolitical Thought and 
Activism” Meridians 6, no. 1 (2005). 
11 Vivian May, “Writing the Self into Being: Anna Julia Cooper’s Textual Politics,” 
African American Review 43, no. 1 (2009), 24. 
12 Vivian May, “Thinking from the Margins, Acting at the Intersections: Anna Julia 
Cooper's A Voice from the South,” Hypatia 19, no. 2 (2004), 75-76. Thomas 
Meagher, “Black Issues in Philosophy: On Teaching Anna Julia Cooper’s “What Are 
We Worth” in Introductory Courses,” American Philosophical Association May 30, 
2018. 
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There are two notable exceptions that display the potential of such a reading—

both of which highlight the ways in which Cooper deftly identifies the effects of 

intersectional inequalities, as a reminder that democratic theorizing must take these 

structures under consideration. Penny Weiss, for instance, positions Cooper alongside 

a number of other marginalized female political theorists in a discussion of the way 

that the concept of “voice” plays a central role in Cooper’s thinking about 

emancipation. As Weiss writes, one persistent theme in Cooper’s writing is an 

amplification of the “voices of the silent” and an exploration of the “means by which 

they are silenced, the consequences of silencing, and finally the means for regaining 

voice.”13 Jane Anna Gordon, meanwhile, treats Cooper more extensively, drawing 

Cooper into conversation with Jean-Jacques Rousseau on questions of legitimate 

governance and interdependence. Gordon especially shows how Cooper extended 

Rousseau’s concerns about economic inequality into a discussion of “the consistent 

refusal of many mainly white persons to recognize the contributions of the freed 

slaves to society and to acknowledge their reliance on the freed slaves and their 

labor.”14 Clear especially from Gordon’s work is the usefulness of Cooper’s political 

thought for conceptualizing the relationship between political economy and 

emancipation. 

 
13 Weiss, “Canon Fodder,” 84. 
14 Jane Anna Gordon, “Unmasking the Big Bluff of Legitimate Governance and So-
Called Independence: Creolizing Rousseau through the Reflections of Anna Julia 
Cooper,” Critical Philosophy of Race 6, no. 1 (2018), 11. 
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Though fewer still have remarked on her political-economic writings, there is 

a growing consensus that value features centrally in her conceptual schema.15 Gordon 

describes this role of materialism in Cooper’s writing most comprehensively. As 

Gordon explains, Cooper “disdained the complete obsession with monetary gain and 

profit that instrumentalized relations among human beings.” At the same time, 

Cooper was unwilling to discount economic value entirely because: 

Her political thinking was anchored by a paramount concern with how a 
community of very recently freed slaves could transform themselves into 
democratic citizens in a country that refused to recognize their massive 
contributions to the development of the nation as the result of their labor.16 

 
Though Cooper argues “without qualification” that “there are no greater returns than 

investing in the development of people,” Gordon shows, the historical context in 

which she was writing rendered women always measured by “relative” value and 

black Americans as a source of value that had been “forcefully extracted.”17 On this 

basis, Lewis Gordon situates her work in relation to Marxist theories of alienation, 

and shows how Cooper generates an “efficiency theory of value” in which value can 

be measured in terms of the relationship of inputs to outputs, and that demonstrates a 

significant racial disparity between investment and production.18  

Seeing this contribution to political economic thought in her writing may be 

disorienting for those who wish to read Cooper as wholeheartedly rejecting dominant 

 
15 Fernheimer, “Arguing from Difference”; Gordon, “Unmasking the Big Bluff”; 
Gordon, “Anna Julia Cooper and the Problem of Value”; May, “Anna Julia Cooper.” 
16 Gordon, “Unmasking the Big Bluff,” 26. Gordon’s emphasis. 
17 Ibid., 12, 15, and 19. 
18 Gordon, “Anna Julia Cooper and the Problem of Value,” 71-72.  
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economic discourses for their racial prejudices, rather than as a political economist in 

her own right.19 However, a careful analysis of Cooper’s pointed responses to 

classical political economists offers insight into an important way in which value 

discourses delineate the bounds of citizenship. Cooper’s writing therefore offers 

provocative material for thinking value politically, rather than reducing the problem 

of value and values to one of algorithms, econometrics, or moralism, with the result 

that we can see the ways in which value discourses and American racial injustices are 

contingently yet inextricably bound.  

Cooper’s Intersectional Economics 

Cooper is best known for her A Voice from the South, in which she presents 

the problems of racial integration in the immediate aftermath of slavery and gender 

equality as intertwined problems. Though this text is divided rather deceptively into 

two parts—beginning with a series of essays on gender politics followed by a series 

of essays on segregation and racial injustice—the intertwined way she writes on both 

issues makes it clear that for Cooper, these are not distinct problems. Instead, her 

writing on both race and gender presents an intersectional vision of autonomy and 

freedom. Her discussions of the political economy of race in the immediate aftermath 

of slavery therefore speaks to a range of ways in which value is linked with identity 

and citizenship, and thus to its critical role in the realization of projects of 

intersectional liberation both past and present.20  

 
19 May, “Writing the Self Into Being.” 
20 Ibid., 60. 
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These efforts to show how market systems contribute to racialized and 

gender-based oppression appear across Cooper’s work, whether in discussions of 

colonialism or even in her analyses of misrepresentations of black vernacular speech 

practices and their relationship with accumulation.21 Cooper’s reflections on political 

economy also rest within her broader perspective on the intersectional politics of 

black identity, from which she brings discussions of economics to bear on ethical 

concerns about equality and freedom for all people. For instance, she often takes 

sweeping moral positions such as in the comment that, “we owe it to humanity…to 

enlarge and enrich, so far as in us lies, the opportunity and grasp of every soul we can 

emancipate,” only to point out the systemic failures in the realization of such ideals.22 

However, she also shows that movements that claim to do the same, like the feminist 

movement, have blind spots that keep them from making good on their vision. In a 

biting criticism of the movement to support women in the workplace, for example, 

she exposes the limitations of these efforts: 

Recently I listened to one who went into pious agonies at the thought of the 
future mothers of Americans having to stand all day at shop counters…I am 
always glad to hear of the establishment of reading rooms and social 
entertainments to brighten the lot of any women who are toiling for bread—
whether they are white women or black women. But how many have ever 
given a thought to the pinched and down-trodden colored women bending 
over wash-tubs and ironing boards…with children to feed and house rent to 
pay, wood to buy, soap and starch to furnish—lugging home weekly great 

 
21 Anna Julia Cooper, Slavery and the French and Haitian Revolutionists (Lanham 
MD: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2006); Anna Julia Cooper, The Voice of 
Anna Julia Cooper, ed. Charles Lemert and Esme Bhan (Lanham MD: Rowman & 
Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 1998); and Gordon, “Unmasking the Big Bluff.”. 
22 Anna Julia Cooper, A Voice from the South (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2008), 258. 
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baskets of clothes for families who pay them for a month's laundrying barely 
enough to purchase a substantial pair of shoes!23 
 

The women for whom emancipation is practiced, she is adamant, are not those most 

in need of the effort on their behalf. While the spotlight has typically been on 

improvement in working conditions for white women, she shows, the racial inequality 

between female workers suggests that a truly emancipatory movement ought to put 

more effort into aligning its advocacy with its stated priorities.  

Moreover, the efforts of black women, she shows, underpin the claims of this 

movement, and the economy more broadly. For instance, as May shows, in her 1925 

dissertation on the political action of Haitian slaves, Cooper exposes the ways in 

which “the abusive practices of expansionist capitalist empires dependent on slave 

and colonial labor” play an integral role in the ideological construction of French 

ideals of republican rights and citizenship.24 The profit-motive of the colonists, she 

shows, is to blame for the shortsightedness of these debates in France.25 As May puts 

it, Cooper: 

suggests that the French were not really capable of transforming their 
economy or following through on the full implications of Enlightenment 
ideals on their own because they were too deeply invested, literally and 
metaphorically in…an exploitative economy.26 
 

 
23 Ibid., 254. 
24 Vivian May, “‘It is Never a Question of the Slaves’: Anna Julia Cooper’s 
Challenge to History’s Silences in Her 1925 Sorbonne Thesis,” Callaloo 31, no. 3 
(2008), 904. 
25 Ibid, 911. 
26 Ibid., 914. 
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Indeed, her Sorbonne thesis begins by describing the “shortsighted politics” that 

originated out of an avoidance of manual work, but was later expanded by Iberians 

due to the profitability of adding slaves to the mix of goods bought and sold along the 

African coasts. This trade, she shows, led to the growth and prominence of cities like 

Lisbon even before European encounters with the Americas.27 After contact with the 

Americas, and once expanded to the colonies, an entire infrastructure was created 

around “this evil institution” that supplied “not only the needs of France but those of 

half of Europe.” Throughout this text, she repeatedly describes the practice as 

“lucrative,” “prosperous,” and as resulting in “material gains” even as she condemns 

it in the strongest terms.28 

Moreover, Cooper frequently and notably makes these points about the 

relationship between capitalism and racist valuations through direct accounts of 

personal experiences to remind readers that, as Elizabeth Alexander puts it, “she lives 

and moves within a physical body with sensations and needs.”29 For instance, her 

discussions of segregation frequently begin with a personal anecdote that puts her 

own embodied experiences front and center. Brittney C. Cooper therefore describes 

Cooper’s work as immersed in a “narrative of embodied discourse” in which black 

female writers “demand the inclusion of their bodies…by placing them in the texts 

 
27 Cooper, “Slavery and the French,” 31. 
28 Ibid., 32 and 43. 
29 Elizabeth Alexander, “‘We Must Be About Our Father’s Business’: Anna Julia 
Cooper and the In-Corporation of the Nineteenth-Century African American Woman 
Intellectual” Signs 20, no. 2 (1995), 345. 
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they write and speak.”30 In this way, Cooper also challenges us to think about the way 

we rate the value of people, whether by assessing the value of physical bodies or of 

particular subjectivities, rather than just the values people hold or construct. 

Cooper’s efforts to improve the situation of black women are underpinned by 

a specific set of claims about the racial politics of the post-bellum South. These 

claims display not only the limitations of emancipation at the end of the nineteenth 

century, but also the pernicious political economic systems that entrench power and 

privilege, and contribute to multiple dimensions of social stratification. Though her 

purposes were ultimately to promote the higher education of black women at the end 

of the nineteenth century and to expand opportunities for their growth and self-

development, she also takes a range of canonical philosophers to task for their 

racialized blind spots along the way.31 In fact, Cooper develops some of her most 

pointed arguments about American racism in her critiques of classical political 

economic thought. As she shows, the intersections of gendered and racialized 

oppression display not only the limitations of emancipation at the end of the 

nineteenth century, but also the pernicious political economic discourses that entrench 

power and privilege.  

What Are We Worth? 

 
30 Brittney C. Cooper, Beyond Respectability: The Intellectual Thought of Race 
Women  
(Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2017) 39, 3. 
31 Baker-Fletcher, “A Singing Something.” 
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Cooper’s provocative essay on political economy, “What Are We Worth,” 

carries out an analysis of how value discourse intersects with modern racism. In this 

piece, she demonstrates the price system to be a flawed metric of accounting for the 

value of human life; despite this, Cooper is also adamant that we should not give 

moral concerns any more weight than econometrics. As she shows, these two logics 

which are so often treated as distinct are actually compatible in their shared 

complicity in the devaluation of black life. Yet their complementarity in this political 

project, she shows, does not mean that tensions between them can or should be 

ignored. Cooper is not the first to point out that market value is not the only kind of 

value. However, her way of handling the distinction employs a way of thinking about 

race and discourses of value that enables us to make sense of how they operate today, 

and hence of the value discourses that the Black Lives Matter movement highlights.  

Cooper’s accomplishment is not to resolve the complexity of this relationship 

between economic or moral logics of accounting, but rather to show how these 

discourses are each deployed in ways that reinforce racial injustices.32 In order to 

draw out this point, Cooper begins with the question: “were Africa and the Africans 

to sink to-morrow, how much poorer would the world be?”33 She poses this question 

in response to a statement by Henry Ward Beecher that “if African people were to 

 
32 Such a two-pronged critique is quite common to Cooper’s approach, as part of her 
effort to point to “biases embedded in ostensibly impartial knowledge practices.” See: 
Vivian May, “Anna Julia Cooper’s Philosophy of Resistance,” Philosophia Africana 
12, no. 1 (2009), 41. 
33 Cooper, “A Voice from the South,” 228. 
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vanish, the world would lose nothing of value.”34 Beecher was a prominent 

abolitionist, and what Cooper commences is a deliberate misreading that mirrors 

some of the same ways that this line was taken out of context and mobilized by 

defenders of slavery. However, in posing the question with feigned seriousness, 

Cooper tacks back and forth between treating this question as an economic one and as 

a moral one, only to reveal that these are not discrete projects.  

She commences her discussion as if certain that such accounts of the worth of 

black life must be done in economic terms. She asks: 

“How much owest thou?” What have you produced, what consumed? What is 
your real value in the world’s economy? What do you give to the world over 
and above what you have cost? What would be missed had you never lived? 
What are you worth? What of actual value would go down with you if you 
were sunk into the ocean or buried by an earthquake to-morrow? Show up 
your cash account and your balance sheet. In the final reckoning do you 
belong on the debit or the credit side of the account?35 
 

This set of questions, she argues, allows such an assessment to be made “according to 

a fair and square, an impartial and practical reckoning,” and it is “by this standard that 

society estimates individuals: and by this standard finally and inevitably the world 

will measure and judge nations and races.” The inevitability connoted in her 

argument that value “will” be measured in this way, is for her an indication that a 

pragmatic politics must follow suit. It is less the case that human material ought to be 

measured in terms of its productivity, she shows, but rather that there is no real 

alternative. 

 
34 Meagher, “Black Issues in Philosophy” 
35 Cooper, “A Voice From the South,” 228-229. 
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On the basis of this satirically proposed cost-benefit analysis, she provides the 

conventional answer to these questions, describing, “how others see us.” From this 

perspective, she argues, black people have made few contributions: “a little less gold 

and ivory, a little less coffee, a considerable ripple, perhaps, where the Atlantic and 

Indian Oceans would come together—that is all; not a poem, not an invention, not a 

piece of art would be missed from the world.” This is not a “flattering” image, she 

admits, but she nonetheless suggests that it is an accurate one simply because the 

“standard” by which races are measured is generally in terms of production and 

consumption, “value in the world’s economy,” cash accounts, and balance sheets.36  

Cooper’s response is to turn to the domain of moral thinking about human 

worth only to show it to be equally unflattering; however, her way into this discussion 

is to first feign an attempt at offering a moral accounting of value as a substitute for 

these balance sheets. “With them,” she argues, “it is simply a question of dollars and 

cents’—and by “them” she means those who share Beecher’s view that African 

cultures to have produced little value. Cooper then adds that “the highest gifts are not 

measured in dollars and cents.”37 She underscores this point by playfully suggesting 

that value can be measured in courage, that debts to the world can be paid in songs 

and sculptures, and that value can be added even in the contribution of “sweet 

fragrances” to the world.38 In fact, she argues, value cannot be reducible to dollars 

and cents because treating value as economic denies the moral worth of personhood. 

 
36 Ibid., 228-229. 
37 Ibid., 273. 
38 Ibid., 278-279 and 275-276 
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Everyone, she writes, “can at the very least give themselves,” and the worth of a 

person can be measured in “infinitudes.” After all, she argues: 

The world will always want men. The worth of one is infinite. To this value 
all other values are merely relative. Our money, our schools our governments, 
our free institutions, our systems of religion and forms of creeds are all first 
and last to be judged by this standard: what sort of men and women do they 
grow? How are men and women being shaped and molded by this system of 
training, under this or that form of government, by this or that standard of 
moral action?39 
   

Here it is apparent that for Cooper, economic value just represents one set of values, 

which errs whenever it strays from valuing human life and achievement above all 

else. Value calculated in market terms is therefore inadequate for rigorously 

measuring value, unless it is guided first and foremost by moral thinking. 

Cooper carries this same logic into the household and here too she initially 

reaffirms moral logic, as she finds that economic calculations cannot fully justify the 

important work that is carried out in the household. No animal is as weak at birth as a 

human baby, she tells us. Such creatures are “unsentimentally and honestly…worth 

just as much as a leak is worth to a ship.” But a newborn baby’s mother, she says, 

“would not sell him, she will tell you, for his weight in gold.”40 This despite the 

obvious fact that raising a child is “a heavy investment” and one “which requires a 

large outlay of money on long time and large risk, no end of labor, skill, pains.”41 

Indeed, she writes: 

The world knows well what an outlay of time and money and labor must be 
made before he is worth even his weight in ashes…what an expenditure of toil 

 
39 Ibid., 281-282. Emphasis in original.  
40 Ibid., 242. 
41 Ibid., 244. 
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and care, of heart power and brain power, what planning, what working, what 
feeding, what enriching, what sowing and sinking of values before one can tell 
whether the harvest is worth the output. Yet, how gladly does the mother pour 
out her strength and vitality, her energy, her life that the little bankrupt may 
store up capital for its own use.42 
 

Here, she is quite clear (unless one opts mistakenly to read the text as a diatribe 

against children) that the problem of economic quantification versus morality is a 

false one, because sentiment supersedes any assessment of value, especially when 

those assessments are made about human life. 

Yet she also shows the problem to be more complex than that of a binary 

choice between prioritizing economic and moral calculations of value, as she 

proceeds to show that moralistic accounts are equally inadequate. She moves into this 

discussion by conceding that the endeavor of measuring worth economically is not 

easily dismissed, and in fact may be worthwhile. “It may not be unprofitable then for 

us to address ourselves to the task of casting up our account and carefully overhauling 

our books,” she writes, and here she ultimately waffles on her prior condemnation of 

economistic logic. She notes that “it may be well to remember at the outset that the 

operation is purely a mathematical one and leaves no room for sentiment.”43  Though 

this point that sentiment is left out initially appears as unambiguously critical of 

economism, Cooper actually uses it to build an argument against moral logics of 

valuation. 

 
42 Ibid., 242-243. 
43 Ibid., 229. 
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Here, Cooper’s language shifts a bit in order to show that moral judgments are 

ultimately made on the basis of arbitrary feeling rather than careful logic. Sentiment, 

she argues, deploying the concept interchangeably with “prejudice,” is not counted in 

such an economic rendering. But more importantly, her argument continues, it should 

not be counted. After all, she points out, racism too is a sentiment (just like 

homophobia and misogyny are values), and there are “sections of this country in 

which the very name of the Negro, even in homeopathic doses, stirs up such a storm 

of feeling that men fairly grow wild and are unfit to discuss the simplest principles of 

life and conduct where the colored man is concerned.”44 As she explains, “sentiment, 

whether adverse or favorable, is ephemeral. Ever shifting and unreliable, it can never 

be counted in estimating values,” and therefore, “just as impervious to reason is the 

man who is dominated by the sentiment of race and prejudice.”45 The implication 

here is that such a man would never follow a levelheaded economic assessment of 

value, but if he were to do so, black people would be better served. Indeed, she later 

says so directly, in the description of this man’s judgment as “warped” which she 

contrasts with judgment that is “just and true’.46 Cooper’s goal here appears to be to 

show that “waves of sentiment or prejudice” that are enfolded in moral visions 

actually blur otherwise “intensely practical” economic assessments.47 

 
44 Ibid., 232. 
45 Ibid., 230. 
46 Ibid., 232. 
47 Ibid., 228. 
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Cooper thus arrives at a bit of a stalemate, and she moves forward from here 

by again feigning a full-fledged return to economism. “Sentiment and cant, then, both 

being ruled out,” Cooper proceeds, “let us try to study our subject as the world finally 

reckons it—not certain crevices and crannies of the earth, but the cool, practical, 

business-like world.  Circling back to a modified version of her original question, she 

asks: 

What are we worth? not in Georgia or in Massachusetts; not to our brothers 
and sisters and cousins and aunts, every one of whom would unhesitatingly 
declare us worth a great gold-lump; nor to the exasperated neighbor over the 
way who would be just as ready, perhaps, to write us down a most 
unmitigated nuisance. But what do we represent to the world? What is our 
market value. Are we a positive and additive quantity or a negative factor in 
the world’s elements. What have we cost and what do we come to?48 
 

Here, she is adamant that individual prejudices, whether overly generous as in the 

example of our relatives, or miserly, as in the example of the exasperated neighbor, 

must be avoided. In Cooper’s rejection of perspectives limited by geography (‘not in 

Georgia or Massachusetts’) in favor of posing the question of value on a world scale, 

she also proposes a way of valuing human life that is not bound by these limitations.  

However, this effort, her work shows, is troubled by the inadequacy of the 

universalizing logics of economic and moral discourses of value. Having discarded 

and then once again taken up economic and moral systems of valuation, Cooper is 

sometimes characterized as contradictory. For instance, Carolyn Cusick accurately 

describes Cooper as “refusing to accommodate white norms of worthiness and white 

views of black worthlessness” but also criticizes her “practical attempt to calculate 

 
48 Ibid., 232. 
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the worth of a person and a people” as being “not quite as simple as Cooper seems to 

make it out to be.”49 The implication is that Cooper’s own adherence to the categories 

of investment, production, consumption, and worth might limit her thinking to 

economistic concerns, rather than allowing her to extend her discussions of value 

beyond the confines of the marketplace.  

Yet as Thomas Meagher shows, part of Cooper’s issue is the lack of rigor, or 

the uneven application in these metrices. For instance, he points out that Cooper 

shows racial statistics to be diligently collected when crime rates are calculated, but 

totally absent in the calculations involved in the production of cotton. Meagher 

concludes that Cooper’s point is to show that for black people, “it is their crimes that 

merit racial demarcation, not their contributions.” The result, he shows, is that black 

people are viewed “as infantile and dependent on white guardianship,” whereas an 

“unsentimental assessment” actually shows that “the relationship is the inverse: 

whites have erected a world in which they are licensed to be infantile by way of a 

parasitic dependence on oppressed blacks.”50 Indeed, as Cooper’s next set of points 

demonstrates, the problem is not in her writing, but in the racialized world she is 

reflecting on, and the way that racism infects both economic and moral discourses of 

value.  

Taking the same insight about the perils of moral sentiment into discussions of 

life insurance and gentrification, Cooper again affirms an economistic metric. Here, 

 
49 Carolyn Cusick, “Anna Julia Cooper, Worth, and Public Intellectuals,” Philosophia 
Africana 12, no. 1 (2009), 34-35. 
50 Meagher, “Black Issues in Philosophy.” 
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she finds something redeeming and perhaps even genuinely impartial in the price 

system, as she contrasts sentiment with “business,” implying the two to be mutually 

exclusive.51 She argues that: 

It is no use to go into hysterics and explode in Ciceronian philippics against 
life insurance companies for refusing to insure or charging a higher premium 
for colored policies. With them it is simply a question of dollars and cents. 
What are you worth? What are your chances, and what does it cost to take 
your risks in the aggregate?52 
 

Whether or not insurance premiums are racialized, she argues, it is not the price 

system at fault—but is instead the racist sentiments that caused black life to be valued 

less highly in the first place. It is, perversely, the higher risk of death that makes black 

life more expensive to insure, and thus determines their value to insurance companies. 

Here, Cooper is demonstrating that economic measurements are rendered only after 

decisions of sentiment or prejudice have already been made. 

Racist values, then, can also beget economic value. Elsewhere, in a detailed 

linguistic exposition of the relationship between different dialects of English, Cooper 

blurs the color lines between black and white vernaculars. However, she points out 

that there are economic interests behind representations of black vernacular in ways 

that deny this history, and that even construct impossible formulations.53 Focusing on 

the Amos ‘n’ Andy show, she argues that the characterization of African American 

 
51 Cooper, “A Voice from the South,” 242. 
52 Ibid., 249. 
53 This representation, she continues, is not in any way accurate because “the actual 
mechanics of speech regarding the pronunciation of consonants and vowels does not 
lend itself to the combination of a labial mute followed by a dental (‘m” “d’).”As 
quoted from “Negro’s Dialect” by Moody-Turner, “A Voice Beyond the South, 60-
62. 
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speech, as depicted in popular media, relies on purposefully incorrect renderings of 

Southern vernacular because there is a demand for these racialized productions.54 

Incorrect formulations of black vernacular are pervasive, she shows, simply because 

they have entertainment value and are therefore lucrative—racist representations of 

black speech turn greater profits than accurate ones.55  

 Rather than simply replace moral sentiment with impartial economic 

calculations, Cooper suggests, we ought to recognize that both logics of valuation 

entail judgments about the worth of other people. Moreover, the failings of both 

economic and moral means of assessment show them to be imbricated with one 

another. The point that morality and markets are deeply interconnected is not original 

to Cooper—even classical liberals and Marxists are in agreement on this dimension of 

value discourse. Though the questions of “what is our market value?” and “what do 

we represent to the world?” together guide her discussion, Cooper shows the 

questions to be in tension with each other on a conceptual level, but complementary 

in their actual effects for black life. In this way, economism and moralism are each 

treated by Cooper as stemming from the same problem of value—a problem that is 

neither economic nor moral but political. However, seeing this dimension to Cooper’s 

 
54 Cooper, “The Voice of Anna,”230. As she writes, these depictions assume that “a 
black man is not true black unless he says “am dat.’” However, she shows: “Much of 
the literary dialect such as “dis am,” “he am,” “him am,” “ob dis” and “am dat” which 
our industrious press turns out by the scoop in its willingness to pander to popular 
taste for unsophisticated and “colorful” native speech, would fall flat if held up thus 
to nature’s mirror.” Ibid., 241. 
55 They, as she puts it, “amuse a nation of millionaires.” Cooper, “The Voice of Anna 
Julia Cooper,” 246. 
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handling of the tension between moral and economic thought requires that she be read 

directly alongside that to which she is responding. 

Values that Matter  

Cooper’s use of satire to unmask the ways in which economism and moralism 

both fall victim to racist values is especially present in her direct responses to the 

canon of classical political economy. Having cracked open the question of human 

worth, Cooper next pivots into a discussion of the concept of material, demonstrating 

the centrality of racialized labor and ownership practices to our understandings of 

workmanship, utility, and history. Her own work on these concepts reveals narratives 

about progress and growth to depend on exploitative relationships between racialized 

bodies. Cooper’s efforts thereby challenge liberal imaginations of humans as 

autonomous agents who interact with a material world, treating humans as instead a 

critical part of the material world.  

She builds these points by engaging political economic discourses focused on 

workmanship and utility in order to expose a relationship between histories of racial 

discrimination and theories of value. Doing so, she ultimately reframes the issue by 

articulating a labor theory of value that is more attuned to the question of whose labor 

is put into whose material. From Cooper’s vantage point, classical political economy 

exemplifies a style of conducting presumably neutral studies of value from the 

perspective of very particular values.   
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Cooper’s own treatment of the relationship between economic and moral discourses 

of value cuts right to the core assumptions of classical political economic thought—

assumptions that she demonstrates to be deeply racialized. 

Cooper never explicitly names particular political economists as interlocutors. 

Seeing this dynamic in her writing therefore requires attention to what Vivian May 

describes as Cooper’s “interdisciplinary method and complex rhetorical strategies,” 

which allow her to simultaneously echo and critique dominant discourses.56 Indeed, 

these strategies are not simply the means of communication for Cooper, but a key part 

of her effort to emphasize “the prejudice and false universals within the very 

democratic premises she invokes in order to be heard.”57 Here, insights from the 

broader field of Africana studies within which Cooper has been a less marginal figure 

illuminate the ways in which such conceptual moves are made possible by her 

methodological approaches, which frequently involve playful reversals, parody, and 

satire.  

The reversals Cooper uses especially rely upon rhetorical strategies of “using 

parody and irony to vary her analytic voice,” frequently “miming the voice of the 

oppressor,” and, constructing “an intersubjective, dialogic relationship with her 

audience, an active pedagogical and methodological space of encounter.”58 Cooper, 

for example, often: 

…deploys rhetorical techniques commonly found in slave narratives (such as 
dissemblance or textual withholding) and tones in order to create textual and 

 
56 May, “Thinking from the Margins.” 
57 Ibid., 75, 77. 
58 Ibid., 76-77. 
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political space for her critiques and assertions. For instance, she often 
combines a seemingly conciliatory voice with a bitingly sarcastic one.59 

 
Doing so, she “simultaneously shifts “the terms regarding whose knowledge ‘counts’ 

and what should constitute an adequate means of proof.”60 As May argues, Cooper 

uses these approaches as she “shows how discursive and material forms of power 

work hand in hand to maintain inequality…and accentuates how multiplicity, 

difference, and reflexive forms of accountability are necessary for a more dialogic 

form of freedom to emerge.”61 For instance, Cooper frequently sets up a series of 

dichotomies only to later blur them, a move that she does by “employing such 

rhetorical strategies as repetition, anaphora, and anthypophora” in order to “redefine 

and redeploy” words.62 

These strategies all come into play in Cooper’s discussions of the political 

economic concepts of workmanship and material. Her response to John Locke’s 

thought on these two concepts is particularly extensive, though his influence is 

evident only in the language she uses to discuss these concepts, as she never mentions 

him by name. At first, Cooper echoes many of Locke’s considerations—that any 

theory of property rests upon moral foundations, that property ought to be used rather 

than something that can lay fallow, that people should be able to enjoy the products of 

their labor, and especially, that resources are to be held in common.63 She is 

 
59 Ibid., 21. 
60 May, “Writing the Self,” 23. 
61 May, “Thinking from the Margins,” 75. 
62 Fernheimer, “Arguing from Difference,” 292 and 303. 
63 Locke puts the latter point as follows: “The Earth, and all that is therein, is given to 
Men for the Support and Comfort of their being. And though all the Fruits it naturally 
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concerned, like Locke, about the future and thus not only adamant that labor is 

necessary before anything can be of use, but also that material should not be wasted.64 

However, the definition of material becomes the central problem for Cooper, 

as she replaces Locke’s abstract discussion of workmanship with a set of claims that 

are explicitly about the materiality of people. In Locke’s imagination, the world is full 

of resources, and people turn them into useable goods.65 For Cooper, people are the 

primary resource. She explains that, though “it would seem sometimes that it is labor 

that creates all value” it is imperative that we “see if there is a parallel rise of value in 

the material of which men are made.”66 Here, she identifies a slippage in economic 

uses of the concept of material, and then puts people firmly at the center of her own 

understanding of Locke’s theory of value in a way that opens up questions about the 

various means of improving upon human material.  

 
produces, and Beasts it feeds, belong to Mankind in common, as they are produced by 
the spontaneous hand of Nature; and no body has originally a private Dominion, 
exclusive of the rest of Mankind.” However, as he continues, “being given for the use 
of Men, there must of necessity be a means to appropriate them some way or other 
before they can be of any use.” John Locke, Two Treatises of Government 
(Cambridge University Press, 1960), 286. 
64 Cooper, “A Voice From the South,” 236. On the note about future anxiety, see: 
Emily Nacol, An Age of Risk: Politics and Economy in Early Modern Britain 
(Princeton University Press, 2016). 
65 Constantine George Caffentzis, Clipped Coins, Abused Words, and Civil 
Government: John Locke’s Philosophy of Money (Brooklyn NY: Autonomedia, 
1989). 
66 Cooper, “A Voice From the South,” 240-241. She even comments that the “second 
item of value” after material is typically assumed to be labor, but that labor is actually 
“the most important item.” 
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Cooper is not the only thinker to point out the hidden values, or relationships 

of dependency, in Locke’s theory of value.67 However, unlike other feminist readings 

of Locke, Cooper poses this problem as primarily a racialized one. Echoing Locke’s 

own questions about workmanship of the earth’s resources, she coyly asks, “what sort 

of workmanship are we putting on our raw material. What are we doing for 

education?”68 This potential slippage leads to an extended discussion of black 

participation in higher education, from which she concludes that enrollment numbers 

that were surprisingly high considering the numerous obstacles to educational access 

reflect “an attempt, to say the least, to do the best we can with our material.”69 She 

also makes the point more firmly in the statement that: 

Labor must be the solid foundation stone—the sine qua non of our material 
value; and the only effective preparation for success in this, as it seems to me, 
lies in the establishment of industrial and technical schools for teaching our 
colored youth trades.70 
 

In order for Locke’s labor theory of property to work, she demonstrates, we must treat 

humans as the primary resource to be cultivated. This argument is made in implicit 

contrast to Locke’s, whose argument treats humans as ahistorical and autonomous 

agents who turn acorns into plantations. Moreover, such a conclusion, she shows, 

necessitates investment in black education. 

 
67 Nancy J. Hirschmann and Kirstie M. McClure (eds.) Feminist Interpretations of 
John Locke (University Park PA: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2007). 
68 Cooper, “A Voice from the South,” 245. 
69 Ibid., 246. 
70 Ibid., 261. 
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In a similarly-motivated description of the dramatic disparity between white 

and black District of Columbia residents in nutrition and mortality, Cooper concludes 

that the relative suffering of black people “unquestionably represents a most wanton 

and flagrant waste of valuable material.”71 As labor is the foundation or “the sine qua 

non of our material value,’ she argues, it must be used to maximize the potential of 

black livelihood.72 Here she builds on Locke’s argument by extending it to include 

human beings as a type of material upon which other people work, rather than 

treating people as the products of God’s workmanship. She argues, for instance, that 

“the individual is responsible…not for what he has not, but for what he has; and the 

vital part for us after all depends on the use we make of our material.” There are, she 

finds, “no flaws in this first element of value, material.”73 Here, she takes Locke’s 

central tenets at face value. Her issue is not with his concepts of material and 

workmanship, but with the limitations of the imagination of equality embedded 

within his utopic, and also ahistorical state of nature.74 

Cooper consequently validates measurements of human worth on the basis of 

material property—however, the affirmation comes with an important complication. 

This response to Locke can be seen most acutely in Cooper’s inversion of what James 

 
71 Ibid., 261. Emphasis in original. 
72 Ibid. 
73 Ibid., 240. Emphasis in original. 
74 On the point about the ahistorical quality to this image see Vanita Seth, Europe's 
Indians: Producing Racial Difference, 1500–1900 (Durham NC: Duke University 
Press, 2010). 
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Tully characterizes as Locke’s discussion of appropriation.75 “In estimating the value 

of our material,” she argues, it is “plain that we must look into the deeds of our 

estates.”76 In an example of primogeniture gone awry, she pointedly describes landed 

property as leaving one “chained.” First, she points out the peculiar ways in which the 

English “system of entail by which a lot of land was fixed to a family and its posterity 

forever” renders “an heir coming into an estate…often poorer than if he had no 

inheritance.” This is because, she argues, some land simply cannot be developed, and 

is thus doomed to “barrenness and squalidness,” not to mention “poverty and 

degradation.”77 Here, Cooper is affirming Locke’s own critique of hereditary 

property.  

However, Cooper also finds fault with his rosy imagination of a world in 

which natural resources could be free for anyone’s appropriation. The problem, for 

her, evident in her careful deployment of the image of being left “chained” to land, is 

that black Americans have, like land, also been constituted as property, and human 

development thus assessed in the same way as the land that he describes. This is a 

dynamic that she locates both historically, and in Locke’s own theoretical 

formulations. Having referenced the former status of black Americans as property, 

she inverts Locke’s argument about workmanship in order to show how it slides 

seamlessly from a discussion of agricultural growth to one of humans as property.  

 
75 James Tully, A Discourse on Property: John Locke and his Adversaries 
(Cambridge University Press, 1980). 
76 Cooper, “A Voice From the South,” 238. 
77 Ibid., 236. 
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Unsurprisingly, Cooper makes a similar analytic move to expose the blind 

spots in Adam Smith’s discussions of utility. Smith’s efforts to reconcile his moral 

philosophy and his opposition to mercantilism with his effort to provide empirical 

foundations for a scientific account of consumption were very much informed by 

Locke’s labor theory of value. Moreover, his notorious efforts to sweep the political 

nature of value under the rug in his infamous defense of the price system make him a 

perfect target for Cooper.78  

Drawing from Hume, Smith defines utility in Theory of Moral Sentiments as 

the “fitness of any system or machine to produce the end for which it was intended.” 

He then applies this logic in an extended complaint about the purchase of luxury 

watches: 

A watch… that falls behind above two minutes in a day, is despised by one 
curious in watches…the sole use of watches however, is to tell us what 
o'clock it is, and to hinder us from breaking any engagement, or suffering any 
other inconveniency by our ignorance in that particular point.79 
 

Watches, he is telling us, are designed to tell time. Utility, the efficacy of an object to 

propel you towards some end that you value, is therefore something that he would 

reasonably expect to be derived from the ability of a watch to meet that purpose—to 

tell time well. However, in his critique of “frivolous” consumption, he admits a 

 
78 For critical discussions of Smith’s theory of the price system, see Hill and Montag, 
“The Other Adam Smith”; Emma Rothschild, “Adam Smith and Conservative 
Economics,” The Economic History Review 45, no. 1 (1992); and David Winch, 
Adam Smith’s Politics: An Essay in Historiographic Revision (Cambridge University 
Press 1978).  
79 Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments (Cambridge University Press, 2002), 
IV.i.1-3. 
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problem: the people who buy expensive watches are not necessarily any more prone 

to arrive on time! As he continues: 

But the person so nice with regard to this machine, will not always be found 
either more scrupulously punctual than other men, or more anxiously 
concerned upon any other account, to know precisely what time of day it is. 
What interests him is not so much the attainment of this piece of knowledge, 
as the perfection of the machine which serves to attain it.80 

 
At first glance, there does not appear to be an obvious racial oversight in such a 
statement. 

 
However, Cooper’s response is to echo Smith’s discussion of the watch, but to make 

explicit the judgments hidden in his own use of this image.  

Rather than use the image of the watch to try to pin down a universal way of 

estimating value, Cooper makes it clear that present in any such discussion are the 

lives of the people who are inadvertently assessed. She writes: 

Men are not very unlike watches. We might estimate first the cost of 
material—is it gold or silver or alloy, solid or plated, jewelled or sham paste. 
Settle the relative value of your raw material, and next you want to calculate 
how much this value has been enhanced by labor…then the utility and beauty 
of the product and its adaptability to the end and purpose of its manufacture.81 
 

This satirical treatment raises questions that Smith only alludes to, and that 

demonstrate the complications to finding a common, let alone a neutral, means of 

assessing human value—whether it be worth, material, utility, or something else 

entirely. Cooper presents a litany of questions that mock all possible accounts of the 

watch’s utility ranging from, “does it meet a want” to, “does it keep good time?” 

Here, she references Smith’s discussion, but also identifies a direct connection 

 
80 Ibid. 
81 Cooper, “A Voice from the South,” 233. Emphasis added. 
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between claims about consumption habits and judgments about people.82 Utility, 

Cooper shows, is much more political than Smith’s analysis of the watch suggests, 

and this becomes apparent as soon as we realize that political economic discourse 

also has a nasty habit of assessing people as if we too are objects.  

This dimension of her argument comes through most clearly in a pointed 

critique of extravagant spending that in many ways echoes Smith’s own commitment 

to prudence and parsimony.83 Cooper argues, for instance, that “the love of lavish 

expenditure and costly display” comes from a “laxness of morals.” She concludes that 

“a man living on his earnings should eschew luxuries, if he wishes to produce wealth’ 

because “luxuries deteriorate manhood, they impoverish and destroy the most 

precious commodity we can offer the world.”84 Though Smith’s own discussion of 

luxurious consumption in some ways follows Bernard Mandeville in treating 

ambition and display as necessary evils that propel positive societal effects,85 he is 

 
82 Ibid., 234. 
83 Ibid. The reference to the connection between consumption, growth, and Smith’s 
trouble with time is not made in passing. Cooper talks too of value “wasted” through 
circumstance, and of letting human worth “grow” in a variety of gardening 
metaphors. Ibid., 258. This is a striking response to Malthusian discourses about the 
limits to growth—which were themselves deeply connected to anxieties about the 
value of particular populations. Catherine Gallagher, “The Body Versus the Social 
Body in the Works of Thomas Malthus and Henry Mayhew” Representations no. 14 
(1986). In this way, Cooper’s thinking has also been characterized as Aristotelian 
both in its emphasis on humans as always “evolving, perfecting, and maturing” and 
because of her focus on the importance of shifting value discourses from “having to 
doing.” Wayne White, “One and All,” 97 and Cusick, “Anna Julia Cooper,” 35. 
84 Cooper, “A Voice From the South,” 240, 273. 
85 Istvan Hont and Michael Ignatieff, “Needs and Justice in the Wealth of Nations” in 
Istvan Hont and Michael Ignatieff (eds.) Wealth and Virtue: The Shaping of Political 
Economy in the Scottish Enlightenment (New York NY: Cambridge University Press, 
1983). 
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ultimately very wary about the dangers of extravagant expenditure.86 In this way, his 

and Cooper’s arguments share some common ground. 

However, Cooper shows that a more vital concern than consumption is 

distribution. To illustrate this point, Cooper provides an imagined scenario in which a 

black man is asked to respond to a question about his productivity: “What do you 

give—are you adding something each year to the world’s stored up capital?” In her 

scenario, the man replies: 

I give back all. I am even now living on the prospects of next year’s income. I 
give my labor at accommodation rates, and forthwith reconvert my wages into 
the general circulation. Funds, somehow, don’t seem to stick to me. I have no 
talents, or smaller coins either, hid in a napkin.87 
 

As Cooper shows, there are serious limitations to a logic of economism in which this 

man’s labor is not commensurate with the value he gets in returns. Like Smith’s 

watch, the value of this material is carefully measured—however in his case, it is 

measured by others in a way that is entirely inaccurate. There is an explanation for 

this error. “They tell us,” Cooper explains, “that the waste of material is greater in 

making colored men and women than in the case of others.”88 The implication in her 

use of the pronoun “they” is that racists refuse to acknowledge the productivity of 

black labor. 

 
86 Dean Mathiowetz, “Feeling Luxury: Invidious Political Pleasures and the Sense of 
Touch,” Theory & Event 13, no. 4 (2010). 
87 Cooper, “A Voice From the South,” 272. Emphasis in original. 
88 Ibid., 247. 
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Cooper’s project is therefore twofold. She challenges economic discourses 

that think in terms of supply and demand and “absolute and inherent value.”89 Yet in 

asking with feigned naïveté, “have I a margin on the side of consumption for surplus 

production?” she ultimately finds the problem to be less with the concepts deployed 

by political economic discourse than with their application. “It is only they who 

produce more than they consume,” she argues, “that the world owes, or even 

acknowledges as having any practical value.”90 If we must look to the price system 

for guidance, she therefore suggests, let us at least do so rigorously. Indeed, if such a 

project were done in good faith, she shows, black people would be considered 

incredibly valuable. As she shows, they produce more than they consume. This is a 

fundamental point of distinction that she holds on to, as much as she also troubles a 

strictly cost-benefit analysis of value. 

Cooper’s ambivalence about the logic of bank accounts and balance sheets is 

also evident in her political arguments for active investment in black labor. Indeed, 

Cooper does not find investment in black labor to be an entirely satisfying solution to 

the problems she identifies, but she nevertheless sees it as an essential stopgap 

measure for the ongoing waste of black material that she sees. As she writes:  

Our labor interests lie at the foundation of our material prosperity. The growth 
of the colored man in this country must for a long time yet be estimated on his 
value and productiveness as a laborer.91 
 

 
89 Ibid., 36-7, 58, and 65. 
90 Ibid., 265-266. 
91 Ibid., 257. 
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Though these lines on the surface affirm her earlier points about workmanship, 

particularly in her argument that labor is ‘the foundation’ of prosperity, her point that 

this must be done for “a long time yet” casts this effort as an important ameliorative 

measure, rather than an intrinsic good. This perspective is also evident in her 

argument that: 

With most of us, however, the material, such as it is, has already been 
delivered. The working of it up is also well under way…now can the world 
use it? Is there a demand for it, does it perform the functions for which it was 
made, and is its usefulness greater than the costs of its production? Does it pay 
expenses and have anything left over…the world in putting these crucial 
questions to men and women, or to races and nations, classifies them under 
two heads—as consumers or producers.92 
 

That the world classifies humans in such reductive role as “consumers or producers” 

is a trend that Cooper has serious misgivings about. However, evident in her 

comment that the material has “already been delivered” is the fact that histories of 

enslavement have made certain that this is the only viable option. 

However, unlike in Smith’s image of the watch, no careful considerations of 

the function or purpose of this material can remedy this situation. Smith’s writings 

about the various considerations that go into utility estimations, in fact, are willfully 

blind to this problem, because they contain their own prejudices. As Dean 

Mathiowetz shows, Smith’s discussions of utility were deeply classist—he attributed 

the greatest dangers of luxury not to its extravagance, but to the potential that rich 

men might spend money on servants, thus leaving capital immobile in “unproductive 

 
92 Ibid., 263-264. 
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hands.”93 It is no coincidence that Smith’s image of the servant as “unproductive” is 

echoed in Cooper’s example of the poor black man who is not recognized for his 

contributions and hence not reimbursed for his extensive labor. As Cooper points out, 

any delineation of value also draws a line, and most often, a “color line.”94 Whenever 

black productivity is inaccurately estimated and under-rewarded, she shows, no 

abstract theory of the origins of prices can remedy this situation—as such theories are 

built on racial exclusions.  

Cooper and the Historicity of Matter 

This evidence of racial exclusion is the critical point of departure from which 

Cooper’s own labor theory of value emerges. Like Marx’s, it is concerned with the 

historicity of present relations of production. Her own effort, however, is a focused 

exposition of the various ways that racial prejudice is tangled with the incentive 

structures and ideological practices of capitalist production, such that people are 

assessed a value that has little to do with their potential. This dimension to her 

argument becomes evident in her efforts to put her understanding of the labor theory 

of value in historical context.  

Labor plays a complicated role for Cooper, coming in to her analysis as both 

the means and the ends to value production. This perspective is evident in her 

comment that “the fundamental item” is “the question of material” and in her 

subsequent discussion of “the refining and enhancement of that material through 

 
93 Mathiowetz, “Feeling Luxury,” 12. 
94 Cooper, “A Voice From the South,” 269. 
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labor.95 In other words, humans are both the original material and the laborers who 

enhance that material. However, unlike Locke and Smith, Cooper does not imagine 

material as ever existing in a “pure” state prior to the labor conducted on it. As she 

puts it, we “all concede that no individual character receives its raw material newly 

created and independent of the rock from whence it was hewn.”96 She then elaborates: 

the materials that go to make the man, the probabilities of his character and 
activities, the conditions and circumstances of his growth, and his quantum of 
resistance and mastery are the resultant of forces which have been 
accumulating and gathering momentum for generations.97 

 
The cultivation of human material, she shows, is a multi-generational process. When 

discussing human worth, he argues, we cannot simply account for the worth of 

original material and then add the costs of production that go into it, simply because 

the production process is part of the story of the original worth of the material.  

Instead, she explains, we must think historically. She writes: “rightly to 

estimate our material, then, it is necessary to go back of the twenty or thirty years 

during which we have been in possession, and find out the nature of the soil in which 

it has been forming and growing.”98 Because we do not all start out with the same 

 
95 Ibid., 234. Cooper, according to Cusick, “does something very interesting and 
important in valuing labor. She uses the term “labor” in two ways: first, as the general 
working of raw material, and second as the more specific term for a job that is 
manual. Making use of this double entendre, Cooper demands a revaluation of 
manual labor in spite of its connections to slavery.” Cusick, “Anna Julia Cooper,” 33. 
96 Cooper, “A Voice From the South,” 234. 
97 Ibid., 235. That this point bears an unmistakable resemblance to Marx’s discussion 
of the objectification of the worker and the process of estrangement in his Economic 
and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844 is certainly no accident. Karl Marx, “Economic 
and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844” in The Marx-Engels Reader 2nd Edition edited 
by Robert C Tucker (W.W. Norton & Company, Inc. 1978), 72. 
98 Cooper, “A Voice From the South,” 236. 
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amount of value bestowed to our raw material, she shows, we must assess our 

property but also its “history.”99 In this statement she shows that we need to account 

for histories of resource distribution as an integral part of thinking about the value of 

any particular form of human material. She is aware that this is not the dominant 

image of human potential. Indeed, she insists: 

Happier were it for him if he could begin life with nothing—an isolated but 
free man with no capital but his possibilities, with no past and no pedigree. 
And so it often is with men. These bodies of ours often come to us mortgaged 
to their full value by the extravagance, self-indulgence, sensuality of some 
ancestor.100 
 

Though she admits that the image of material free of history, as in Locke’s utopic 

state of nature, is compelling, the unfortunate reality of ancestry for human material 

makes this vision faulty. This is why she insists, as Marx does, that any measure of 

human worth that effectively accounts for history therefore cannot afford an image of 

a rational, solitary individual (upon which economism depends) that has any 

grounding.  

Cooper’s alternative is an historically grounded theory of value that positions 

racial prejudices rather than exchange at the center. Regarding black people, she 

shows, value measurements have been conducted incorrectly.101 Beginning with an 

 
99 Ibid., 238. 
100 Ibid., 236-237. 
101 Lewis Gordon reads Cooper’s discussion as “an efficiency theory of human 
worth,” in which we measure people’s achievements against their potential with 
adjustments made for their differential situations and constraints. He suggests that this 
is the basis for some of her feminist arguments, which point out that women have 
more work to do than men, since they produce children, and must therefore be 
assessed with that disparity in mind. Gordon, “Anna Julia Cooper,” 72. Many of 
Cooper’s comments comport with this conclusion. For instance, her suggestion that 
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assessment of the “raw material,” she claims that “certainly the original timber as it 

came from the African forests was good enough... whatever may be said of its beauty, 

then, the black side of the stream with us is pretty pure, and has no cause to blush for 

its honesty and integrity.” However, she argues, this soon changed with the advent of 

chattel slavery, as “the infusions of white blood that have come in many instances to 

the black race in this country,” she glibly puts it in a reversal of anti-miscegenation 

talk, “are not the best that race afforded.”102 Obviously, “not the very best” here is a 

much milder version of what she truly has in mind, particularly since she is writing in 

the immediate aftermath of slavery, and would likely have rapes of black women by 

their slave masters in mind.103  

She continues from this point with the comment that “if anything further is 

needed to account for racial irregularities—the warping and shrinking, the knotting 

and cracking of the sturdy old timber, the two hundred and fifty years of training here 

are quite sufficient to explain all.” “There is no doubt,” she continues, “that the past 

two hundred and fifty years of working up the material we now inherit has 

 
“a man is to be praised primarily not for having inherited fine tools and faultless 
materials but for making the most of the stuff he has, and doing his best in spite of 
disadvantages and poor material” employs this efficiency theory of value quite 
directly. Cooper, “A Voice from the South,” 240. However, Cooper’s point also goes 
beyond this effort, as one focused not only on determining the exact means and 
outcomes of measuring human worth on an individual level, but also on displaying 
the idiosyncrasies involved in even thinking in such terms. As she shows, the ship of 
value has already sailed, and these judgements already long ago been made. 
102 Cooper, A Voice From the South,” 238. 
103 Here it is worth noting that Cooper’s father was a slaveowner, so it might very 
well be his “self-indulgence” that she has in mind when she writes that ancestry 
delivers our bodies already fully mortgaged. 
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depreciated rather than enhanced its value.”104 Here she suggests that the erosion of 

black material through multigenerational experiences of chattel slavery is more than 

enough to account for present racial disparities.  

Notably, those who put the most work into human material are black women. 

Returning to Cooper’s story of the newborn child who is worth, “unsentimentally and 

honestly,” very little, the gendered dimension of this history starts to emerge. Cooper 

importantly notes that it is the “infatuated mother” who values him, and that this 

valuation is not merely sentimental—it extends to actual labor and toil on her part. 

She remarks: 

How anxiously does she hang over the lumpish little organism to catch the first 
awakening of a soul. And when the chubby little hands begin to swing 
consciously before the snapping eyes, and the great toe is caught and tugged 
towards the open mouth, when the little pink fists for the first time linger 
caressingly on her cheek and breast, and when the wide open eyes say distinctly 
“I know you, I love you,”—how she strains him to her bosom as her whole soul 
goes out to this newly found intelligence.105 
 

Here, Cooper describes the emotional and physical labor that the mother undertakes 

in order to keep this child alive, but also, and perhaps more importantly, to help him 

store up capital. Cooper elaborates: 

It is labor, development, training, careful, patient, painful, diligent toil took that 
must span the gulf between this vegetating life germ (now worth nothing but 
toil and care and trouble, and living purely at the expense of another)…it is a 
heavy investment, requires a large outlay of money on long time and large risk, 
no end of labor, skill, pains.106 
 

 
104 Ibid., 239-240. 
105 Ibid., 243 
106 Ibid., 244 
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In other words, when Cooper discusses the ways we invest in other people—she is 

thinking of that investment as material, and as built upon the invisible labor of 

women. For Cooper, historical disparities are evident not only in the racialized 

investments made in human material, but also in the gendered distribution of labor 

involved in working on said material. 

 However, she argues, it is black women’s labor that most consistently goes 

unacknowledged. Indeed, the exclusion of black women from efforts to correct these 

disparities is a broader concern that animates Cooper’s writing. For instance, in the 

opening pages of the book, she details an array of problems that affect women around 

the world differently according to race, class, and national origin before turning to the 

feminist issues that she sees as quintessentially American.107 She then decries the 

unequal footing of women in society as tantamount to the lack of progress in society 

as a whole, while critiquing the double standards of feminist movements and the 

unequal application of Christian virtues and moral codes. She ultimately argues that 

no issue is more vital to the modern American polity than the liberation of black 

women from invisible experiences of discrimination.108 In this way, Cooper’s own 

approach to the labor theory of value is less concerned with articulating universal 

foundations of political economy, and more focused on exposing the ways that black 

Americans, and particularly black women, have been systemically undervalued.  

 
107 Ibid., 12. 
108 Ibid., 14, 21, 27, 33, and 91. 
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From this perspective, some of Cooper’s seemingly contradictory arguments 

can be understood as efforts at engaging rather than discarding racialized discourses 

of value, with the distinct goal of improving the lives of black women. Warning that 

value is something that is “acknowledged” and showing that for black people it in fact 

most often goes unacknowledged, she also takes political economy’s implicit project 

of identifying sources of intrinsic value very seriously.109 For instance, Cooper 

discusses how limited ways of conceptualizing economic growth have resulted in a 

devaluation of black “creativity, and potential productivity.”110 Writing about the 

importance of art, she writes that “there are other hungerings in man besides the 

eternal all-subduing hungering of his despotic stomach.”111 Here, Cooper uses her 

discussions of the limitations of narrowly construed economic growth, as a 

convenient way in to further remarks on the extraordinary, but underacknowledged 

accomplishments of black women. Giving examples of famous artists, she describes 

the work of Phillis Wheatley, and of Edmonia Lewis, “the colored sculptress,” and 

places them in the same company as “the Shakespeares and Miltons, the Newtons, 

Galileos and Darwins”112 in order to demonstrate the extent of their hidden 

contributions. 

Cooper’s writing thus makes it abundantly clear that the standard means of 

account are limited in their ability to capture the most important dimensions of the 

 
109 Ibid., 285. 
110 Carol Wayne White, “One and All: Anna Julia Cooper’s Romantic Feminist 
Vision,” Philosophia Africana 12, no. 1 (2009), 96 and 88. 
111 Cooper, “A Voice From the South,” 257. 
112 Ibid., 274-276. 
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human experience. Yet taking up these terms of debate, she shows us, is vital to any 

project of effectively revaluing black life in the present. She therefore argues for 

economic investment in black people and advocates for labor unionization.113 As she 

comments, “work must first create wealth, and wealth leisure, before the 

untrammeled intellect of the Negro, or any other race, can truly vindicate its 

capacities.”114 Cooper aims to revalue the contributions of black people while 

simultaneously rejecting discourses that seek to quantify production in this way – a 

double move that is evident in her argument that work and wealth must be generated 

before intellectual capacities can be vindicated.  

Navigating the Valences of Value 

Even though her essay is titled “What Are We Worth?” Cooper ultimately 

plays with the connections between racial equality and liberal narratives about 

progress, growth, and development more than she engages in a genuine project of 

accounting for the value of humans on the market through economistic means. Yet 

she is also critical of alternatives to economism and sees moral discourses of value as 

being just as driven by prejudice. In her response to canonical political economic 

thought, she brings her argument full circle. Like the subjects she is describing, she is 

merely working with the material (in this case, a history of political economic 

thought) that she has been given. However, absent the influence of such discourses, 

she shows, value would and should be considered in very different terms. Cooper’s 

 
113 Ibid., 251-252, 256-257. 
114 Ibid., 261. 
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seemingly contradictory statements can therefore be read as responding to political 

economic discourses about value from within a particular and pre-existing political 

economy of value. 

Cooper’s intervention shows the ways that both discourses of value as they 

come together in the context of American politics are complicit in racialized 

valuation. Yet even as values feed a culture of racialized discrimination, Cooper 

shows, revaluing black life requires engagement with rather than disavowal of 

existing discourses of valuation. In this way, Cooper’s perspective on political 

economic discourse is ultimately ambivalent. She shows classical political economic 

thought to have been actively involved in a patterned devaluation of black women. As 

she demonstrates, this devaluation is not based in incidental neglect, but in structural 

exclusion. Her overall project is therefore to demonstrate the pervasion of racialized 

exploitation in political economic discourse, identifiable even in the key concepts and 

language produced by the classical canon. However, Cooper herself does not cast 

aside these concepts. Instead, she actually treats their inheritance as an opportunity 

for reversing their pernicious effects—as she shows, some of the core assumptions of 

political economic thought also present useful tools for intervening in and challenging 

contemporary racial disparities.  

 As Cooper exposes both economic and moral systems of valuation as failing 

to resolve systems of exploitation and oppression, her work anticipates a variety of 

uncomfortable convergences between these discourses and racial discrimination in 

the form of workfare, insurance premiums, redlining, and mortgage predation. She 
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demonstrates the naïveté of seeking to prioritize one logic, such as in the argument 

that markets be treated as impartial, or conversely, in claims that capitalism simply be 

replaced by humanistic concerns. Cooper’s account of these things reveals that value 

is always political rather than abstract. In showing both logics to be inadequate in 

valuing black life, she demonstrates the limitations of providing technical solutions—

whether moral or economic—to political problems. As she shows, political 

contestation precedes, or always expresses itself through economic or moral logics. 

Any decision about what is expedient, right, or just is therefore always a judgment 

about who is appropriately involved in such a decision. 

Cooper takes this approach because she is trying to cultivate and amplify the 

voices of black women as she highlights the importance of foregrounding their voices 

in the movement for racial equality. Yet today, her efforts can help with thinking 

about the relationship between the material and moral dimensions of matter and 

mattering. The Black Lives Matter movement’s claim that “black lives matter” 

highlights the importance of both economic and moral value discourses in 

renegotiating the boundaries of citizenship and personhood. This movement’s 

mobilizing slogan, viewed from the vantage point that Cooper offers, can therefore be 

seen as a way of putting value discourse at the forefront of politics, while unsettling 

and challenging its historically particular valences.  

Conclusion 

The Black Lives Matter movement invites a reinvestigation of the role of 

value in political discourse in their use of this concept to foreground the precarious 
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position of black life. Developed by activists demanding an end to decades of 

systematic anti-black oppression, and with the movement’s dramatic growth due to 

the recent visibility of targeted police brutality and careless vigilante violence, the 

movement argues that “Black Lives Matter” because the value of these lives has 

consistently been denied.115 As movement co-founder Alicia Garza puts it:  

We’ve said from the very beginning Black Lives Matter is a network, and also 
as a broad set of individuals, is an organization moving to transform the way 
our society values black lives.116 
 

Or, as co-founder Patrisse Cullors explains: 

This is a much broader conversation and the conversation around state 
violence isn’t just about the act of murdering a black person, but rather how 
this country, at every level of government, at every moment, has devalued 
black lives, whether that’s by putting black folks in ghettos, defunding our 
school systems, over-policing our communities. 

 
“I think the hashtag #BlackLivesMatter,” she continues, “was about trying to heal 

from my own grief as a black person and my life and other black people’s lives 

 
115 Liz Pleasant, “Meet the Woman Behind #BlackLivesMatter – The Hashtag That 
Became a Civil Rights Movement,” YES! Magazine, May 1, 2015. This point is 
congruent with Judith Butler’s argument that “each of us is constituted politically in 
part by virtue of the social vulnerability of our bodies” by which she means that being 
devalued constitutes a certain way of holding value in society. Or as she puts it: “I am 
referring not only to humans not regarded as humans, and thus to a restrictive 
conception of the human that is based upon their exclusion…if violence is done 
against those who are unreal, then, from the perspective of violence, it fails to injure 
or negate those lives since those lives are already negated.” Judith Butler, Precarious 
Life: The Powers of Mourning and Violence (New York NY: Verso, 2004), 20 and 
33. 
116 Racahell Davis, “Black Lives Matter Co-Founder Alicia Garza Talks Philando 
Castile, Alton Sterling and How You Can Get Involved in Fighting Injustice” 
Essence, July 8, 2016, http://www.essence.com/2016/07/08/black-lives-matter-co-
founder-alicia-garza-philando-castile-alton-sterling. Emphasis mine. 
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constantly being devalued.”117 The movement argues that society has systemically 

devalued black lives through targeted exploitation and violence, legal and political 

neglect, and a lack of media and political attention.118 Its response is to attempt to 

return attention to both black lives and black livelihood by promoting the value of 

ignored past and present achievements of black people and mourning the lost value of 

lives taken by anti-black violence.  

But Black Lives Matter activists importantly frame their problem as one of 

maintaining a delicate balance between two very different logics of value, and in a 

way that calls attention to the ways that they have been complementarily disposed to 

the devaluation of black life. On the one hand, the movement champions “a wide-

reaching and in-depth platform” listing concrete economic demands, including 

reparations.119 They do not wish to merely assert that black lives matter, but to 

 
117 Corinne Gaston, “On Black Lives Matter: An Interview With Patrisse Cullors” 
Neon Tommy: Annenberg Media Center, January 7, 2015, 
http://www.neontommy.com/news/2015/01/black-lives-matter-interview-patrisse-
cullors. Emphasis mine. 
118 Alicia Garza, “A Herstory of the #BlackLivesMatter Movement” 
October 7, 2014. http://www.thefeministwire.com/2014/10/blacklivesmatter-2/. 
119 According to The Atlantic:  

The “Vision 4 Black Lives,” as the platform has been known on social media, 
lays out six core planks around criminal justice, reparations, investment and 
divestment, economic justice, community control, and political power. Some 
of these items, including the criminal-justice components of the platform’s 
demands to “end the war on black people,” are likely familiar to anyone who 
has followed the development of Black Lives Matter. But other ideas, 
including demands to add special protections for trans, queer, and gender-
nonconforming people to anti-discrimination laws, a call for free education for 
black people, and a proposal to implement black economic cooperatives, 
haven’t previously been spelled out quite this clearly. The demands are 
certainly controversial, but they are clearly the result of considered and 
methodical decision-making. 
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remedy a desperate situation in which they do not, and they recognize that doing so 

requires a redistribution of economic resources. For instance, Garza explains that, 

during a survey she conducted, “over 60 percent of black domestic workers that we 

talked to said that they didn’t have food in the last month. Many are also spending 

way more of their income than they should on rent or mortgage.” Garza’s statement 

on racialized income disparities makes it clear that a key part of the aim of the Black 

Lives Matter movement is to reclaim material resources for black people.120 But 

activists are equally firm that being actively engaged in a project of revaluing must go 

beyond redressing economic injuries, which they make clear through frequent 

condemnations of capitalism and economism.121 Here is an apparent contradiction—

the Movement for Black Lives’ platform specifically calls for material resources in 

the form of reinvestment and empowerment, even as they argue for a set of values 

which is not evaluated in material resources.122 However, the contradiction is only 

visible from the vantage point of a particular vision of politics, one which assumes 

material and aspirational life can be cleanly divided. 

 
Vann R. Newkirk II, “The Permanence of Black Lives Matter,” The Atlantic, August 
3, 2016. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/08/movement-black-lives-
platform/494309/. See also Martha Biondi, “The Radicalism of Black Lives Matter,” 
In These Times, August 15, 2016. http://inthesetimes.com/features/black-lives-matter-
history-police-brutality.html. 
120 Alicia Garza and Mychal Denzel Smith, “A Q&A With Alicia Garza, Co-Founder 
of #BlackLivesMatter,” March 24, 2015. https://www.thenation.com/article/qa-alicia-
garza-co-founder-blacklivesmatter/. 
121 “In Honor of Our Dead: Latinx, Queer, Trans, Muslim, Black — We Will Be 
Free,” http://blacklivesmatter.com/in-honor-of-our-dead-queer-trans-muslim-black-
we-will-be-free/.  
122 Movement for Black Lives “Platform.” https://policy.m4bl.org/platform/. 
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Black Lives Matter activists, in their claim that black lives matter, foreground 

the intrinsic importance of black life as a moral priority. Yet they also make specific 

demands to set a firm baseline of material resources necessary for survival. Campaign 

Zero’s list of objectives, for instance, provides a detailed accounting of the material 

resources necessary for black people to survive police encounters—including body 

cameras, the use of mental health professionals for crisis response, independent 

investigative and prosecutor bodies, and funding for these and many other policies 

and judicial reforms across multiple levels of governance.123 Black Youth Project 100 

“calls for defunding police departments, but it also calls on the state to ‘fund Black 

futures’ by investing in education, healthcare, job creation and other vital needs in 

Black communities.”124 The ways that value discourses are deeply connected to a 

politics of claiming and enacting particular needs is a critical component of their 

activism. Here, needs are not only foregrounded, but itemized. 

At the same time, these demands emerge from a long deliberative process 

between the numerous activists that make up the movement, making it clear that 

collective decision-making is not only the method but the end goal. For instance, the 

Movement for Black Lives lists the acquisition of “political power” and “community 

control” as key priorities in its platform alongside “reparations and targeted long-term 

investments.”125 The movement, by linking demands for safety in their communities 

 
123 Campaign Zero “Solutions.” 
https://www.joincampaignzero.org/solutions/#contracts.  
124 Biondi, “The Radicalism of Black Lives Matter.” 
125 Movement for Black Lives “Platform.” https://policy.m4bl.org/platform/. 
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and ownership thereof, and in their use of protests which culminate in the celebration 

of life and joy in public spaces, establishes a valuation of deliberation and public 

life.126 In this way, they move the criteria for identifying value itself from 

econometrics or moral reasoning to democratic discourse, and thus not solely to 

political values, but democratic ones. 

  

 
126 The Anti Police-Terror Project, an Oakland-based Black Lives Matter affiliate, for 
instance, conducted a protest in which chants were made about reclaiming local 
streets with a barbecue in a park located in the center of the city. Western Regional 
Advocacy Project, “Recap of MLK JR. Days of Action 2017 BY WRAP Members, 
Allies & Friends!!!!” http://wraphome.org/2017/01/24/recap-mlk-jr-days-action-
2017-wrap-members-allies-friends/ 
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Michael Warner and the Values of Public Sexual Culture 
 

Chapter 5 
 

 
Introduction 

Throughout this dissertation I have argued that although value is typically 

understood either in economic terms, or as moral/ethical, we need to think about 

value foremost, and even primarily, as political. In this chapter, I will discuss a 

tension in value discourses between material and aspirational life, and address the 

ways this tension enables political thinkers to mobilize the language of value and 

values to define a citizenry, or body politic. My ultimate argument is that the 

language of value and values enable very different representations of human 

relationships to the material world. In this chapter, I show that these representations 

are present not only in debates about racial identity, but also about queer politics, and 

show that they pertain to how we imagine and have normalized particular boundaries 

around the essential activities of citizenship. 

To make this argument, I look at how the relationships between different 

valences of value play out in the terrain of queer activism. I do so by looking at 

Michael Warner’s discussions of the importance of revaluing queer life in his writing 

on late-twentieth-century New York City zoning policy in his The Trouble with 

Normal: Sex, Politics, and the Ethics of Queer Life [1999]. In this text, Warner argues 

that queer communities should refocus activism from gay marriage to claiming and 

transforming public space and promoting cultures of sex positivity. This argument is 

useful for my larger investigation of value discourses, as I will show, because it also 
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relied on a contradictory imagination of citizenship as based both in ongoing 

contestation over economic resources and in a practice of aspirational thinking about 

alternative ways that economic resources could be produced and distributed. Warner, 

I will show, wrote about the oppressive politics of normalization and homogeneity. 

While doing so, he implicitly drew from value discourse—and at times he adhered to 

a strict understanding of value as material, and at others treated it as aspirational. As I 

will show, this equivocation leads Warner to make a claim about citizenship that both 

opens up possibilities for transforming American sexual culture and challenges queer 

activists to think carefully about which queer communities should be prioritized.  

My argument in what follows thus has three parts. First, I outline Michael 

Warner’s theorizing on the politics of gay marriage and public sexual culture and its 

relevance to present-day queer activism. I then argue that his writing brings to the 

surface the tensions within the value discourses that I have drawn out. Next, I argue 

that the tension between value discourses has at stake who counts as a citizen and 

what counts as citizen activity.  

Warner and the Trouble with Normalization 

Michael Warner, a Yale University professor of English literature and a queer 

theorist, is best known for his writings on the politics of sexual shame and gay 

marriage. In his The Trouble with Normal: Sex, Politics, and the Ethics of Queer Life 

[1999], Warner outlines a radical critique of the movement for gay marriage, arguing 

that attaining access to this exclusive institution abandons the politics of sexual 

freedom in favor of a politics of normalization. Validating an intrinsically exclusive 
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institution, he shows, comes at the expense of actual queerness, and also enacts 

further discrimination against the most marginalized queer communities. The 

majority of the book is thus framed as an argument against the agenda of attaining 

rights to marriage—and for a way of valuing queer life and livelihoods that does not 

homogenize identity.  

Warner was writing at the turn of the twenty-first century to urge an 

alternative agenda for gay and lesbian advocacy—namely, one that avoided the 

homogenizing tendency that he saw in the fight for same-sex marriage. In the wake of 

the United States Supreme Court ruling in favor of the right to marry for same-sex 

couples in its landmark 2015 decision Obergefell vs. Hodges, his argument against 

investment in the same-sex marriage fight is outdated; yet Warner’s broader points 

about the ways that fights for rights and inclusion can still contribute to normalization 

and shame should not be forgotten. Some of the issues that Warner identifies, like 

sexual health and safety, continue to be significant challenges for gay communities. 

Other struggles, such as ongoing activism to create trans* and non-binary inclusive 

norms as well as efforts to address issues like bisexual invisibility and asexual 

infantilization, all have at stake achieving success in fights for legal protections in 

schools, workplaces, and other public places without contributing to a politics of 

homogenization, normativity, and shame. 

Much of Warner’s argument about these issues, however, is directed at the 

specific institution of marriage. Like many critics of gay marriage, Warner sees 

marriage as a fundamentally straight way of existing, and fears that success in the gay 
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marriage fight could enforce conformity to straight cultural norms. This is why he 

argues that attaining access to marriage abandons a queer politics of sexual freedom 

in favor of a politics of exclusion and normalization. (As he points out, the concept of 

queerness literally expresses something that is different or strange. Marriage, by 

contrast, is a normal and expected rite of passage into the adult world.)1 In its implicit 

morality of sexual privacy, he shows, this institution excludes many queer people, 

accepting only those who find themselves in same-sex, monogamous, committed 

relationships.2  

Marriage, Warner shows, is a public activity, and it is one that requires 

conformity to a particular understanding of what counts publicly as private.3 As he 

writes, “marrying makes your desire private, names its object, locates it in an already 

formed partnership.”4 The institution of marriage contributes to what he describes as 

the “shaming effects of isolation” because it shuns the diversity of forms of desire and 

intimacy in favor of one particular form.5 This is why Warner frames his discussion 

as a challenge to the problem of sexual norms, and their accompanying “politics of 

sexual shame.”6 But arguments for gay marriage, he shows, either attempt to release 

only those who participate in the institution from shame and stigma, or else deny that 

 
1 Michael Warner, The Trouble with Normal: Sex, Politics, and the Ethics of Queer 
Life (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 4 and 38-39. 
2 Ibid., 25-26. 
3 Ibid., 36. 
4 Ibid., 133. 
5 Ibid., 8. 
6 Ibid., 6 and 74. 
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the institution is connected to shame and stigma at all.7 Doing so, he shows, the mass 

media and elite members of the queer community who focus their advocacy on gay 

marriage enact what he describes as “an implicit devaluation of sexuality.”8 By 

contrast, he demonstrates, in queer circles sex is understood to be diverse, and 

deviations from straight norms celebrated rather than erased.9  

Warner importantly also critiques the history of economic exchange behind 

the institution of marriage.10 Marriage, after all, has historically been a way of 

transferring and consolidating property. That property, as I showed in chapter three, 

has historically been not only possessions but persons, as property rights over women 

were consolidated via arranged marriages and dowry payments. Warner reminds 

readers that the terrain of struggle over marriage equality is still marred by these 

exclusions. As he shows, the existence of various legal privileges that come with 

being married (including, for instance, tax incentives, medical decision-making, 

insurance, inheritance, wrongful death actions, and hospital visitation), are only 

accessible to those who get married.11 Warner argues that marriage equality advocates 

argue that this is precisely the reason to organize around gay marriage; to which he 

responds that not all queer people find themselves in long-term, monogamous 

relationships, and so remain excluded from social benefits that all persons should 

 
7 Ibid., 114. 
8 Ibid., 65 and 71. 
9 Ibid., 35 and 71. 
10 Ibid., 108. 
11 Ibid., 117-121.  
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have.12 He does not offer a vision of other ways that such privileges and rights could 

be extended or attached to people who couple or form intimacies differently, simply 

because he sees rights and privileges themselves as necessarily exclusive. 

Warner’s critique of the gay marriage fight focused both on its implicit moral 

values of normalization, understood as the idea that there should be a narrow set of 

ways that people reproduce themselves and their society, and its material values in 

exclusive property rights. This will be important later for my analysis of the role of 

value discourse in his writing later. However, to explore this dynamic in his writing, 

one must first situate it within his intended political project. Fitting with his critique 

of marriage, much of the book is targeted at the contemporaneous gay establishment, 

led by organizations like the Human Rights Campaign, and by pundits and activists 

like Andrew Sullivan and Evan Wolfson. It is written as a manifesto for a sex-

positive culture defiant of the dominant heteronormative, marriage-sanctified, state 

culture of sex in America. But in the final substantive chapter, Warner outlines an 

alternative vision for queer advocacy, in an extended discussion of New York City’s 

zoning politics and policy.  

Warner’s response to national-level queer activists was to outline an 

alternative vision for queer advocacy, by arguing that queer communities should fight 

against the “devaluation of sexuality” by valorizing queer cultures. This meant 

deprioritizing marriage equality efforts and instead prioritizing some of the most 

important frontiers in queer advocacy, such as sexual health and safety, community-

 
12 Ibid., 129-130. 
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building, and visibility. Reading Warner’s alternative political vision as articulated in 

this chapter, I will show that rather than defer exclusively to value’s economic or 

moral expressions, he keeps the tension between the different senses of value very 

much alive in his discussion of the role of value and values in urban zoning politics.  

New York City Zoning and Queer Activism 

In the 1990s, Rudy Giuliani, who is more recently famous for being President 

Trump’s legal spokesperson, was the mayor of New York City. As Warner recounts, 

Giuliani had declared he would “clean up” New York City by instituting zoning 

policies that shuttered gay establishments in neighborhoods like the West Village, 

using the AIDS crisis, in particular, as a pretext for these policies. Warner’s response 

is to focus on “the effects of Mayor Rudy Giuliani’s new zoning law limiting ‘adult 

establishments,’” a law that he writes “has already allowed the city to padlock dozens 

of stores and clubs, including a gay bookstore.”13 Looking to the way that Warner 

presents his account of these changes, however, will also bring into view the diverse 

ways that value discourses emerge in his writing. 

Right away in Warner’s response to Giuliani’s efforts, value and values can be 

seen to play an important role in his discussion of urban zoning laws. Discussing the 

fallout of these policies on NYC’s gay strip on Christopher Street, Warner notes a 

transformation in the production and circulation of economic value. Where once a 

visitor could find a variety of what Warner called “gay merchandise,” including sex 

toys and sex literature proudly displayed in window fronts, Warner describes the 

 
13 Ibid., 150. 
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“surreal scene” caused by their replacement with a vacant wasteland, generated by a 

new law intended to crack down on “adult establishments.”14: 

Along Christopher Street, you can tell immediately that something is wrong. 
In Harmony Video, for years one of the principal porn stores in New York’s 
most legendary gay strip, they now display $3.95 videos of football games, 
John Wayne movies, and music videos by the fundamentalist pop singer Amy 
Grant.15 
 

As a reader, one is immediately drawn from the questions of rights and equality that 

he had tackled throughout most of the book in his discussions of the gay marriage 

debate, and into the world of shops, sales, and merchandise—from values to the 

production and circulation of economic value. Yet he also demonstrates a subtle shift 

in values via his mention of football games and John Wayne movies—merchandise 

that connotes a very particular constellation of values.  

Positioning the recent changes as part of a Giuliani’s targeted crackdowns on 

urban access for queer people, Warner draws our attention to other, similar scenes in 

New York of queer stores having to sell their merchandise undercover, changing 

ownership, or else closing down entirely.16 Warner does not truly hang the hopes of 

his utopia on one street. Instead, he uses the specific politics of this street to add 

texture to the politics of valuation that he sees playing out in a variety of spaces—

local, national, and even global. Indeed, though he focused his examples in New York 

city under Giuliani, he shows similar developments to be happening across the 

country and around the world. Across town, he writes, at a sex toy store opened by 

 
14 Ibid., 149. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid., 161.  
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two lesbian entrepreneurs from Seattle, “the effects of the zoning law are [also] felt.” 

Telling this story, he explains: 

Clare Cavanaugh, one of the owners, told me that they are watching court 
rulings with a wary eye. (Sex toys are among the gray areas of the law.) In 
Seattle, their store has a large glass display window, lending queer visibility to 
the street and the neighborhood. In New York, the display windows stay 
empty, with nothing but discreetly drawn curtains….In Seattle, the store 
features a large selection of lesbian porn. In New York, the owners feel too 
unsafe to stock any.17 
 

The drawing of the curtains in particular seems to affirm Giuliani’s view that what is 

for sale should be hidden. Warner shows that these measures are taken as a response 

to violence, as he also laments the closing of gay bars across Manhattan after police 

raids. The few that remain, he writes, are so conservative that patrons describe them 

as being “in a gay bar trying to act straight.”18 From these examples, Warner 

concludes that “all over New York, in fact, a pall hangs over the public life of 

queers.”19 Warner, in other words, sees Giuliani’s removal of queer merchandise as 

an essential part of a broader effort at queer erasure. 

Warner therefore laments the destruction of Christopher Street by this zoning 

law, yet he argues that Christopher Street’s importance goes beyond the economic 

value of goods formerly bought and sold in its shops. It is also, for him, in the value 

produced for queer communities by enabling particular cultural practices, as a mecca 

for gay cruising. The presence of these shops, he explains, meant that queer people 

could flock to the strip to eat and drink un-harassed and to seek sex or companionship 

 
17 Ibid., 152. 
18 Ibid., 153. 
19 Ibid. 
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along the waterfront.20 Even those not interested in cruising could window shop, 

wander the waterfront, and simply be themselves without the fear of harassment. The 

stores, in other words, contributed to the creation of a public space, as they provided 

safety and community in addition to merchandise.  

While it follows logically that Warner would have simply opposed Giuliani’s 

moralism around driving out the gay culture of the West Village, Warner 

counterintuitively argues that the changes were the result of the “aggressive demand 

of market capital,” more than homophobia.21 This demand, he writes, was met in 

several waves: first in real estate development, then in tourism, then in an increased 

police presence, and finally in Mayor Giuliani’s zoning laws.22 In fact, he explains, 

these laws were justified (if inaccurately) by Giuliani as the unfortunate fallout of the 

“low” and “falling property values” that living next door to a property associated with 

sex created, and this is why Giuliani saw the laws as a contribution to general 

“decency” and to improving the “quality of life” in New York City.23 This zoning 

law, Warner shows, is therefore particularly insidious because it was carried out not 

only in the name of urban revitalization and economic growth (i.e., value), but also in 

an explicit rejection of the values of self-expression and diversity in favor of the 

 
20 This was in the years before Grindr, so physical spaces such as these were essential 
for aspects and segments of gay socializing. 
21 Ibid., 162. Notably, he does not link this targeting of gay people and gay sex to the 
targeting of other non-normative communities in New York City. 
22 Notably, he does not attend to the ways that poor neighborhoods becoming gay 
neighborhoods has historically paved the way for gentrification, but I will return to 
the fraught intersectionality of his approach later. 
23 Ibid., 160. 
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values of “decency.”24 So, as Warner’s writing reveals, Giuliani drew on economic 

and moral rationales for this policy—citing both property values and decency 

(oftentimes framed in terms of “cleanliness”) as reasons for shutting these stores.  

Giuliani apparently saw these two logics as completely complementary. And 

as Warner argues, these logics came together quite neatly in marginalizing queer 

people and sex positivity, even when they were deployed by queer activists. Warner 

shows the gay rights movement to similarly combine a moral justification 

(normalization or assimilation) with an exclusionary means of distributing economic 

value. Implicating gay rights activists in Giuliani’s agenda, he writes: 

The current conditions in New York vividly illustrate what happens when 
national and international forces push the expansion of the market at the 
expense of public space and public autonomy, while at the same time lesbian 
and gay organizations decide that privacy and normalization are their goals.25 

 
The culmination of these two forces is no accident to Warner. Indeed, he indicates 

that other members of the queer community have accepted a set of values that are not 

homophobic per se, but that are nevertheless exclusionary to queer people and queer 

lives through their material consequences. Revealing the queer community to be 

deeply divided in its values, he writes that “the erosion of public sexual culture, 

including its nonnormative intimacies is too often cheered by lesbian and gay 

advocates” who, he writes, “embrace a politics of privatization that offers them both 

property value and an affirmation of identity in a language of respectability and 

 
24 Ibid., 151. 
25 Ibid., 162. Interestingly enough, he does not offer examples of gay activists who do 
not want assimilation and normalization but do want the economic benefits of the 
market (wealth, high property values, etc.) 
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mainstream acceptance.”26 This is why Christopher Street has been altered beyond 

recognition, he argues—it is because these changes were met with complacency and 

oftentimes even enthusiasm from members of the gay community who saw no reason 

to “romanticize” or “be nostalgic” about the West Village.27  

Warner’s argument is twofold. First, his argument is that national gay rights 

organizations have focused on accruing the wrong value (property rights sanctioned 

by marriage) and the wrong values (normalization), while ignoring the way that 

market forces have devalued Christopher Street’s queer material culture. Second, his 

argument is also that the market forces that drive urban renewal (and in this case, the 

devaluation of queer merchandise) are especially dangerous when they are guided by 

moralizing discourses that devalue particular livelihoods. By drawing out this 

argument, he exposes equivocations between different sets of values, but also 

between dominant standards of value, sterilized in the image of “market value,” and 

the diverse cultural values of the queer community. Warner’s response is to follow a 

similar formulation and settle on the importance of Christopher Street’s queer strip by 

arguing that its economic benefits (its value) should be aligned with queer cultural 

priorities (values). Replacing erotica with pop videos in the name of what Giuliani 

called “decency,” Warner explains, is also a rejection of the values of diverse self-

expression and community; and these values of diverse self-expression and 

community, he argues, rely on the visibility of queer culture in everything from pride 

 
26 Ibid., 153 and 164. 
27 Ibid., 151. 
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parades to lesbian bookstores. Here I will now note a key shift in Warner’s argument, 

as he develops a case for an alternative set of values to unite the queer movement. 

Warner’s Divergent Values 

Warner’s alternative values in community-building, visibility, and diversity 

put the life of Christopher Street and the space of commercial culture into relationship 

with each other. The importance of Christopher Street, for Warner, is not just the 

economic value produced and circulating in its sex shops and bookstores, but also in 

the cultural value produced by the flocking of the queer community to the strip to eat 

and drink, and to the waterfront to cruise.28 This is why he argues that that this 

privatization and relocation of queer real estate to Chelsea entails a “real loss” for 

queer communities. As he writes: “one problem with this view is that Chelsea has no 

noncommercial public space to match the old piers at the end of Christopher.”29 Just 

as economic and moral values are together mobilized to devalue the queer cultures 

created on Christopher Street, Warner shows, the value and values of sex-positive 

queer cultures go hand in hand. Activism against the privatization of Christopher 

Street, he argues, is also activism in favor of a culture in which sex is treated as 

something to celebrate, rather than to hide behind the closed doors of marriage. As he 

shows, these same doors form a barrier between the isolation of the closet and its 

“uncertainty and fear,” and the pleasure of being part of a visible community.30 

 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid., 151. 
30 Ibid., 150. 
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These points about safety and community are essential to his argument for 

alternative values. Indeed, as he shows, Giuliani’s law is also accompanied by public 

health campaigns that resulted in the removal of safer sex measures, policing of 

cruising spaces, a removal of public space, and heavy restrictions on adult 

businesses.31 Despite the claim to be promoting public health and safety, he shows, 

AIDS activism is actually “endangered by a new politics of privatization.”32 And 

these moves, he shows, “share the desire to make sex less noticeable in the course of 

everyday urban life and more difficult to find for those who want sexual materials.”33 

The concerning result of these policies, for Warner, is that “sex has gone undercover. 

The consequence seems to have been the nearly perfect obliteration of a visible 

culture of safer sex.”34 His alternative values are, in other words, underpinned by 

value for the queer community.  

Indeed, even the merchandise sold in Christopher Street’s stores, Warner 

adds, has value beyond helping generate sexual pleasure and a livelihood for 

shopkeepers—these stores and venues also provide the education and materials 

necessary to enjoy sex safely. As he writes “the availability of explicit sexual 

materials, theaters, and clubs…is how we have learned to find one another, to 

construct a sense of a shared world, to carve out spaces of our own in a homophobic 

world, and since 1983, to cultivate a collective ethos of safer sex.”35 With these new 

 
31 Ibid., 153-159. 
32 Ibid., 153. 
33 Ibid., 159. 
34 Ibid., 154. 
35 Ibid., 169. 
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zoning changes in place, he writes, “those who want sexual materials or men who 

want to meet other men will have to travel to small, inaccessible, little-trafficked, 

badly lit areas, mostly on the waterfront, where heterosexual porn users will also be 

relocated, where risk of violence will consequently be higher and the sense of a 

collective world more tenuous.”36 These changes, he notes, go against the advisement 

of experts who works in AIDS prevention.37  

But Warner also argues that a public sexual culture has value that goes beyond 

sexual safety. Valuing public cultures of sex, he shows, would restore (rather than 

threaten) meaningful privacy and intimacy, by facilitating a diverse array of 

relationships forms of self-expression.38 Through public sex, he explains, people are 

able to learn not only “the elaborated codes of a subculture…but also simply the 

improvisational nature of unpredicted situations” and “the pleasure of belonging to a 

sexual world” for those who cannot or do not want to be married.39 Warner further 

argues that despite the persistence of “the naïve belief that sex is simply an inborn 

instinct,” in fact, “most gay men and lesbians know that the sex they have was not 

innate nor entirely of their own making, but learned—learned by participating.”40 

Elaborating on this point, he notes that “a public sexual culture…changes the nature 

of sex, much as a public intellectual culture changes the nature of thought.”41 By this, 

 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid., 170. 
38 Ibid., 173. 
39 Ibid., 179 and 178. 
40 Ibid., 177. 
41 Ibid., 178. 
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he likely means that desires are not so much privately experienced and then perhaps 

publicly expressed, but rather are constantly shaped through cultural production. 

Warner is not the first to argue that there is an important connection between 

the values of queer visibility and empowerment. Indeed he is drawing from a 

significant literature on the politics of sexual shame.42 Reading narratives about 

shame into Charles Darwin and much of subsequent evolutionary theory, Sally Munt 

shows that shame plays a central role in modern science and philosophy. Even 

economic thought, she shows, is indebted to this concept.43 As she argues, shame is 

inscribed on the body in a number of ways, such that for queer subjects social 

relations of production and consumption are “felt.” Yet as she shows, the affect of 

shame can be transformative “when horizontal bonds formed through communities of 

shame can be transmuted into collective desires to claim a political presence and a 

legitimate self.”44 Jack Halberstam draws out this point through an engagement with 

Eve Sedgwick, arguing that: 

an early childhood experience of sexual shame that has to be reclaimed, 
reinterpreted, and resituated by a queer adult who, armed with a theoretical 
language about his or her sexuality, can transform past experiences with 
abjection, isolation, and rejection into legibility, community, and love. Gay 
shame, in this scenario, becomes the deep emotional reservoir on which an 
adult queer sexuality draws, for better or for worse. The sexual and emotional 
scripts that queer life draws on, and that oppose the scripts of normativity, are 
indebted oddly to this early experience with shame, denial, and 
misrecognition.  

 
42 Perhaps the most expansive array of scholarship on shame is encapsulated in David 
Halperin and Valerie Traub, Gay Shame (The University of Chicago Press, 2009). 
43 Adam Smith, she argues, proposed shame in the eyes of the imagined observer as 
an antidote to envy and emulation. 
44 Sally Munt, Queer Attachments: The Cultural Politics of Shame (Hampshire, UK: 
Ashgate, 2008), 16 and 4, respectively. 
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Halberstam also draws from Eve Sedgwick, who argued that performances of queer 

identities in response to the affect of shame, can also be part of a mobilizing effort, 

serving as “a strategy for the production of meaning and being,” and one that, as Jack 

Halberstam shows, “can be a powerful tactic in the struggle to make privilege 

(whiteness, masculinity, wealth) visible.”45 

Shame, then, operates as a means of cognitively accessing the experience of 

dispossession. It can then become a catalyst for the formation of queer collective 

identity that treats recognition of particular experiences of disenfranchisement as a 

critical component of reparative justice.  

Yet as Warner shows, albeit more incidentally than intentionally, real flows of 

economic resources (value) are necessary for moral visions (values) to be fully 

understood, let alone realized. Realizing the benefits of a public sexual culture (by 

which he meant not only waterfront hookups, but also the visibility of sexuality in 

queer bookstores, gay bars, free condoms, etc.) is nearly impossible without actual 

traces of sex and sexuality in public spaces. But even as he proposes a realignment of 

values within the queer community, Warner shows that any vision of moral values 

must be enacted through a claim to economic value. He asks: “will our position be 

justified on First Amendment, civil liberties grounds or on more substantive grounds 

about the benefits of public sexual culture”?46 Here, he contrasts the values of free 

 
45 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Touching, Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy, Performativity 
(Durham NC: Duke University Press, 2003), 61 and Jack Halberstam, “Shame and 
White Gay Masculinity,” Social Text 84-85, nos. 3-4 (2005), 220.   
46 Ibid., 171. 
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speech and civil liberties with the value of Christopher Street’s material culture. To 

the extent that a public sexual culture is a material culture, then, he is juxtaposing 

abstract rights and ideals with concrete productions of economic value. 

This point about the material culture of Christopher Street is essential to 

Warner’s argument, since it hinges on the claim that queer shops make 

transformations of American sexual culture both tangible and imaginable. The loss of 

this culture, Warner argues, cannot be remedied without keeping the sex shops in 

business. As he glibly puts it, “the trannies are not going to hang out at Banana 

Republic.”47 His use of a derogatory term and easy stereotyping of trans* culture are 

problematic in a way that I will address later, but his broader attempt to point out that 

the priority issues for some of the most vulnerable populations in queer communities 

require an open sexual culture is a critical one. The point of his argument that trans* 

people will not hang out at Banana Republic is that if Christopher Street’s shops don’t 

exist, they will have nowhere else to go. In this way, Warner shows moral and 

economic discourses of value to be inextricably connected to processes of dividing 

and bounding the public. Doing so, Warner makes a compelling case that the moral 

benefits of public sexual culture exceed the moral benefits of marriage, and that some 

of the ways that they do this is by protecting the lives of those vulnerable to AIDS, 

those whose lives and relationships do not fit the instituted confines of marriage, and 

the most precarious members of queer communities.  

Warner’s Trouble with Value 

 
47 Ibid., 152. 
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Though Warner wrestles with the political dimensions of value, to the extent 

that his writing tends to the question of the relationship between value and values and 

in doing so focuses on the citizenship exclusions that have affected queer people, 

hidden within his argument there is also a productive tension between value and 

values that I argue a democratic politics needs to keep open. While Warner sees both 

moral and economic value directed at the devaluation of queer life, he also holds out 

space for a set of values that prioritize queer lives and cultures, and an organization of 

value that reflects this priority. However, Warner’s own argument also demonstrates 

that alternative values can be hard to imagine, let alone realize, without material 

transformation. For instance, he notes that moral principles have been hard to marshal 

in the face of an incentive structure that perpetuates a politics of sexual shame, 

division, and alienation.48 His Marxism shows through on this point. At the same 

time, he is unwilling to let go of the liberal perspective on values as something that 

we can decide, because to do so would be to assume that he and likeminded citizens 

cannot imagine ways of life that do not cohere with present material conditions.  

Warner’s writing thus foregrounds a complex dialectical relationship between 

value and values. That there is now a significant industry around cultivating and 

catering to gay consumers, despite Warner’s evidence that market capital at one point 

drove gays out of the West Village, is in fact a testament to the ways that shifting 

valuation of particular communities drives, rather than just follows, particular 

demands. This dialectical relationship is acute in the language Warner uses to 

 
48 Ibid., 171. 
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criticize Giuliani’s bill. Giuliani’s language about rezoning Christopher Street as part 

of an effort to improve the “quality of life” posits the elimination of queer businesses 

as an act of moral decency. But Warner also exposes some contradictions in 

Giuliani’s use of moral discourse. Indeed, he shows, this language of “quality” is an 

ideological construction that actually devalues queer life. He writes: 

There is a circularity in this rhetoric, since it serves to reinforce the disrepute 
of adult businesses and therefore helps to bring about the depression of 
property value that it appears to lament.49 
 

By this, I think he meant that Giuliani’s moralizing about the “indecency” of queer 

culture signals developers and city service providers to avoid the neighborhood. In 

the same way that redlining black communities has historically relied on newspapers 

and property owners inflaming racialized fears, Warner shows that Giuliani’s moral 

vision fulfills its own economic prophecy.  

Moreover, as Warner argues, Giuliani’s language of “quality” conceals 

disagreement on what it would mean to improve the quality of life.50 As he writes: 

The assumption of unanimity behind the phrase “quality of life” produces its 
own kind of shame…the rhetoric of “quality of life” tries to isolate porn from 
political culture by pretending that there are no differences of value or opinion 
in it, that it therefore does not belong in the public sphere of critical exchange 
and opinion formation.51 

 
The implication in his use of the word “opinion” as complementary or at least 

adjacent to value in this sentence implies that he believes that values are not 

necessarily self-evident, always up for debate, and thus also contingent.  

 
49 Ibid., 183. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Ibid. Emphasis added. 
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This perspective importantly drives Warner’s case for an alternative set of 

values to unite the queer movement. These values are present in his argument that 

“there is very little sense in this country that a public culture of sex might be 

something to value, something whose accessibility is to be protected.”52 His answer 

was to call for a “principled defense of a public culture of sex.” 53 As he argued, “the 

fact that public sex is not the statistical norm ought to have nothing to do with its 

value or its morality.”54  Or, as he also put it, “a public sexual culture is not just a 

civil liberty…but a good thing.” 55  Now, this language of moral value as a principle 

or good to protect implies that moral values can be adopted even at the exclusion of 

economic value. I can hold a principle or belief about the virtue of a lifestyle 

regardless of whether it is profitable for me to do so. The implication is that a variety 

of people who might never need or enjoy Christopher Street’s nightlife should work 

to preserve it simply because it is the right thing to do.  

On the one hand, Warner’s writing reveals that a certain amount of economic 

activity is necessary for us to even know what sorts of values we might hold. We 

need the nightlife of Christopher Street, he argued, in order to understand its role in 

community building. On the other hand, he is unwilling to let go of the view that 

values are something we can decide to prioritize, even if they go against compelling 

economic incentives (in this case, the property values associated with marriage), and 

 
52 Ibid., 171. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid., 167. 
55 Ibid. 
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even if we lack the experience of living them out. His writing therefore shows the 

dangers of existing sexual repression, and in this way it is a diagnostic or even 

materialist project. Yet it still articulates an alternative vision for queer activism, and 

is thus an imaginative or aspirational one.  

Warner thus implicitly challenges conventional liberal and Marxist 

understandings of value. While liberalism sweeps away value’s material side, as it 

treats value as something that is a matter of free choice absent any monetary 

incentivization and thus ignores the ways that desire is created and cultivated, certain 

strands of Marxism pretend that values are only ever distracting manifestations of 

conflicts over resources. Warner shows that the relationship between value and values 

goes both ways—that material culture and ideas are inextricably connected, yet 

conceiving of them as separate enables us to hold out a space for human agency and 

responsibility in material life. 

This perspective on agency and responsibility comes through in the implicit 

point about prioritization that Warner makes by reserving space for this discussion of 

urban zoning policy in a book that is otherwise focused on the landscape of queer 

activism around same-sex marriage at a national scale. Warner could not have 

seriously meant that queers across the country would be better served if national gay 

rights organizations refocused their energy toward conserving one New York City 

block. One must therefore assume that he wanted gay rights organizations to do some 

imaginative work to think about what this set of priorities in safety, visibility, 
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diversity, and community would look like, scaled up to the level of the whole 

country, or at the very least in their own neighborhoods and communities.  

However, despite Warner’s insights, his writing is often vague about the 

implicit “we” of his own discussions. Here, Warner’s persuasive account of the need 

for public sex culture collides with certain shortcomings in the intersectionality of 

Warner’s approach. Jack Halberstam cautions that the dominant narratives about 

shame are constructed by, for, and about white gay men.56 Likewise, in Warner’s text, 

it is unclear who he even thinks he is speaking for. For instance, he frequently shifts 

back and forth between describing his agenda as one that should unite all queer 

people, and specifying its particular relevance to particular gay communities. Here 

are the problems with Warner’s ambiguity on this question, which his use of the slur 

“trannies” and his presumption that trans* people avoid Banana Republic brings to 

the surface. Warner claims to be in favor of diversity, but then immediately writes off 

the possibility that people with the same sexual or gender identities might have 

widely different motivations. (For instance, most asexuals, the groups represented by 

the “A” in the LGBTQIA+ acronym, would likely find his aesthetic of public sexual 

culture to be deeply exclusionary.) By ignoring this fact, Warner is implicitly 

prioritizing a particular vision of queer community, even as he attempts to juxtapose 

it against a singular heterosexual community. More urgently, passing has historically 

been (and continues to be) a vital way that trans* people can maintain safety in public 

 
56 Halberstam, “Shame and White Gay Masculinity,” 221-222. 
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space, as well as perform authentic identities. So, many trans* people may very well 

have wished to go to Banana Republic, and for a variety of reasons.  

Here, Warner’s argument against marriage on the basis that it confers a 

special value on its members is overstated—even as he argues for economic 

investment in the queer communities of the West Village, he dismisses the tangible 

material benefits of marriage. This is a striking choice, because Warner initially 

shows the importance of the economic dimensions of queer life 

for vulnerable populations; yet this importance seems to slip away when thinks the 

wrong values are in place. It is also too cavalier a rejection of marriage benefits like 

spousal health insurance, which would have been vital resources for many people 

suffering from AIDS. Indeed, although he could not have known this at the time, 

plenty of analysis has since shown that poor and of-color queer people benefit more 

strongly, proportionally speaking, than wealthy and/or white queer people do from 

marriage.57  

As I will demonstrate in the next chapter, these diverse treatments of this 

tension have important implications when we take Warner’s insights into an analysis 

of present-day struggles for racial equality. For instance, the Black Lives Matter 

movement and the communities they advocate for do not have the luxury of 

disavowing certain forms of material redistribution in favor of a particular set of 

 
57 For one example of these statistics, see Sharon J. Lettman-Hicks, “The State of 
Black LGBT People and Their Families,” Huffington Post May 13, 2014. 
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/sharon-j-lettmanhicks/the-state-of-black-lgbt-
p_b_4949992.html. 
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ideals. The Black Lives Matter movement’s core goals of revaluing and re-centering 

black life in American politics and policy have been articulated in an array of policy 

platforms and local candidacies.58 As I will show, its radical, sweeping visions for a 

socially and institutionally transformed society are not perceived as contradictory 

with reforms targeted at transferring resources, like stronger policing review boards, 

the abolition of cash bail, or mandatory body cameras. Foregoing these interventions 

is not an option, despite their not being a substantial or appropriately designed form 

of reparations.  

Recasting Value as Political 

Warner settles on the importance of Christopher Street’s subculture by 

arguing that its economic benefits (its value) should be aligned with queer political 

priorities (values). This, he contrasts with the argument that inclusion in the 

institution of marriage, and all the material benefits it confers (its value) should be the 

primary focus of queer political priorities (values). Warner makes a convincing case 

that the economic benefits of public sexual culture exceed the economic benefits of 

marriage, in so far as they support the lives of those vulnerable to AIDS, those whose 

ways of life do not fit into the institution of marriage, and in general, the most 

vulnerable members of the queer community. Indeed, it is not only “trannies” who 

can benefit from the alternative values he is articulating, or even necessarily queers 

writ large—a public sex culture like the one he is proposing would be an enormous 

 
58 See, for instance, Campaign Zero “Solutions.” 
https://www.joincampaignzero.org/solutions/#contracts and Movement for Black 
Lives “Platform.” https://policy.m4bl.org/platform/. 
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step forward for transcending broader cultures of sexual violence. As the #MeToo 

movement has more recently sought to show, an avoidance of sexual culture in public 

discourse (and thus also a refusal to think seriously about how to define consent) 

invites all sorts of abuse.59 

At the same time, Warner’s explicit exclusion of trans* people who shop at 

Banana Republic, and his implicit exclusion of other segments of LGBTQIA+ 

communities (asexual communities in particular), cut against his broader goal of 

advocating for a more inclusive queer politics. In some ways, Warner recognizes that 

his value claims are by definition exclusive—Warner is quite comfortable excluding 

relatively privileged queers who want to get married in favor of instead supporting 

the types of lives that are only livable within a public sexual culture. In this way, 

Warner identifies important exclusions in both Giuliani’s policies and 

contemporaneous queer activism. Yet this omission also cuts deeper than he realizes, 

because it precludes the possibility of a real diversity of values—and thus enacts its 

own politics of normalization around the subculture of a New York City-based queer 

ghetto, even as he himself frames his argument as one that goes against any politics of 

normalization.60 He thus succumbs to a slippage between value and values that 

 
59 For one example, see: Kara Cutruzzula, What Does Consent Look Like in the 
#MeToo Era, Women in the World Media, April 14, 2018. 
https://womenintheworld.com/2018/04/14/what-does-consent-look-like-in-the-metoo-
era/.  
60 His perspective on the concept of the counterpublic as it comes through in a later 
elucidation of this argument is one in which the queer community can never 
transcend its marginalization without becoming part of the system of oppression it 
resists. Doing so, Warner succumbs in a later extension of this argument to a politics 
of purity, positioning New York City-based gays and lesbians as a “counterpublic” 
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inadvertently reifies his particular set of values—an unsatisfying conclusion for an 

argument that contained such a promising case for ways to transcend the violence of 

American sexual repression.  

But Warner’s argument does not only reveal the political dimensions of value. 

There is a slippage in his argument between a discussion of economic and moral 

value, and each of their corresponding objective (price, norms) and subjective (utility, 

ethics) expressions. At a shop on Christopher Street, the value of the goods in 

transaction is obvious, but the utility, morality, and ethical content of them are not—

and showing us their utility and moral and ethical value is precisely why Warner 

draws out the relationship between a public sexual culture and economic production. 

Looking to this example, one can see how arguments about value betray our images 

of the extent to which what people want must be mediated through the market. 

Finding this tension in Warner’s work is also a reminder that even from within the 

confines of an argument made on the basis of one iteration of this problem—either 

through value or values or some confusing combination of the two—our decision 

 
(relative to a broader American public from which they are excluded), while 
vehemently criticizing other parts of the community for homonormativity. While 
there is something commonsensical about this argument about the perpetual existence 
of counterpublics, to the extent that the very concept of “queerness” connotes 
abnormality, Warner seems to think that the composition of this group is 
unchangeable—that it will, in other words, be the same gay and lesbian groups that 
inhabited the Village in the early 2000s that will consistently be seen as sexual 
deviants. He thus incidentally commits an already disenfranchised group to perpetual 
marginalization, rather than embrace the dynamism of the public sexual culture he 
proposes. See Michael Warner, Publics and Counterpublics (Brooklyn NY: Zone 
Books, 2005). I am not the only one who has criticized Warner for a shallow 
intersectional politics. See Halberstam, “Shame and White Gay Masculinity.” 
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about how we frame our positions has important consequences for how we navigate 

the relationship between material and aspirational life.  

Conclusion 

Warner’s argument in many ways exemplifies all of the political dimensions 

of value that I have tried to draw out in previous chapters. In chapter two, I showed 

that the ways we imagine our needs is a critical part of how we define a body politic. 

Arguing that we need a public sexual culture, he engages in a type of claim-making 

that avoids fast distinctions between economic and moral value and instead centers 

the political qualities of value. In chapter three, I showed that the value of particular 

bodies is usually present in any abstract assessment of worth. Value, as Warner sees 

it, is biopolitical, because it both invokes relationships between individual and 

political bodies, and shapes and produces them through narratives of shame and the 

dangers of AIDS. As Warner writes, “peep shows, masturbation, and porn 

consumption are, above all, safe. Porn stores are among the leading vendors of 

condoms and lube.”61 Politics that prevent the “circulation and accessibility of sexual 

knowledge,” he shows, also contribute to the marginalization of queer lives and 

culture.62  

Perhaps most notably, in chapter four, I showed that moral and economic 

logics can work together to devalue the lives of the most marginalized. Like Cooper, 

Warner shows that how we position our arguments in relation to this tension is a 

 
61 Ibid., 170. 
62 Ibid., 171. 
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critical part of how we imagine our relationships to the material world and to one 

another. Reading this text, one can also see both moral and economic value at work in 

the “quality of life” zoning and urban renewal policies and the ways in which either 

means of presenting a description of what we value is implicitly also a way of naming 

who we value. Valuating public sexual cultures, by contrast, would also mean a 

revaluation of queer bodies and lives. Moreover, in Warner’s explicit argument for 

the value of public sex, he does not pretend to care about the politics of “decency,” 

but makes a positive case for a culture of sex positivity over one of repression. In this 

way, his value claims engage directly in a politics of contestation. As I will show in 

chapter six, claims to value offer a democratic resource precisely because they 

foreground this ambiguous relationship between material and aspirational life. 

Ultimately, the troubling equivocation between value and values that Cooper 

draws our attention toward is very much present in Warner’s writing. But we should 

not want to escape this tension between the different valences of value, because it is 

one that reminds us that our political positions are not always as entrenched and 

immutable as we think they are. The tensions between value and values that play out 

in many of these cases are indicative of broader tensions between aspirational and 

material life, and ones that neither liberalism nor Marxism manage to resolve. 

Whereas liberals attempt to solve the problem by fleeing to the pluralist world of 

values, Warner shows that it is not only liberal values that are contingent, but their 

very imagination of politics. 
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Whenever we make an argument on the basis of a particular distribution of 

value, we could reasonably be making it instead on the basis of values, or vice versa. 

In either case, we have a significant choice to make about how we frame our 

relationship to the material world. The tension between value and values raises the 

important reminder that we can and should think outside our own perspectives, and 

that it is always more possible to do so than it seems. In conclusion, Warner’s work 

helpfully surfaces the tension between value and values, even as he fails to transcend 

or escape it. He shows that any decision we make about how to mobilize around a set 

of economic resources, moral principles, or some combination of the two is always 

going to favor a particular set of lives and ways of living. The tension between the 

concepts of value and values is therefore useful for democratic practice. It enables us 

to define the people and activities of citizenship, whether they be fighting for an 

expansion of rights or creating a public sexual culture, while nevertheless reminding 

us of their contingency.  
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Jacques Rancière, “All Lives Matter,” and the Language of Equality 
 

Chapter 6 
 

 
Introduction 

What to make of these diverse practices of using value discourse in political 

activism? I have shown that the language of value and values is commonly used to 

mask devaluations of female, queer, and black lives. Anna Julia Cooper shows that in 

the post-bellum United States, moral and economic discourses of value contribute to, 

rather than neutralize, racial prejudices. Though these two discourses of value may 

appear to be in tension with one another, she demonstrates that they have in fact been 

complementarily disposed in what is ultimately a political project of valuation. 

Michael Warner similarly treats value as political in his effort to expose the role of 

moral and economic discourses of value in imposing normalization, and cultural 

homogeneity, at the exclusion of queer cultures. He thus reveals that the tensions 

between its moral and economic strands produce particular images of the relationship 

between citizen identity and citizen activity.  

In so far as a politics of revaluation is animated by efforts to draw attention to 

otherwise invisible sources of inequality and injustice, it is also haunted by the many 

pitfalls of legibility and social visibility. Indeed, although both Cooper’s and 

Warner’s arguments rely heavily on particular conceptualizations of value, the 

problem of recognition also lurks just a hair below the surface in both of their writing. 

For instance, in one of the few lines in which Cooper directly addresses her black 
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readers, she warns that value is something that is “acknowledged.”1 Warner, 

meanwhile, describes the value of Christopher Street as a type of value that is “traded 

in recognition.”2 Evident in both of these statements is the importance of recognition 

for redistributing value to black and queer people. 

Yet racial estimations precede any revelations we can make about our 

identities to other people, and thus complicate the possibility of recognition, which 

hinges on claiming an identity that might otherwise be invisible to others. There is 

therefore an enormous gulf between these two texts, and the divide is in the particular 

ways that the politics of recognition play out for diverse marginalized communities. 

Self-disclosure has been incredibly important for queer narratives of liberation—as 

evidenced in discourses of “coming out” and pride. But, as a result of a very different 

relationship to visual culture, self-disclosure has been less central to black narratives 

of liberation.  

In this chapter, I will argue that looking at this key distinction can help make 

sense of the Black Lives Matter movement’s use of the language of “mattering.” 

Their mobilization of value discourse as a way of garnering attention for their cause, I 

show, offers a useful way of intervening in recognition discourse. This is because 

Black Lives Matter activists seek recognition for patterns of political economic 

 
1 Anna Julia Cooper, A Voice from the South (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2008), 285. This sort of address from Cooper is extremely rare, according to Mary 
Helen Washington, “Anna Julia Cooper: The Black Feminist Voice of the 1890s,” 
Legacy 4, no. 2 (1987). 
2 Michael Warner, The Trouble with Normal: Sex, Politics, and the Ethics of Queer 
Life (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 184-184.  
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exclusion rather than identities. They do so by using the language of “mattering” to 

draw connections between precarity and broader patterns of material 

interdependence.3 Seen from this perspective, the Black Lives Matter movement’s 

diverse deployments of value discourse offer a way out of this dilemma, as the 

movement aims at recognition not of an identity, but of a situation. 

I will argue that just as the queer rights movement has aimed to shift 

perceptions of love, desire, and identity, and uses equality as its symbol, the Black 

Lives Matter movement too seeks recognition of the material conditions of racial 

inequality. But here it is important to note another significant divergence in the Black 

Lives Matter movement’s form of self-representation—unlike the movement for 

queer rights, which has so often relied upon the concept and symbolism of equality, 

the Black Lives Matter movement uses the language of value. This shift is notable, 

because it also represents a significant departure from the language of equality and 

rights used by the Civil Rights Movement.4  

Having argued in the previous chapters that value claims offer a crucial way 

to gain collective recognition, and having further argued that the Black Lives Matter 

 
3 Here I am drawing from Dean Mathiowetz’s articulation of “deep interdependence.” 
Dean Mathiowetz, “Hanna Fenichel Pitkin and the Dilemmas of Political Thinking” 
in Hanna Fenichel Pitkin: Politics, Justice, Action (New York, NY: Routledge, 
2016), 13. 
4 As Dewey Clayton shows, the Black Lives Matter movement’s rallying cry is 
divisive in a way that the Civil Rights Movement’s “We Shall Overcome” was not. 
This difference is notable, he argues, because the Black Lives Matter movement is 
technically more inclusive—after all, it puts women and members of the LGBTQ+ 
community at the center of its advocacy. Dewey M. Clayton, “Black Lives Matter and 
the Civil Rights Movement: A Comparative Analysis of Two Social Movements in 
the United States” Journal of Black Studies 49, no. 5 (2018), 474-475. 
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movement’s use of the language of “mattering” exemplifies this potential of value 

claims, I turn in this chapter to the troubling appropriation of this same language of 

mattering—both in the racially-charged claims that “Blue (and/or) White Lives 

Matter” and in the willfully ignorant argument that “All Lives Matter.” Having drawn 

out the importance of the politics of recognition to the “Black Lives Matter” claim in 

the previous chapter, I especially look at the bad faith attempt to take this claim 

seriously in the argument that “All Lives Matter.” However, I argue that the issue 

with the “All Lives Matter” claim is not its appropriation of value discourse, but of 

equality discourse. 

In order to build this argument, I explore value claims as an agonist form of 

political action. I have shown some of the pernicious ways that both economic and 

moral value discourses have each played a role in the devaluation of black life. 

Despite this profoundly negative potential in value discourses, I argue in this chapter 

that the language of value is nonetheless an important channel for making political 

demands and articulating experiences of injustice. I cast value claims as a form of 

democratic politics that centers contestation, and one that offers a significant 

transformation of equality discourse. To build this argument, I explore Rancière’s 

conception of equality. Rancière argues that equality is not an ontology, but a process. 

This process, he shows, relies on linguistic appeals to equality as a cudgel for 

enacting inclusion. From this discussion, I argue that value claims can function as a 

kind of democratic action that is analogous to the kind of action that Rancière 

imagines equality to be. Like equality, value discourse can be a tool for the 
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production and subversion of hierarchy. However, unlike equality claims, value 

claims establish priority. I furthermore offer value claims as political actions that 

highlight the political economic dimensions of citizenship and offer alternative 

organizations of material life. 

The Faulty Politics of Recognition 

Recognition is treated by proponents of multicultural representation as the key 

mechanism for the protection of minority cultural rights and identities.5 Histories of 

queer activism in particular have demonstrated the importance of recognition for 

achieving substantive justice. Since the process of “coming out” is ultimately focused 

on the micropolitical processes of perceptual shifts, the movement treats visibility, 

and the declaration of queer identity as a means of undermining heteronormativity. 

Queer people frequently “come out” by sharing information with friends, family, and 

loved ones, aiming to receive acceptance, support, or at the very least, visibility and 

coexistence. And the attention inspired by the Queer Nation slogan, “We’re here! 

We’re Queer! Get used to it!” has indeed resulted in significant normalization of 

queer identity—evident not only in significant legal victories, but also in steadily 

advancing media representation.6 Following Eve Sedgwick’s point that the discourse 

of recognition is frequently beholden to the epistemological binary of closeted/out, 

 
5 Charles Taylor, Multiculturalism: Examining the Politics of Recognition (Princeton 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1992). For criticisms of this approach, see Nancy 
Fraser and Axel Honneth, Redistribution or Recognition? A Political-Philosophical 
Exchange (New York: Verso, 2004). 
6 Samuel A. Chambers, The Lessons of Rancière, (New York: Oxford University 
Press 2013). 
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queer theorists have treated the process of coming out both as a means of personal 

triumph over shame, and as a critical way to form a political collectivity and encode 

new meanings into that community.7  

Critics of liberalism, by contrast, argue that to concede the power to recognize 

to the state is to treat identities as pre-given, and thus to erase the contestation behind 

their composition.8 As Glen Coulthard argues, the liberal recognition-as-rights 

framework actually serves to reproduce rather than transform asymmetrical 

mechanisms of power.9 Drawing Fanon into dialogue with the example of First 

Nations people in Canada, Coulthard shows that “the colonial relationship between 

Indigenous peoples and the Canadian state” cannot be altered through recognition 

simply because attempts to “reconcile Indigenous assertions of nationhood with 

settler-state sovereignty,” whether through claims to land, economic development, or 

self-government, do not fully achieve the sort of mutual recognition required for a 

true transference of power.10 Recognition as accommodation, Coulthard shows, is 

nonreciprocal, and thus works not “as a source of freedom and dignity for the 

colonized, but rather as the field of power through which colonial relations are 

 
7 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet (Berkeley CA: University of 
California Press, 1990). 
8 Wendy Brown, States of Injury: Power and Freedom in Late Modernity (Princeton 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1995). 
9 Glen Sean Coulthard, Red Skin White Masks: Rejecting the Colonial Politics of 
Recognition 2. (Minneapolis MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2014).  
10 Ibid., 3. 
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produced and maintained.”11 Clearly, recognition may deliver more harm than good 

in cases where it reinstates the status quo.12 

For critics of liberalism, recognition is a poor substitute for substantive 

equality, and often a distraction from it. This is why Nancy Fraser argues that 

recognition and redistribution must go hand-in-hand, even if the two goals are 

uneasily aligned.13 Following Fanon’s demonstration of the double binds that 

recognition-based politics can place on people of color, adherents of Black Power 

have instead argued for an expression of black identity that altogether rejects a faulty 

preoccupation with recognition.14 Indeed, in critical race theory, the tendency has 

frequently been to expose the liberal recognition-as-rights framework as a way of 

establishing dependence and coloniality in the name of accommodation, or else as a 

way of upholding a superficial leveling discourse that perpetuates inequality.15  

Despite this well-grounded anxiety about recognition, the Black Lives Matter 

movement, which emerged in 2014, has been consistently and uncritically cast as a 

 
11 Ibid., 6, 16, 25, and 17. Here, Coulthard deploys Marx and Fanon to take on the 
liberal recognition that he sees as exemplified by Charles Taylor’s treatment of the 
concept. His argument thus has much in common with Wendy Brown’s similarly 
motivated reading of state recognition. Wendy Brown, “States of Injury.” The 
alternative, reciprocal type of recognition that Coulthard champions has more in line 
with Patchen Markell’s vision of recognition as ever-incomplete. Patchen Markell, 
Bound by Recognition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003). 
12 Hence the resonance between Coulthard’s argument and Stokely Carmichael’s 
argument against integration and for the expression of Black Power. 
13 Nancy Fraser, “Social Justice in the Age of Identity Politics: Redistribution, 
Recognition, and Participation,” The Tanner Lectures on Human Values (Stanford 
CA: Stanford University, 1996). 
14 Kwame Ture, “Toward Black Liberation” The Massachusetts Review (1966). 
15 Coulthard, “Red Skin White Masks” and Utz Lars McKnight, “Where Is The Love 
That You Promised?” Theory & Event 17, no. 3 (2014). 
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movement that is primarily focused on seeking it.16 This movement’s efforts to draw 

attention to the devastating loss of black lives and livelihood due to police brutality 

and white supremacy indicates a need for a conceptualization of recognition that rests 

on firmer ground.17 In response to similar problems, some have thus argued that 

recognition be reframed as a process of mutually constitutive identity formation. In 

this way, they offer recognition as a useful space for intervening in racialized 

violence, whether through efforts that engage a particular temporal perspective, 

deploy bodies in a certain type of performative politics, or rely on a linguistic appeal 

that recasts identity politics as relational.18 The Black Lives Matter movement thus 

 
16 Tommy J. Curry, “Michael Brown and the Need for a Genre Study of Black Male 
Death and Dying,” Theory & Event 17, no. 3 (2014); Patrice Douglass, “Black 
Feminist Theory for the Dead and Dying,” Theory & Event 21, no. 1 (2018), Jonathan 
Havercroft and David Owen, “Soul-Blindness, Police Orders and Black Lives Mater: 
Wittgenstein, Cavell, and Rancière,” Political Theory 44, no. 6 (2016); Juliet Hooker, 
“Black Lives Matter and the Paradoxes of U.S. Black Politics: From Democratic 
Sacrifice to Democratic Repair,” Political Theory 44, no. 4 (2016); and David W. 
McIvor, Mourning in America: Race and the Politics of Loss (Ithaca NY: Cornell 
University Press, 2016). 
17 For instance, as Glenn Mackin explains, activists establish value through enigmatic 
appeals. In saying that black lives matter, they simultaneously champion a 
“counterworld” in which black lives do matter, while claiming a world in which they 
evidently do not. These activists’ efforts, he argues, “suspend the order of sense that 
casts black lives as less valuable,” and reintroduce the choice to value black lives 
more highly. Glenn Mackin. “Black Lives Matter and the Concept of the 
Counterworld,” Philosophy and Rhetoric 49 no. 4, (2016). See also Russell Rickford, 
“Black Lives Matter: Toward a Modern Practice of Mass Struggle,” New Labor 
Forum 25 no. 1 (2016). 
18 Mario Feit, “Democratic Impatience: Martin Luther King, Jr. on Democratic 
Temporality,” Contemporary Political Theory 16, no. 3 (2017), Michael Feola, “The 
Body Politic: Bodily Spectacle and Democratic Agency,” Political Theory 46, no. 2 
(2018); and Lisa Beard, “‘Flesh of Their Flesh, Bone of Their Bone’: James 
Baldwin’s Racial Politics of Boundness,” Contemporary Political Theory 15, no. 4 
(2016), respectively. 
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reveals that claims to racial justice also rest on a politics of recognition, but that for 

racialized communities, the politics of recognition are more treacherous. Instead, this 

movement seeks recognition of a particular configuration of material interdependence 

that lends itself to racialized police brutality—in short, rather than seeking 

recognition of an already established people, they seek recognition of an extractive 

political economy and its role in producing a demos. Because of this, I will argue, we 

can even understand the Black Lives Matter movement as offering value claims as an 

alternative to recognition—namely, as a mode of self-narration that moves beyond 

identity and towards collective accountability for the ways we construct systems of 

participation and exclusion in political life. 

Indeed, a focus on recognition as visibility is unlikely to work in a context in 

which visibility is not what is truly at stake—or rather, when visual identification is 

the source of the problem. This is because part of the issue with recognition is its 

privileging of visual culture. Visual culture pervades discourses about queerness—

binaries like butch/femme and passing/out, and concepts like drag are all in some way 

linked to spectacle, display, or at least being seen—many of them render their 

unifying metaphor of the closet apt through their performative reliance on particular 

wardrobes. But visual culture is also a feature of modernity that extends well beyond 

narratives around queer visibility. As Martin Jay shows, hyperattention to visuality 

and visibility has been the hallmark of a range of cultural and social practices—a 

feature of modernity evident in the ways that we describe a variety of presumably 

non-visual experiences, such as psychology, primarily in visual metaphors. He writes: 
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One of the most extraordinary aspects of vision, most broadly conceived, is 
the experience of being the object of the look. Here the range of possibilities 
is exceptionally wide, extending from the paranoid's fantasy of being under 
constant hostile surveillance to the exhibitionist's narcissistic thrill at being the 
cynosure of all eyes. There can also be few human interactions as subtle as the 
dialectic of the mutual gaze, ranging from the contest for domination to the 
lovers' complementary adoration. Even not being the object of the look 
conveys a powerful message under certain circumstances, as any underling 
who has become an “invisible man” will quickly attest.19 

 
Though Jay does not much discuss racialization beyond his closing Ralph Ellison 

reference, his point about the cultural dominance of hyperattention to being seen and 

its connection to race certainly shows why the problem of recognition would be an 

especial problem for black politics.  

Moreover, as Dean Mathiowetz shows, ocularcentrism has also infected political 

economic discourse, both in the way that discourses of luxury rely on ostentatious 

display, and in the way that utility is implicitly conceived in terms of recognition.20  

Attention to the uneasy role of visual culture in value claims reveals that in a 

certain sense, the Black Lives Matter movement seeks recognition of something else 

entirely, and the content of these efforts makes all the difference. They do not seek 

recognition of a type or set of identities (whether given or claimed) and neither do 

they seek visibility for a previously invisible group. Instead, they seek recognition of 

particular distributions of value. However, to understand the efficacy of these claims, 

one must look to the specificity of the language used by this movement. 

 
19 Martin Jay, Downcast Eyes: The Denigration of Vision in Twentieth-Century 
French Thought (Berkeley CA: University of California Press, 1994), 11. 
20 Dean Mathiowetz, “Feeling Luxury: Invidious Political Pleasures and the Sense of 
Touch,” Theory & Event 13, no. 4 (2010). 
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“All Lives Matter” and the Conflation of Value with Equality 

Although the contest between former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and 

Senator Bernie Sanders dominated the 2016 democratic presidential primary, for one 

news cycle in 2015 former Maryland Governor Martin O’Malley was able to break 

through. Unfortunately, it was not at all in the way he hoped. Black Lives Matter 

activists interrupted a forum he shared with Senator Sanders in order to draw 

attention to predatory policing and black disenfranchisement in public life. O’Malley, 

in what he clearly thought was a supportive response, applauded the protesters and 

said, “Black lives matter. White lives matter. All lives matter.” He appeared baffled 

when his statement drew boos, and later apologized, saying that he “meant no 

disrespect.”21  

O’Malley clearly did not know about the White Lives Matter hate groups on 

Facebook. He was unaware that he echoed the language of white nationalists, and so 

did not understand why activists took his words as a denial of the value of black life. 

He had simply tripped over the language of mattering, unaware that it is so contested. 

When we talk about what ‘matters’ we signal what is important to us, what our 

priorities are, and ultimately what we value. O’Malley, in using this language, 

revealed himself to be someone who does not believe that because black life is 

 
21 John Wagner, “O’Malley booed as he points out: ‘White lives matter. All lives 
matter,’” The Washington Post, July 18, 2015. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/activists-disrupt-forum-featuring-
candidates-omalley-sanders/2015/07/18/ca64eb34-2d60-11e5-bd33-
395c05608059_story.html?utm_term=.973c21aa6bbd. 
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uniquely devalued, it requires special attention.22 His efforts at solidarity 

consequently reaffirmed an equalizing discourse that actually perpetuates 

inequality.23  

We have seen that the Black Lives Matter movement’s central contention—

that #BlackLivesMatter—foregrounds tensions between different discourses of value. 

At the same time, groups opposing the Black Lives Matter movement have also 

seized upon the ambiguity of the movement’s central argument about value, treating 

the claims of Black Lives Matter activists as illusory through attempts to disperse 

value in the claim that “all lives matter,”24 or actively re-concentrate it with claims 

that “white lives matter” or “blue lives matter.” The counter-claims of “blue lives 

matter” and “white lives matter” appropriate the Black Lives Matter movement’s 

contention that value is unevenly distributed between groups in order to assert that, 

despite appearances, it is white people, or their police protectors, whose lives are 

devalued by the very claim that black lives matter.25 The discourse of “all lives 

 
22 George Yancy and Judith Butler, “What’s Wrong With ‘All Lives Matter’?” New 
York Times, January 12, 2015, 
https://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/01/12/whats-wrong-with-all-lives-
matter/?_r=0. 
23 For one example of a discourse in which the illusion of equality masks inequality, 
see Utz Lars McKnight, “Where Is The Love That You Promised?” Theory & Event 
17, no. 3 (2014). 
24 George Yancy and Judith Butler, “What’s Wrong With ‘All Lives Matter’?” New 
York Times, January 12, 2015, 
https://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/01/12/whats-wrong-with-all-lives-
matter/?_r=0. 
25 Tactical concerns have therefore been raised about the efficacy of rational dialogue, 
non-violence, and other forms of “appropriate” political action. Hooker, “Black Lives 
Matter,” 2016. 
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matter,” meanwhile, seeks to shore up the status quo, where both the additional value 

attached to white lives through privilege and the devaluation of black lives are hidden 

by a presumption of colorblindness.26 This latter claim’s willful naïvité also indicates 

that discourses of value and equality cannot be easily disentangled. This claim 

conceals its racism in a vision of universal equality by arguing that the best way for 

equality to be realized is through the uncritical valorization of all people—rather than 

through a particular focus on elevating those who have been systematically 

disenfranchised and devalued. 

To untangle equality and value discourses, and to understand the entailments 

of these diverse choices of language, it is necessary to think in greater depth about the 

ways that both discourses operate as a means of shifting perceptions and identifying 

injustices. In fact, such an effort is an invitation to look not at race or sexuality, but at 

class. This effort fortunately has an ally in the political theory of Jacques Rancière. 

Looking at his arguments about how equality claims can work to shift perceptions in 

debates about justice it becomes evident that what is distinct about value claims is 

their ability to do so while maintaining a deeper sense of priority. However, seeing 

this dimension of Rancière’s thinking requires first engaging some of the debates on 

racial recognition, as well as the various projects that have been inspired by his 

understandings of politics and political agency. 

Jacques Rancière: Equality and the Problem of the Miscount 

 
26 Catherine L. Langford, and Montené Speight, “#BlackLivesMatter: Epistemic 
Positioning, Challenges, and Possibilities.” Journal of Contemporary Rhetoric 5  
no. 3/4 (2015). 
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Jacques Rancière’s conceptualization of equality as a form of democratic 

claim-making is among the many reasons he has become an attractive figure for 

radical democratic theorizing.27 Despair over the potential of ordinary political 

processes, procedures, and institutions, as well as frustration with police and policing 

forces, both literal and figurative, have led many theorists of democratic citizenship to 

his political thought. In a striking departure from the structuralist Marxist work of his 

teacher Louis Althusser, Rancière offers a picture of contingent action and identity 

formation. The main force of Rancière’s Dis-agreement is an investigation of the 

dynamics of perceptibility, which is among the reasons why he has been recognized 

as a critical contributor to queer theory.28  His conception of democratic politics does 

not celebrate fixed identities, but the processes of disidentification that constitute new 

relationships to equality.  

Rancière has been championed by a range of political thinkers. Anarchists, 

radical democrats, and aesthetic theorists alike turn to him for his provocative and 

counterintuitive ways of exposing the plights of the marginalized. For those intent on 

thinking along similar lines and also heeding the warnings of Michel Foucault and 

Gilles Deleuze about the organizing and productive dimensions of power, the hope 

for freedom from discourses and discipline has often sparked a turn to aesthetic and 

 
27 Chambers, “The Lessons of Rancière.” 
28 Ibid., 157-158, 164 and Samuel A. Chambers, “A Queer Politics of the Democratic 
Miscount,” borderlands 8, no 2 (2009). As Chambers and O’Rourke argue, like 
politics, “queer theory must challenge, resist and subvert regimes of the normal.”  
Samuel A. Chambers and Michael O’Rourke, “Jacques Rancière on the Shores of 
Queer Theory,” borderlands 8, no 2 (2009), 4. 
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affective moments of democratic possibility. Foremost among these approaches, for 

instance, Davide Panagia argues that aesthetic experience interrupts and undoes 

common sense and establishes ground for new ways of relating to “indeterminacy and 

ambiguity.”29 Sensation, he argues, allows immediate access to value, prior to 

meaning and the “regimes of perception that ensure…political valence.”30 Citing both 

Deleuze and Kant, he argues that sensation engenders democratic moments where we 

realize we might be, both truly and potentially, different from how we are. Jane 

Bennett, meanwhile, follows this argument to its logical conclusion and takes up the 

question of who “we” are in an entirely different frame, arguing that non-human 

agency can and must be included in our thinking about the operations of human 

affairs.31  

These are but two deployments of Rancière’s thinking. Others find hope in the 

applications of his thinking to social movements past and present, and most often, to 

movements whose causes and tactics they particularly admire.32 Some readers draw 

on Rancière’s thinking to discuss public protest movements and the use of space by 

 
29 Davide Panagia, The Political Life of Sensation (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2009), 2-3, 10. 
30 Ibid., 2-4, 6. 
31 Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2010). 
32 Paul Apostolidis, “The Lessons of Jornaleros: Emancipatory Education, Migrant 
Artists, and the Aims of Critical Theory,” Philosophy and Rhetoric 49, no 4 (2016) 
and Mackin, “Black Lives Matter,” and Elizabeth Wingrove, “blah blah WOMEN 
blah blah EQUALITY blah blah DIFFERENCE,” Philosophy and Rhetoric 49, no 4 
(2016). 
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social movements.33 Still others have taken his insights into discussions of dance, 

urban geography, and even Bruce Lee.34 Rancière’s theory of politics is certainly 

amenable to all of these projects. However, Rancière himself is also adamant that “if 

everything is political, then nothing is,” indicating that locating an expansive array of 

new moments of politics is likely not what he himself has in mind.35  

Indeed, in all of this talk of sensation, the non-human, and the like, problems 

of inequality and injustice fade away or even drop out—an odd expression of 

enthusiasm for a thinker whose work focuses almost exclusively on class conflict and 

the language of equality. Because Rancière is adamant that philosophical studies of 

politics have often been an impediment to political action (or at the very least, 

superfluous—he says as much in nearly every one of his engagements with 

philosophy, from Althusser’s Lesson to The Philosopher and his Poor), it is likely 

that his intent is not to abstract away from class struggle and inequality.36 The 

 
33 Keith Bassett, “Rancière, Politics, and the Occupy Movement,” Society & Space 
32, no. 5 (2014); Colin Jager, “A Poetics of Dissent; or, Pantisocracy in America,” 
Theory & Event 10 no. 1 (2007);  Isabell Lorey, “The 2011 Occupy Movements: 
Rancière and the Crisis of Democracy,” Theory, Culture and Society 31 (2014); and 
Marina Prentoulis and Lasse Thomassen “Political Theory in the Square: Protest, 
Representation and Subjectification” Contemporary Political Theory 12, no. 3 (2013).  
34 Dana Mills, “The Dancing Woman is the Woman Who Dances into the Future: 
Rancière, Dance, Politics,” Philosophy and Rhetoric 49, no 4 (2016); Mustafa Dikeç, 
Space, Politics, and Aesthetics (Edinburgh University Press, 2015); and Paul 
Bowman, “The Intimate Schoolmaster and the Ignorant Sifu: Poststructuralism, Bruce 
Lee, and the Ignorance of Everyday Radical Pedagogy,” Philosophy and Rhetoric 49, 
no 4 (2016). 
35 Jacques Rancière, Dis-Agreement: Politics and Philosophy (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2004), 32. 
36 See, for instance, his comment that “the Marxism we had learned at Althusser’s 
school as a philosophy of order whose very principle served to distance us from the 
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historical developments that concern him most are not abstract processes of neglect 

and marginalization, but tangible processes of valorization that privilege philosophers 

at the expense of workers. This perspective is evident in Rancière’s own description 

of many of his intellectual efforts, the goal of which he claims is to show how 

“devaluing of the figure of the worker was paralleled by the valorization of the 

theoretician as a producer of concepts.”37 Indeed, Rancière frequently insists that 

much of his oeuvre was developed in response to France’s May 1968 protests, and as 

an expression of his admiration of the spontaneity of this moment of student-worker 

solidarity and political action.38 However, a return to Rancière’s thinking on class 

will, counterintuitively, enable thinking more clearly about the applications of his 

thought to problems of sexuality and race. 

Though his work on aesthetics and philosophy have drawn the most attention, 

it is evident that Rancière’s primary concern is inequality, and in particular, economic 

inequality. He begins both Dis-agreement and Ten Theses on Politics writing against 

the supposed “retreat of the social” and the idea of a “pure” politics as “freed from 

domestic and social necessity.”39 Indeed, nearly every one of his examples in Dis-

agreement concerns money and class conflict. One of his first moves in the opening 

 
uprisings that were then shaking the bourgeois order to its core.” Jacques Rancière, 
Althusser’s Lesson (London: Continuum International Publishing Group, 2011), xix. 
37 Jacques Rancière, “Work, Identity, Subject,” in Jacques Rancière and the 
Contemporary Scene: The Philosophy of Radical Equality Jean-Philippe Deranty and 
Alison Ross, eds. (London: Continuum International Publishing Group, 2012), 207. 
38 Kristin Ross, May ’68 and its Afterlives (The University of Chicago Press, 2002), 
39 Jacques Rancière, “Ten Theses on Politics,” Theory & Event 5:3 (2001), thesis 1 
elaboration and thesis 1 elaboration and Rancière, “Dis-agreement,” vii, viii. 
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pages of this text is to detail the misjudgments of the ancient philosophers on 

problems of “profits and losses.” The discussion throughout the next few chapters is a 

critique of market society as the basis for the “miscount” that accompanies his 

politics of “the part for those who have no part.”40 Lest we are left in doubt, “those 

who have no part,” he reminds us, are the “poor of ancient times, the third estate, the 

modern proletariat.” The people, he tells us, “are constituted on these divisions,” and 

by “these divisions,” he explains, he means the ones between the rich and the poor.41 

He even says that “the struggle between the rich and the poor is not social reality…it 

is the actual institution of politics itself.”42 His later examples echo these statements, 

and whether he is discussing the Scythian slaves, the revolt of the plebs, or Blanqui 

and the proletariat, class is always (save one or two mentions of women) the basis for 

division.43  

With this is mind, Rancière’s interpreters can be read in a very different light. 

In a delicious example of the politics of sensation, for instance, Panagia contrasts 

narrative and semantics with the March 2000 spectacle of thousands of Italian 

chocolatiers descending into piazzas to protest the imposition of European 

Commission chocolate standards.44 He describes a moment rich with serendipity, in 

which “chocolatiers occupied the piazzas with their pots, pans, and camping stoves, 

creating an impromptu chocolate taste test,” and lauds the comingling of sight, noise, 

 
40 Rancière, “Dis-agreement,” 5-6. 
41 Ibid., 9 and 11. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid., 12, 23, and 37-8, respectively. 
44 Ibid., 45. 
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space, and taste that this protest produced. All this, he claims, happened at the center 

of the piazza, an “empty space” modeled after the Roman Forum in the thirteenth 

century “to generate and amplify a senso civico (civic sense).”45 For Panagia, the 

aesthetic experience involved perfectly illustrates Rancière’s image of democratic 

rupture. 

But Rancière is not interested in chocolate—he is concerned about politics. 

And as the central corridor of the capital of a major empire, the Roman Forum was 

anything but an empty space—it was a highly organized area for constrained 

economic activity and the tight regulation of trade. The chocolatiers were not eliding 

“commercial endeavors” in favor of their noble pursuit of safeguarding the 

heterogeneity of chocolate flavors. They were a group of producers echoing a long 

tradition of economic activity concerned with setting the price for certain flavors by 

using this particular space and a performance within it to demonstrate the superior 

value of their products. In short, they were advertising, and in a public space designed 

specifically for that purpose. Taste, then, is less a catalyst for political rupture in this 

story than money.  

Yet it is the curious way that Rancière depicts politics that nevertheless leads 

to such creative appropriations. Understanding precisely how Rancière imagines 

politics is therefore critical to seeing why his theory has held such value for 

movements that claim equality even as they destabilize what equality means. A 

variety of other movements have relied upon equality discourse in their mobilization 

 
45 Panagia, “The Political Life,” 64 
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efforts as well—the feminist movement in particular puts the language of equality at 

the center of its efforts. However, the use of the language of equality by the 

LGBTQIA+ movement is especially curious because the concept of equality is in 

tension with the “Q” in this acronym—queerness and queering are not about equality, 

but about distinction.46 Queer politics therefore have a special affinity with Rancière’s 

thinking, since the prospect of queerness is in tension with the homogenizing 

implications of equality discourse. Following this thread, I will show that Rancièrian 

politics is difficult to grasp precisely because it deals with the unrecognizable—a 

characteristic that also makes it a perfect match for thinking about the ways in the 

Black Lives Matter movement’s activism works to shift perceptions—particularly of 

value. 

Politics and Subjectivation 

To understand Rancière’s unique perspective on equality, and the ways it 

resonates in particular with the LGBTQIA+ rights movement and the mode of politics 

enacted in “coming out,” one needs to understand how he conceives of politics itself. 

But Rancière’s politics is nothing if not deeply counterintuitive. Following a long-

established continental tradition from reason-of-state through Hegel and Foucault, but 

with a refreshingly simple set of points laid out early on in his Dis-agreement, 

Rancière cleaves politics from the police. The police, for him, is a catch-all 

description of hierarchies, structures, divisions, distributions, orders, and modes of 

 
46 Here, I am persuaded by Michael Warner’s critique of the gay rights movement’s 
myopic focus on formal legal equality. Warner, “The Trouble with Normal.” 
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enforcement.47 For him, the police includes “the set of procedures whereby the 

aggregation and consent of collectivities is achieved, the organization of powers, the 

distribution of places and roles, and the systems for legitimizing this distribution.”48 

Rancière apparently conceptualizes police not only as armed officers, but also as 

anything that produces or maintains social norms. For Rancière as for the Black Lives 

Matter movement, the police would certainly include those involved in extrajudicial 

killings of black motorists, but also the church, school, and the streets.  

Politics, on the other hand, is for Rancière that which is “antagonistic” or in 

“opposition” to the police. It is that which “breaks” with police orders.49 It is any 

activity that “reconfigures” or “shifts” things such that it “makes visible what had no 

business being seen.”50 Systems of valuation, for instance, are often part of the police; 

while efforts at revaluation form politics. For Rancière, politics is the act of bringing 

that which is outside a field of vision into focus, or outside of commonsense 

understanding into perception. Politics is thus never settled—it does not arise when 

exclusions are made, but only when exclusions are not even perceptible because they 

are outside of the “partition of the perceptible,” or what divides our ordinary registers 

for understanding from experiences we do not recognize.51  

This is why Rancière also describes politics as emerging as a response to the 

“wrong” that escapes arithmetic, the problem that the “ideal” of a common good is 

 
47 Chambers, “The Lessons,” 43, 66, and 70-71. 
48 Rancière, “Dis-Agreement,” 28. 
49 Ibid., 27. 
50 Ibid., 29-30. 
51 Ibid., 24. 
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never to everyone’s advantage, and sometimes even the “sheer contingency” of the 

world.52 As he writes, politics “arises from a count of community parts, which is 

always a false count, a double count, or a miscount.”53 When a gap exists, Rancière 

explains, between the “declared community and the community that defines itself as 

being excluded from this community,” then politics “makes the gap between two 

peoples explicit.”54 For Rancière, this means that any act that reveals the contingency 

of what would otherwise appear natural, and highlights how norms at play are both 

divisive and oppressive, would be considered politics. 

But Rancière’s intervention does not stop there. Whereas politics and police 

are often imagined to be enacted by subjects who stage a protest to defend a cause or 

alternatively set up barricades to keep the protest from becoming too unruly, for 

Rancière, politics uniquely brings subjects and communities into being against a 

terrain of sedimented political identities that form the police.55 Politics, he argues, 

“cannot be defined on the basis of any pre-existing subject” because subjects congeal 

through action.56 For him, politics is not merely “the exercise of power,” but in fact is 

its generation. Politics simultaneously produces, and is produced by, said subjects. 

Rancière writes: 

 
52 Ibid., 12, 15, and 16. 
53 Ibid., 6. 
54 Ibid., 38. This comment in many ways inverts Rousseau’s conception of the general 
will, if not explicitly. 
55 This also means that Rancière too is always present in his texts in that he is himself 
shaped in a particular way through his writing of them. (This is something that he is 
acutely aware of, if his numerous rants about philosophers are any indication.) 
56 Rancière, “Ten Theses on Politics,” thesis 1 elaboration and Rancière, “Dis-
Agreement,” 57. 
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politics is a matter of subjects or, rather, modes of subjectification. By 
subjectification I mean the production through a series of actions of a body 
and a capacity for enunciation not previously identifiable within a given field 
of experience, whose identification is thus part of the reconfiguration of the 
field of experience.”57 

 
Subjectivation is not only the process of highlighting ways of being in the world that 

were previously excluded or ignored in dominant discourses, but also the conjuring 

into existence of these communities. It is not, for Rancière, “the exercise of power” 

but is rather a “paradoxical” mode of political action in which one is “at once the 

agent of an action and the one upon whom the action is exercised.”58 In declaring a 

disagreement, subjects do not only act and exercise power in politics, but also subject 

themselves to a certain action.  

Here is where Rancière’s odd characterization of class struggle sheds some 

insight on the politics of recognition. Though Rancière is drawing from Foucault’s 

thinking about policing and subject formation, his emphasis on agency and 

contingency lends a more dynamic quality to his conceptualization of subjectivity. In 

reading Rancière, Samuel Chambers identifies an important emphasis on the way that 

subjectified actors are also activated.59 This subtle distinction makes all the difference 

because subjectivation allows political actors to express and enact previously 

unthinkable positions. This is why Rancière’s writing on economic inequality is 

amenable to such a diverse range of theoretical projects—it is because he is writing 

 
57 Rancière, “Dis-agreement,” 35. 
58 Rancière, “Ten Theses on Politics,” thesis 2. 
59 Chambers, “The Lessons.” 
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about class politics, but in a way that also refuses to naturalize class politics. As 

Rancière puts it: 

Politics does not happen just because the poor oppose the rich. It is the other 
way around: politics (that is, the interruption of the simple effects of 
domination by the rich) causes the poor to exist as an entity.60  
 

Class struggles, then, can be understood as only one contingent outcome of 

domination, subordination, and hierarchy and hence only one possible order—they 

are not to be mistaken for a fundamental condition of society. This is why Rancière 

concludes that “the poor themselves are not really the poor.”61 Politics cannot be 

about class struggle, he argues, because politics brings the poor, as an entity, into 

being.62 Politics, as Rancière conceptualizes it, is not the struggle between the rich 

and the poor, but the activation of the poor (or otherwise excluded identity) as a group 

through the interruption of established orders.  

To see the importance of this distinction, it is useful to return to the ways it 

speaks to queer politics. Indeed, it is precisely for this reason that Chambers finds an 

important convergence between Rancière’s conception of politics and queer theory 

that exceeds the usefulness of the latter as merely a clear exemplar for Rancière’s 

more convoluted formulations. As Chambers writes: 

 
60 Rancière, “Dis-agreement,” 11. 
61 Ibid., 13-14. 
62 This formulation of politics is not without its problems. Nikolas Kompridis, for 
instance, identifies a close connection between an anti-essentialist view of culture and 
an assimilationist logic and argues that the norm of cultural fluidity that accompanies 
certain articulations of hybridity poses a problem for those whose experiences are 
already marginalized. Theorizing culture without a past, he argues, can have a 
troubling tendency toward historical erasure. Nikolas Kompridis, “Normativizing 
Hybridity/Neutralizing Culture” Political Theory 33 no. 3 (2005).  
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Whereas lesbian and gay both name identities based upon sexual orientation, 
queer points to no such fixed position. Lesbian and gay (and also, in their own 
way, transgender and bisexual) are identities; queer is a relationality. That is, 
queer describes a particular, relative position in relation to norms of sexuality. 
There is therefore nothing fixed, nothing permanent about queerness; it is 
always context-dependent.63 

 
Chambers then elaborates: 

Rancière's understanding of the police makes space for a conception of social 
identity as given, fixed, and hierarchical. Sometimes the poor is the part des 
sans-part, while sometimes the poor is an economic category of policing. In 
this sense we might say that the presumption of equality that is demonstrated 
through political action amounts to a queering of the police order.64 
 

From here, he concludes that “the democratic miscount is a queer form of counting 

and a queer form of politics.”65 Following this logic, Hector Kollias argues that the 

struggle for marriage equality merely attempts to acquire rights for an already 

existing array of identities (gay, lesbian, and bisexual couples), and thus would not be 

considered subjectivation. However, Stonewall, Kollias points out, is an example of 

subjectivation because it represents a moment in which, in the name of sexuality, a 

people constituted themselves as a collective. 66  

Equality 

Here is where Rancière’s unique perspective on equality begins to come into 

focus. He initially sets police against equality, writing that “for politics to occur, there 

must be a meeting point between police logic and egalitarian logic.”67 In fact, he 
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64 Ibid., 165. 
65 Ibid., 168. 
66 Hector Kollias, “How Queer is the Demos?” borderlands 8, no 2 (2009). 
67 Rancière, “Dis-agreement,” 34. 
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writes, “anything may become political if it gives rise to a meeting of these two 

logics.”68 A police logic here might, for instance, be the argument that women need to 

self-advocate in the workplace, whereas an egalitarian logic might argue that women 

should just be paid equally without having to change their behavior. But what to 

make of this image of the two logics “meeting”? Because the French word recontrer 

implies not only “to meet,” but also “to face” and “to cross,” when he imagines a 

“meeting” between these two logics, Rancière evidently has in mind something more 

conflictual or antagonistic than an unassuming encounter, and more laden with 

meaning than a mere introduction. 

 However, lest one assume that the distinction Rancière is making is one 

between an inegalitarian police logic and an egalitarian politics, it should be noted 

that Rancière does not only set equality as clashing with police, but also positions it in 

an uneasy relationship with politics. As he writes: “nothing is political in itself for the 

political only happens by means of a principle that does not belong to it: equality.”69 

Equality, he tells us, is not part of politics.  It is merely the “principle” by which 

politics is enacted. By this he suggests that we must fight to be equal, but that we are 

not equal while we fight for elements or experiences of equality. Rather, equality is 

realized through the effort of politics. When people with motor disabilities (for whom 

access to buildings, sidewalks, and wheelchairs is a daily struggle) claim that their 

disabilities should be accommodated equally to those with eyesight disabilities (for 
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whom glasses are widely available), they do not claim equality as something in their 

experience—but rather fight for an experience of equality, or conditions that could 

help to better approximate it. 

Equality, then, is something that can be called upon whenever there is an 

evident tension between so called political principles of equality and policing 

practices. In fact, it may even be a policing logic in itself. This is why Rancière writes 

that: 

What makes an action political is not its object or the place where it is carried 
out, but solely its form, the form in which the confirmation of equality is 
inscribed in the setting up of a dispute.70 
 

In other words, an action is not political because it takes place in a certain place, 

whether it be the polling station or the streets. It is also not political because it 

concerns a pressing, hot-button, controversial, or highly-valued issue. It is political 

only when an attempt is made to confirm one’s equal humanity against practices of 

inequality. “Politics,” Rancière tells us, “is that activity which turns on equality as its 

principle.”71 He thus suggests that we turn to the aspiration of equality to enact the 

reality of equality, even if clarity regarding what its achievement entails emerges in 

and through struggle. An example more in line with this argument might be the Civil 

Rights Movement, which exposed exclusions in both the conceptualization and 

 
70 Ibid., 32. In this way, there is a certain affinity between Rancière’s conception of 
politics and Hannah Arendt’s discussions of world-building. However, Rancière’s 
agonism indicates that what he has in mind might be better understood as a kind of 
world-undoing.  
71 Ibid., ix. 
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institutionalization of constitutional freedom, even as it sought inclusion in the 

practices of civil rights codification and litigation. 

Yet because equality is also “a logic,” or a means of reasoning or ordering, 

Rancière’s statement that equality is an activity also implies that part of turning to the 

principle of equality involves defining what that aspiration even consists of—to what 

it would mean to be equal. As Rancière puts it: 

Equality is not a given that politics then presses into service, an essence 
embodied in the law or goal politics sets itself the task of attaining. It is a 
mere assumption that needs to be discerned within the practices implementing 
it.72 

 
By this, Rancière implies that people are not already equal, whether by nature or by 

law, and politics merely the means of enacting this equality. In chapter two I 

discussed Aristotle’s contributions to needs discourse, and it is worth returning to his 

writing here to complicate this distinction. According to Aristotle, we can be equal in 

some respects but not in others.73 We must therefore think deeply about what 

precisely we have in mind, when we assume people are equal—on what basis, by 

what metric, and according to whom that equality supposedly exists. Indeed, though 

Rancière sets police against politics, Rancière also differentiates between different 

types of police writing that: 

There is a worse and a better police—the better one, incidentally, not being 
the one that adheres to the supposedly natural order of society or the science 
of legislators, but the one that all the breaking and entering perpetrated by 
egalitarian logic has most often jolted out of its ‘natural’ logic.74 

 
72 Ibid., 33. 
73 Aristotle, Politics, trans. Carnes Lord (Chicago, IL: Chicago University Press, 
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For Rancière, perhaps equality is a “better police.” Even as it naturalizes one 

supposed order of society, legislation, or value (“all men are created equal”), it also 

enables a breaking and entering by egalitarian logic that undermines the very ways it 

is constituted. 

To the extent that a movement understands equality on the basis of a universal 

claim to rights or nature, or even just American law, Rancière would not deem it to be 

political. Politics, for him, are instead at work in the very process of discerning the 

criteria for equality, how equality is to be measured against them, and especially, who 

decides. Extending United States citizenship to Native Americans, for instance, 

requires that a standard for equality be drawn—and doing so is complicated by the 

tense relationship between recognizing sovereignty and extending state services. The 

practices implementing equality need not even be benign. Rancière concludes, “this 

assumption of equality is to be discerned even within a discourse proclaiming the 

fatal act of inequality.”75 This principle of equality, in other words, bleeds into our 

thinking even when we do not intend it to. Even proclamations of inequality—and 

ones that can have mortal consequences—reveal the ways in which we otherwise 

assume people to be equal. By this logic, even actions taken against equality, like the 

rhetoric and actions of white supremacy, remind us of the ways in which equality is 

something we take quite seriously. 
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Lest one read him as an apologist for fatal acts of inequality, it is important to 

note that this tension between principles and practices also implies a certain way in 

which equality, for Rancière, is an action rather than an ontology. This perspective is 

perhaps most evident in The Ignorant Schoolmaster, in which Rancière tells the story 

of Jactot, a teacher who teaches his students that he has nothing to teach them. Using 

this example, he turns the paradox of equality on its head—if students had to be 

taught that they did not need a teacher, then they in fact did need a teacher. Equality 

is something that the students in this story do not have, and nevertheless something 

that they create, do, and become—in short, it is paradoxical. This is why Rancière 

bases this book on an argument about a basic “equality of intelligence,” a concept that 

also pops up in Dis-agreement, and that comes through our potential abilities to see, 

speak, and pay attention.76 Conceiving of equality in this way, he poses it as a 

possibility, rather than a fact, and a possibility that can be fulfilled through 

engagement with shared objects or activities.77  

People, then, are never already equal in status or value for Rancière. They are 

instead, paradoxically, equal only in their ability to be identified as unequal, and 

through their articulation of an experience (often of an inequality). When, as Rancière 

shows, an experience is interpreted and articulated as a “wrong,” demands for 

equality become the vehicle for politics, in order to install a new policing order of 

equality. Equality, for Rancière, is thus an action rather than ontology, and it is an 

 
76 Jacques Rancière, The Ignorant Schoolmaster: Five Lessons in Intellectual 
Emancipation (Stanford University Press, 1991), 26, 32. 
77 Ibid., 72. 
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action that is carried out through politics and disagreement.78 Moreover, it is one that 

specifically happens in language—the activity that humans share.79  

Language 

For Rancière, politics is both the assertion and practice of equality, and is 

ultimately a linguistic act.80 Indeed, language is the glue between Rancière’s 

conceptualizations of politics and equality. In the opening lines of Dis-Agreement, 

Rancière engages Aristotle’s distinction between speech and mere voice, and argues 

that only the former allows the speaker to be understood by others. Rancière notes 

that claiming a “wrong” is only possible when one’s voice is recognized as speech, 

and that this means that the wrong of having one’s speech understood as merely voice 

remains inexpressible.81 Though I take language to be the connective tissue between 

bodies and politics, there is certainly a tension between an embodied politics of 

 
78 For a resounding critique of an ontological reading of Rancière in response to Jean-
Philippe Deranty, “Rancière and Contemporary Political Ontology,” Theory & Event 
6:4 (2003). Adam Phillips makes a similar point in drawing from psychoanalytic 
theory and the work of agonist democrats like Chantal Mouffe and arguing that 
equality is “the legitimation, if not the celebration, of conflict,” simply because 
conflict is not really conflict at all if it is not carried out between equals. Adam 
Phillips, Equals (New York NY: Basic Books, 2003), 11-12. 
79 Clare Woodford, Disorienting Democracy: Politics of Emancipation (Abingdon 
UK: Routledge, 2017). 
80 Rancière, “Dis-agreement,” 29. To the extent that it is a moment of recognition, 
even as it is a moment of change in which “new political subjects formed in and 
through their verification of equality.” Çiğdem Çıdam, “Disagreeing About 
Democracy: Rancière, Negri, and the Challenges of Rethinking Politics in the Wake 
of 1968” Theory & Event 19, no. 1 (2016). For articulations of ‘recognition’ that 
comportment with this view, see: Jean-Philippe Deranty, “Jacques Rancière’s 
Contribution to the Ethics of Recognition” Political Theory 31, no. 1 (2003) and 
Markell, “Bound by Recognition.” 
81 Ibid., 4.  
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precarity and the terrain of linguistic appeals. For this reason, Dean Mathiowetz 

reclaims Rancièrian politics as an embodied politics, arguing that “Rancière re-enacts 

a partition of the sensible that repeatedly excludes kairos’s embodied dimension, its 

affective and extra-linguistic sensoria, from the field of politics.”82 Mathiowetz 

argues: 

Transgender politics goes beyond bathroom signage, preferred pronouns, or 
the visibility of trans people in public spaces. Those are important, but trans 
politics includes the senses and feelings of misgendered bodies—feelings 
never independent of discourse, but which depend on no particular discourse 
to be relevant as feelings of injustice.83 
 

The result, then, is an omission in Rancière’s theory, and one that cannot make sense 

of the kinds of experiences of precaritization that are not primarily sensible in 

language. 

But language, for Rancière, in addition to drawing partitions, can also be a 

way of making visible positions in which people “find themselves.”84 This is why 

Judith Butler points out that the limitations of the linguistic categories encapsulated 

by the LGBTQIA+ acronym do not justify abandoning them, since the language of 

queer politics is better off appropriated by the movement than left to its detractors.85 

Rancière makes a similar point in Althusser’s Lesson, when he breaks from Althusser 

over competing interpretations of struggles in which he sees “discourses of power 

 
82 Dean Mathiowetz, “Kairos and Affect in Rancière's ‘Ten Theses on Politics’” 
Theory & Event 20, no. 1 (2017), 90. 
83 Ibid. 
84  Chambers, “Lessons,” 108. 
85 Judith Butler, Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of “Sex” (New York: 
Routledge, 1993). 
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giving opposite political meanings to the same words,” a point that can be seen most 

evidently in his example of Louis Blanqui.86 Blanqui was a nineteenth century French 

socialist, a contemporary of Marx who was  known (and imprisoned) for agitation 

against the republican government. In a scene taken from one of Blanqui’s many 

appearances in court, he argues to redefine (and merge) the words “profession” and 

“proletarian”:  

Asked by the magistrate to give his profession, Blanqui simply replies: 
‘proletarian.’ The magistrate immediately objects to this response: ‘That is not 
a profession;’ thereby setting himself up for copping the accused's immediate 
response: ‘It is the profession of thirty million Frenchmen who live off their 
labor and who are deprived of political rights.” The judge then agrees to have 
the court clerk list proletarian as a new ‘profession.’ 
 

Blanqui’s argument to recognize proletarian as a profession was made against what 

had clearly been the default assumption—that ‘proletarian’ was just another way of 

describing people in unfortunate situations. By claiming this identity as a profession, 

he positions it as a particular way of being included in French politics. The 

significance of this exchange for Rancière is that, as he puts it, “every thing turns on 

the double acceptance of a single word” (that word is “profession”) because, “within 

revolutionary politics, Blanqui gives the same word a different meaning.”87 Because 

Blanqui shows the very language of equality (rights discourse) to be suspect, he 

 
86 Emmanuel Renault, “The Many Marx of Jacques Rancière,” in Jacques Rancière 
and the Contemporary Scene: The Philosophy of Radical Equality Jean-Philippe 
Deranty and Alison Ross, eds. (London: Continuum International Publishing Group, 
2012), 178. Such a move to look at value both as ontology and as discursive 
construction also seems to reflect Marx’s own move against David Ricardo, to show 
value itself as splitting from its phenomenal forms in exchange. Ibid., 169-170. 
87 Ibid., 37-38. 
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introduces new political actors to the French courts. 

Disagreement, Rancière claims, is “a determined kind of speech situation: one 

in which one of the interlocutors at once understands and does not understand what 

the other is saying.”88 Yet these misunderstandings come not from the ambiguities of 

language, Rancière explains, but rather, from “contention over what speaking 

means.”89 This is because logos, he argues, has a double meaning—it refers both to 

speech, and to accounts of speech.90 Taking logos as an account of the functions of 

speech as a whole, Panagia comes to the conclusion that speech, like other 

components of discourse, disciplines attention in certain ways, and thus polices 

perceptions into a regime of “narratocracy, or the rule of narrative.”91 This certainly 

seems to capture one dimension of logos for Rancière, but he is not so ready as 

Panagia to discard logos as speech. Even though Rancière shows that speech is a 

policing logic, implying that politics cannot be spoken (except, perhaps, in “mute 

dialogue”), he nevertheless thinks that politics must be carried out in speech.92 This 

 
88 Rancière, “Dis-agreement,” x. 
89 Ibid., xi. 
90 Ibid., 43. 
91 Panagia, “The Political Life,” 12. He is drawing on Rancière’s quip that the 
concept of narrative is “highly questionable.” Jacques Rancière, “Politics, 
Identification, and Subjectivization,” October 61 (1992), 62. 
92 In an interview with Panagia on the linguistic turn, Rancière pins down his thinking 
on writing and speaking more clearly, and in a way that seems to affirm this latter 
possibility. Moving from what he describes as a linguistic perspective that treats 
language as a type of Marxian infrastructure, he argues that words gain their power 
through their ambiguities, and not despite them. Rather than look for hidden 
meanings and the work they do in structuring political subjects and subjectivity, he 
argues, we should look at the ambiguities of everyday language and the multiple 
possible subjectivities presented within it. Jacques Rancière and Davide Panagia, 
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perspective emerges in hints scattered throughout later parts of Dis-agreement, such 

as in his claim that politics “must be a communicational intervention.”93 It is perhaps 

most evident in his writing on the Roman practice of plebeian secession, in which the 

plebs withdrew to the Aventine Hill and, as Rancière writes, “execute a series of 

speech acts that mimic those of the patricians”94 until the patricians were forced to 

make concessions. As Ayten Gündoğdu shows, this was “a result of paradoxical 

attempts by those who are not recognized as equals and yet venture to demonstrate 

their equality.”95 In other words, the plebeians used the same tools that patricians 

used to maintain their value as a way of establishing their own. These “disruptive 

practices of demonstrating one’s equality against all odds,” she shows, reveal that for 

Rancière, “equality is something to be verified in speech.” As she shows, it is notable 

that in his example of the Scythian slaves speech is not used, and equality therefore 

not recognized by the slaveholders.96 

Speech is therefore not in itself political; it has to consecrate itself as political 

through its opposition to a police order. Çiğdem Çidam thus describes disagreement 

as based in “the constitution of political subjects,” who “enact their equality by re-

presenting themselves through the appropriation of the language of others.” Those 

who engage in the project of equality qua subjectivation, she argues, “expropriate 

 
“Dissenting Words: A Conversation with Jacques Rancière,” Diacritics 30, no. 2 
(2000). 
93 Rancière, “Dis-agreement,” xiii and 55. 
94 Ibid., 24. 
95 Ayten Gündoğdu, “Disagreeing with Rancière: Speech, Violence, and the 
Ambiguous Subjects of Politics” Polity 49, no. 2 (2017), 199. 
96 Ibid., 189 and 194. 
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their language and in doing so challenge the existing order of the sensible by 

highlighting its contingency.”97 Linguistic claims therefore serve both a policing 

function and create the necessary guiderails that direct the politics of equality. 

Drawing from a Habermasian framework in which words can either participate in a 

shared set of norms or construct new ones, Rancière argues that politics in fact always 

serve both political and policing functions: 

The point is that the demonstration proper to politics is always both argument 
and opening up the world where argument can be received and have an 
impact—argument about the very existence of such a world.98 
 

Language, here, is the premier terrain upon which politics happens. Daniel Nichanian 

also locates this dual possibility in Rancière’s thinking. According to Nichanian, 

Rancière argues both that language can “be perceived as a symptom of democracy’s 

duplicity, as evidence that the circuits of continuous discussion should be distrusted,” 

but also that it is “indeterminate, eschews closure, and invites debate.” 99 In fact, 

Nichanian argues, many of Rancière’s texts conceive of written language, at least, as 

“an enabling condition for the egalitarian politics he prizes.”100 Rancière writes: 

The heterogeneity of language games is not an inevitability for contemporary 
societies that suddenly comes and puts an end to the great narrative of politics. 
On the contrary, it is constitutive of politics, it is what distinguishes politics 
from equal juridical and commercial exchange on the one hand and, on the 
other, from the alterity of religion and war. 101 
 

 
97 Çıdam, “Disagreeing About Democracy.”  
98 Rancière, “Dis-agreement,” 56. 
99 Daniel Nichanian, “A Matter of Debate or Just a Misunderstanding? Woman’s 
Suffrage and the Ambivalence of Writing,” Philosophy and Rhetoric 49, no. 4 (2016), 
502. 
100 Ibid., 503. 
101 Ibid., 50. 
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Drawing from Wittgenstein’s treatment of language as immersed in a series of 

practices, Rancière shows that language is not only an obstacle to politics, but also a 

key part of its practice. Indeed, for Rancière, our use of language could not be more 

fundamental to politics. Language is what we use to distinguish politics from 

commerce or war. 

Locating Value in Equality 

Equality claims typically gesture to a contested and often fraught basis or 

standard by which people are deemed equal—whether by nature, divine will, right, 

declaration, or constitution.102 Arguments about equality draw on different criteria, 

and thus also on implicit values. In debates, for instance, about the respective 

importance of equality of opportunity or equality of outcome, both sides draw from a 

concept that is itself contested.103 Rancière’s interventions into debates about equality 

provide important resources for rethinking this concept and its political uses. Whereas 

liberalism entrenches inequality under the rhetoric of equality,104 Rancière offers a 

much less shaky foundation for equality.  

 
102 Phillips, “Equals,” 21. 
103 This is why, as Wendy Brown and Janet Halley argue, it is possible to be 
committed to the goal of equality for sexual minorities while nevertheless criticizing 
campaigns carried out by queer activists in the name of equality. Wendy Brown and 
Janet Halley, Left Legalism/Left Critique (Durham NC: Duke University Press, 2002), 
28. 
104 For the dangers of queer activism’s turn to the liberal assumptions of equality and 
rights, see Todd May, “There are no Queers,” borderlands 8, no 2 (2009) and Ben 
Trott, “Same-Sex Marriage and the Queer Politics of Dissensus,” The South Atlantic 
Quarterly 115, no. 2 (2016). 
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Rancière’s positioning of equality as a process rather than an ontology helps 

identify the variety of fraught bases upon which equality is pinned. It also shows how 

the content of arguments about equality, in casting equality in particular ways, can 

conceal substantial inequalities. Saying that we are all equal under the law, for 

instance, can hide the racialized exclusions that in turn produce the laws, legal 

systems, and the very nations in which they are housed. Rather than fall into the traps 

of naturalizing or denying equality on the basis of contingent standards, he attempts 

to think equality radically, by arguing that people are equal, paradoxically, only by 

virtue of our shared capacities.105 As Michael Feola importantly notes, there is an 

exclusion at work in Rancière’s thinking whenever he bases equality on capacities, 

since it is always the case that some will lack these capacities. Yet the susceptibility 

of even his own argument to exclusion is part of why his intervention demonstrates 

the bases upon which arguments about equality are made. Viewing equality in this 

way, Rancière shows that equality discourse can conceal gaps between aspirations 

and realities, but also provide important means of breaking and entering into policing 

orders. 

Rancière curiously poses attempts to break into equality discourse as a very 

specific form of linguistic intervention. He writes “equality is not given, nor is it 

claimed; it is practiced, it is verified.”106 Much is contained in this short line. That 

equality is practiced (rather than given) is understandable in light of the anti-

 
105 Michael Feola, “Speaking Subjects and Democratic Space: Rancière and the 
Politics of Speech,” Polity 46, no. 4 (2014). 
106 Ibid., 137. His emphasis. 
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ontological conceptualization of equality presented in his discussions of 

subjectivation and language. Having shown that equality is not something imposed by 

police orders, but rather something that is learned and enacted through the experience 

of identifying a “gap” or “wrong,” Rancière reveals equality to be an action that puts 

in place equality as a status. Yet his comment that equality is not “claimed” but 

“verified” is peculiar. In choosing the word ‘verify’ to characterize his discussion of 

equality, it is likely that Rancière means to imply that equality is a process of 

checking, or as he puts it, “confirming,” to with others to see that we are indeed 

equal, against systems of inequality that deny this possibility. There is a way, then, in 

which equality is intrinsic, and also something that must be enacted. Indeed, though 

we often think of ‘verification’ as a process of checking or confirming a truth, the 

Latin root of verify (or the French verifier) also implies a process of making 

something true. The root of ‘claim’ in clamare, by contrast, means simply to “call 

out.” Evidently, Rancière’s equality verifications are intended to do more than simply 

call out—they are expected to enact a form of world building.107  

As Jodi Dean shows, equality therefore functions as one sort of “vehicle” of 

disagreement in Rancière’s account.108 But she takes issue with this means of 

characterizing politics, as she argues that such an understanding of politics cannot 

fully deal with situations in which people are not equal, and where no assertion 

 
107 See Norval’s point that Rancière undertheorizes what happens prior to and after 
rupture. Aletta J. Norval, “‘Writing a Name in the Sky’: Rancière, Cavell, and the 
Possibility of Egalitarian Inscription” The American Political Science Review 106, no. 
4 (2012). 
108 Jodi Dean, “Politics without Politics” Parallax 15, no. 3 (2009), 34. 
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otherwise will do the trick of remedying these relations.109 Even if a worker proceeds 

as if already part of a common world, she argues, such an action is not likely to 

register in its intended way with the owner of capital, who does not want to recognize 

a common world.110 To resolve this problem that Dean poses, one needs to take to 

heart Rancière’s point about the ways that equality functions as an action rather than a 

declaration. However, this also entails moving beyond Rancière’s thinking in two 

significant ways—first by returning to the democratic potential of “claims” that 

Rancière discards in favor of verifications, and second, by looking to the way that the 

Black Lives Matter movement articulates their argument in the language of value 

rather than equality. Though Rancière deems claims insufficient for effecting a 

politics of equality, they are better suited to enacting the politics of value. Moreover, 

the politics of value, I will now show, offer a way to intervene in the police order of 

equality without also reinscribing these same orders. The Black Lives Matter 

movement shows that value is also a critical way that injuries can be understood as 

political. 

Equality Verifications, Value Claims 

 
109 Christopher Watkin, “Thinking Equality Today: Badiou, Rancière, Nancy” French 
Studies: A Quarterly Review 67, no. 4 (2013) has the same concern. 
110 Matheson Russell and Andrew Montin, “The Rationality of Political 
Disagreement: Rancière’s Critique of Habermas” Constellations 22, no. 4 (2015). 
Russell and Montin differentiate between Habermas’ formulation of dialogue as 
dependent upon both the illocutionary act and the response of those listening (and 
particularly whether they accept the validity claims of the speaker); Dean, “Politics 
without Politics,” 33. 
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Instead of thinking about equality from some particular basis, criteria, or 

standard, equality, for Rancière, is verified rather than given. However, the process of 

verification quickly clashes with the problem of credibility. Here, value claims can 

accomplish some political work that equality discourse cannot quite grasp. Value, like 

equality, acts as another vehicle of disagreement. However, unlike equality claims, 

value claims establish rather than conceal priority.111 Whereas, as Dean shows, claims 

about universal equality can hide actual inequalities, value discourse puts 

discriminations front and center, whether by edemanding that they be recognized, or 

by mischaracterizing them more blatantly. Demands for equality are made against 

experiences of wrong, understood as inequality, with the hope of remedying 

inequality. Demands for value, by contrast, are also made in the context of 

experiences of wrong, but propose that priorities be shifted or renegotiated, rather 

than leveled—if you do not have much, why should I want what you have? In this 

way, value claims need not verify anything so much as call out or claim the implicit 

valuations already made in equality discourse. 

The issue, then, is less about discursive distinctions and more about the 

context in which these claims or verifications are made. To the extent, for instance, 

that the Civil Rights Movement was focused on achieving formal legal equality 

within the confines of liberal equality discourse, the Black Lives Matter movement’s 

 
111 Or, as Tristan Garcia puts it, a “flat valueless world is a world devoid of 
intensities. Nothing is either more or less than another thing. Everything is equal.” 
Tristan Garcia, Form and Object: A Treatise on Things, Mark Allan Ohm and Jon 
Cogburn, trans. (Edinburgh University Press, 2014). 
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emphasis on valuation over equality represents an important divergence. However, to 

the extent that the language of equality served as a vehicle for the community 

building carried out in the Civil Rights Movement, the two movements may have 

more in common in their replacement of politics as process with a non-foundational, 

agonistic politics. 

Value claims thus do not present a means of resolving political problems, but 

rather a way of participating in political conflict. Whereas equality claims depend 

upon particular criteria for understanding equality (whether those criteria be nature, 

law, or divine right) value claims contest those very criteria. Perhaps more 

significantly, they also enable the possibility of a politics that treats equality as a bare 

minimum, rather than the ultimate limit on our political demands. Value claims, in 

other words, voice the demand that black and queer life and livelihoods and the 

cultural contributions that come from these communities be treated not merely as 

equal, but as actively important.  

The emergence of social movements that claim value as rightfully theirs and 

link embodied experiences of value to exclusions from citizenship (like Black Lives 

Matter) reminds us that the problem of value is intrinsically a political one. They 

expose value distributions that already exist, while raising alternative possible 

priorities. Moreover, as the Black Lives Matter movement shows, these alternatives 

are not situated in abstract liberal priorities (“values”) that are removed from 

historical valorizations, but in bodies and experiences. Value claims thus offer a 

conduit of democratic action that, extending Rancière’s understanding of equality as 
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action, can work to expose these gaps between political aspirations and realities 

without attempting to close all possible gaps with the cheap filling of liberal equality 

discourse. Whereas an equality verification might seek inclusion in an already 

existing order, a value claim calls out exclusions and demands alternatives. 

Here, we can return to the problem of the “all lives matter” claim. Debates 

about whose lives matter are a reminder that value claims often hinge on claims about 

equality, and thus also on the tenuous grounds upon which equality is so often pinned. 

But this is a limitation of equality discourse rather than one of value discourse. If we 

think about value claims as offering a way of using language to expose historical 

processes of valuation while simultaneously gesturing towards possible redirections 

of value, we can see the Black Lives Matter movement’s central slogan in a different 

light. Contested as it may be, the argument that black lives “matter” must merely raise 

the possibility that black lives have been and continue to be devalued. Setting the 

argument in terms of calling out particular distributions of value, the movement’s use 

of value claims indicates that political identity and contestation is not, as Rancière 

shows us, about attaining a status or standing at all, but about action. The claim that 

“all lives matter” is therefore exposed as disingenuous whenever a life of any color is 

taken by police brutality. ‘Equality’, implies equivalences, whereas ‘value’ is less 

amenable to that. The language of equality can therefore be mobilized against 

redistributive policies like reparations and affirmative action, whereas the language of 

value cannot do so without revealing its racial prioritization. In this way, the issue 

with “all lives matter” may not be that value discourse enables such a claim, but that 
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equality discourse does. Were value discourse deployed on its own here, the claim 

that “all lives matter” is meaningfully distinct from the claim that “white lives matter” 

would be a tougher sell.   

Social movements that have historically focused on equality might therefore 

do well to heed the lessons of the Black Lives Matter movement, which builds on the 

legacy of the Civil Rights Movement, but in response to the limitations of legal 

equality and the elusiveness of concrete experiences of equality even with legalistic 

victories, shifts from the language of equality to the language of value. There are 

certainly a range of valuations that have been, and still might be called out by leftist 

movements. Native populations, for instance, have called out the expropriation of 

value in their lives through the seizure of their land, even as they have decried the 

discourse of value that conceives of land as property—thereby highlighting the 

tension between value and values.112 If the viral video of a woman using the language 

of mattering113 in her confrontation with Jeff Flake over his ‘yes’ vote on the 

Supreme Court confirmation of Justice Kavanaugh is any indication, feminist 

movements too have recently followed the Black Lives Matter example, and begun to 

shift from arguments about equality to the language of value. The LGBTQIA+ rights 

movement too might do well to discard the language of equality caged in rights 

 
112 Robert Nichols, “Theft Is Property! The Recursive Logic of Dispossession” 
Political Theory 46, no. 1 (2018). 
113 As quoted in Matthew Zeitlin, “Watch a Protester Tell Jeff Flake, “You’re Telling 
All Women They Don’t Matter, They Should Just Stay Quiet,” Slate Magazine 
September 28, 2018. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/09/protester-jeff-flake-
elevator-yes-vote-brett-kavanaugh.html.  
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discourse and instead turn to the language of value—the urgent problems of trans* 

youth suicides and violence against of-color trans* people, for instance, might be 

more effectively framed as a devaluation of queer life than as a problem of rights. 

More generally, a constellation of issues such as health care, prevention, antigay 

violence, job discrimination, media coverage, sex inequality, and even the production 

of shame itself, might all be treated as problems of value—that is, if the effort is not 

merely to achieve the status of heteronormativity but rather to transform or even 

upend it.114 Value claims can therefore serve as a useful tactic for a variety of social 

movements that seek inclusion for marginalized groups and identities, but wish to 

avoid liberal narratives about equality and instead make agonist claims about 

justice.115  

Conclusion 

Like inequality, feeling devalued can be a felt experience—whether in an 

absence of economic resources or vulnerability to police violence, a dearth of value is 

often accompanied with an experience of precarity. At the same time, a claim about 

value requires that contrasts be drawn between personal experiences and policing 

priorities. Value claims thus have a relational quality, and one that defines the bounds 

and features of a community, and those excluded from it. Equality claims are also 

 
114 Warner, “The Trouble with Normal,” 84. Warner makes a compelling case for a 
connection between zoning laws created and carried out to in the name of public 
health that had the intent and effect of removing New York City queer culture from 
public space and a wider devaluation of queer life and livelihood. 
115 Even efforts to address climate change often hinge on the ability of advocates to 
articulate a compelling claim about the relationship between economic discourses of 
value (for instance, in carbon taxes) and the moral values in conservation. 
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relational in the sense that to be equal suggests that two different values are in some 

sense equivalent. But value claims are relational in a different way—with value 

claims, the entities being put into relationship can maintain a greater degree of 

dimensionality and dynamism since value claims do not depend on the historical uses 

of equality. Whereas equality claims rely on particular sets of values, value claims are 

explicit about the criteria they invoke. Moreover, the experiences of precarity that 

result from value’s absence are ones that also offer experiences of commonality, as 

linkages are made between shared experiences of wrong. When we sense that our 

race, class, gender, sexuality, or even just our friendship or wisdom is not valued, we 

often believe that some injustice has been rendered—that we are excluded from a 

community of which we should be a part. 

Moreover, like equality, the Black Lives Matter movement shows value to be 

something that is claimed. Here value also plays an analogous role to Rancière’s 

understanding of equality, and his discussions of subjectivation show that the 

particular kinds of identity mobilized around value render its policing always 

incomplete. Value claims can always spark counter-claims—whether about the values 

that particular people truly hold, or about the values that any people ought to hold. At 

the same time, Rancière shows the ways that language-use can provoke an experience 

of a gap—a gap which, as the Black Lives Matter versus “All Lives Matter” language 

shows is, is not so much between people, but about the disparate logics of equality 

and distinction. As the Black Lives Matter movement shows us, when someone 

claims to act on values, they are distinctly not articulating a politics of equality, but of 
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priority—of what, above other things, matters. In this way, value claims can be 

mobilized as agonist democratic claims that do not cover their tracks behind an 

equalizing discourse. In claiming priority, they do not erase political contestation, but 

instead encourage judgments about what takes precedence, and on what basis. 
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